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The NEC VC -739E with Beta Hi -Fi sound. A technological breakthrough in video recording and playback whereby the video
heads record both the audio and video information. Compared to conventional VCR's which use stationary audio heads, the VC -739E
offers 30 times greater dynamic range. In fact, the audio specifications of the VC -739E exceed even those of a studio open -reel tape
recorder!
The NEC VC -739E is the industry's most "fully loaded" Beta Hi -Fi model, with four heads for clear special effects; 134 channel
cable ready quartz PLL tuner; 8 -event, 14 day programmable timer; audio -only recording capability; fluorescent indicator level meters
and more ... all controllable by a full function remote.
You'll see picture quality with very same "High Video Fidelity" in every NEC model, only with different arrays of features.
The NEC VC -738E is an 83 -channel; clear special effects four -head; 8 -event, 14 day programmable; wireless remote control
machine.
Even NEC's most basic VCR's, the 134 -channel cable ready VC -737E and 83 -channel VC -734E

offer picture quality and ease of operation matching any 1/2 " machine on the market- at any price.
Think of it this way. All NEC VCR's offer "High Video Fidelity." And now, the new VC -739E
THE ONE TO WATCH.
offers "High Audio Fidelity," too.
NEC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
NEC Home Electronics (U.S.A.) Inc., 1401 Estes Avenue, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007, (312) 228-5900
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YOU'RE LOOKI NG AT THE
SIX BEST AUTO -REVERSING DECKS

YOU CAN Burr.
HIGH -TUNED DC AMPLIFIER THREE HEADS WITH TAPE

\ MONITORING CAPABILITY-

1 \K U11C1 II.
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COMPUTER RECORD LEVEL
PROCESSING SYSTEMK\1

AKAI

BI-DIRECTIONAL RECORD/PLAYBACK-

TWIN DIRECT -DRIVE CLOSED LOOP

DOUBLE CAPSTAN TRANSPORT-

AKAI. SONY, JVC, PIONEER, TEAC

\c

Staying ahead of the competition in auto reversing cassette decks has been an AKAI
tradition for the past 14 years. Now we're introducing the all -new GX-R99, a deck that has
so many advanced features you'd have to buy
six other auto -reversing decks to get them all.
Features like our Computer Record Level
Processing System, that sets a tape's bias,
equalization and tape sensitivity, measures a
tape's MOL, then sets the optimum recording
level. A Spectrum Analyzer encompassing MOL

.].

NAKAMICHI

display, which displays frequency response with
greater accuracy. AKAI's exclusive Auto Monitor. And our super GX heads. So super, they're
guaranteed for 17%2 years of continuous play.
It's easy to see why the GX-R99, just one of
four great AKAI auto -reversing decks, is called
the Dragon Slayer. And to find out why it's getting
more praise than all the
other guys combined, write
to AKAI, P.O. Box 6010, Dept.

A9, Compton, CA 90224.
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Tandberg's world-famous audio
products, highly regarded by professional
musicians as well as discriminating
consumers for more than 50 years, now
include two of the most advanced high
fidelity components available today: the
TIA 3012 Integrated Amplifier & TPT 3001A
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Programable Tuner.
These units, which were individually
given a "rave" review by AUDIO magazine,
can be joined together with their optional
rosewood sidepanels to become "...the
finest 'receiver' we have ever tested"
(HIGH FIDELITY) and "a receiver of
exceptional quality" (STEREO REVIEW).
It is a stereo receiver capable of
exceeding the demands of today's...
and tomorrow's most advanced digital
program material.
For literature, test reports and the
name of your local dealer, contact:
Tandberg of America, Labriola Court,
Armonk, NY 10504. (914) 273-9150
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ONE HUNDRED PERCENT COMPUTERIZED

MDUAL DIGITAL VOLUME AND BALANCE CONTROL

D

GITAL TONE MEMORIES

Mdt ÉDUENTIAL AUDIO MUTING BETWEEN SOURCES

OMPACT AUDIO DISC INPUT
The R102 is the future ... All others will follow

A

SCIENTIFIC AUDIO ELECTRONICS, INC.
For your color brochure send to: Scientific Audio Electronics, Inc., P. 0 Box 60271, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, CA 90060
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WON'T YOU COME BACK, BILL BUYER
The theme song of the Winter
The big new high-tech breakthrough
Consumer Electronics Show, at the convention was Kodavision. Koheld in Las Vegas from January dak launched this "camcorder" (one7th through 10th, must have been piece video camera/recorder) using 8 "Seems Like Old Times." The buyers
were back! Throngs of them! The over-

all attendance of 91,245 made it the
largest trade show in the U.S., and that
led to extensive TV coverage.
Yes, the WCES, often a barometer of
the country's economic climate, was a
positive reflection of the recovery in the

mm tape, and the rush was on. GE and
RCA said they would soon have similar
units, as did several Japanese manufacturers. The shame of it all is that the
Kodak unit is made by Matsushita and

that a company like Kodak, with all of
its vast experience in coating technology, will have its tape made by TDK.
business world. With comfortably re- This 8 -mm tape will be available in
duced inventories due to recent sales metal -particle and metal -evaporated
successes, dealers stalked the aisles formulations, with up to 90 minutes relooking for profit -building products.
cording time.
Of course, a lot of buying activity
All this is great, but our interest is in
centered on computers, telephones, audio. Now that reasonable profitability
games, and video products. There has been restored to audio retailing, a
was, as you might expect, a plethora of bit more attention was paid to audio
new CD players, many of them sec- matters. The daily WCES newspapers
ond -generation models. An easily pre- gave a bit more coverage than last
dictable trend was that almost across year, but by and large, audio was still
the board, in every price category, hor- treated like a stepchild. The high -end
izontal drawer loading predominated. exhibits at the Riviera Hotel were rarely
As for CD players at reduced price mentioned. In spite of this, there was
points, Magnavox and Sanyo had bare plenty of activity, though a number of
bones models at $499. It is widely ex- people felt many audio manufacturers
pected that, at the June CES, some were holding off new product introducmodels will be selling at the $399 level. tions until the June CES. There were,
All well and good, but those who however, several interesting new prodlook to such low-priced CD players to ucts shown at the Riviera and even
break open the market are likely to be some significant new technology.
disappointed. Consumers who may
Loudspeakers are always in profuhave been waiting for a $399 CD play- sion at any CES. In these early days of
er are still likely to resist paying $18 to digital audio, the term digital -ready, as
$20 per disc. Obviously, the key is less applied to loudspeakers, has already
expensive Compact Discs. According become something of a cliché and, in
to industry experts, about the best one many cases, a misnomer. As I pointed
can expect in the latter part of 1984 is out last month, the day of the basea reduction in cost of about $2.00 per ment tinkerer is over. To compete sucdisc. As long as mastering costs remain high (anywhere from $2,000 to
$3,500 each) and production runs remain small (average run on a single
title is 1,000 discs), the price of a CD is
likely to stay in the $15 to $17 range.
On the other hand, when people realize CDs will never wear out in normal
use, this may cause some rethinking
about value for money.
Philips, Mitsubishi and Panasonic
showed CD players for car installation.
All admitted they were prototypes, with
neither price nor delivery quoted for
production models. Panasonic hinted
their car CD player might be available
in 1985. Apparently, the problems of
heat and vibration have not yet been
completely solved.
6

cessfully in the overcrowded loudspeaker market, a sound, scientific design approach in a well -instrumented
laboratory is absolutely vital. But it
must be noted that even with a highly
disciplined scientific rationale, there is
no guarantee a particular speaker design will provide sonically accurate reproduction and also satisfy the musical
sensibilities of the auditor. One hopes
that a truly accurate loudspeaker can
indeed be equated, with a high degree
of similarity, to a live musical event.

An interesting speaker, offered by
Rauna, was in the Opus Three exhibit.
(Opus Three is a Swedish record man-

ufacturer whose fine -sounding discs
may be familiar to audiophiles.) The
speaker looks akin to a ship's ventilator. The Njord model employs electrodynamic drivers in a transmission line
system and affords a solid, clean bass
with no resonant colorations-not too
surprising, since the speaker is made
of concrete! The weight of the approximately 40 -inch -high unit is close to 90
pounds. It can handle 100 -watts input,
with a sensitivity of 88 dB SPL (1 watt/1

meter). The sound was very smooth
and clean, with good imaging and
front -to -back depth. Might just be the

thing for those who have homes furnished in Scandinavian modern.

Acoustat was on hand with a new
electrostatic speaker, the very slim
One + One, measuring only 11 inches
wide and 93 inches tall, with a depth of
31/2 inches. The One + One is a full -

range unit, with a claimed frequency
response of 30 Hz to 20 kHz, ±2 dB. If

you want more bass extension and
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MCIIYTOStI :.. TIMELESS
Like a Stradivarius
Antonio Stradivari (1644-1737) invested his violins with all the historic and
contemporary technical -cnowlecige of his day, applied his own research,
intelligence and master craftsmansh p to produce' an instrument that
still leads the musical word in performance capabil ty, technclocy
and value. Almost 250 years later, his violins are st II ... he oe't

Since its beginning in 1949, McIntosh has been the techiclopi
cal performance and value leader for this industry. Continuous.
research aid development at McIntosh exp ores tie virg r.
terrain of new performance and value that lies bejctnd the
boundaries of the techno ogical map described by otners.
This picneering effort constantly pushes the boundar es
of exist ng knowledge. Ove- the years, the United S:a:es
Patent Office has granted thirty patents that certify the
results of this innovative and exploratory research.
Each patent has expcsed new areas of tecl-nolog.
which leads to the superior performance cif a McirtoSh and exposed new areas of effort anc thc.ughil
that is unmatched by any other research grou 'r
this industry, in the world. McIntosh is truly ri
technolocica leader and Mclntosi is dei cated to continuing :hat lesdersh p
McIntosh still ... tie BEST.
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For more information:
Niclnlosh Laboratory Inc.
East aide Station, P.O Box 96
3 Professional Stereo Preamplifier $2299.00
Su':,ested retail p -ice
cabinet extra
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YAMAHA

INTRODUCES THE
SECOND -GENERATION
GAP
Second -generation CD players have come a long way. But none as far as the new Yamaha CD-Xl .
There are two unique reasons why - the YM-3511 and the YM-2201- high performance, high
density LSI's specially developed by Yamaha to make the CD -X1 everything it is. And one thing it isn't.
It is the most technically advanced, user-friendly, high performance CD player on the market.
It isn't expensive. It is amazing.
It has a 3 -beam laser pickup that is more accurate than any other previous system.
We've also doubled the normal sampling rate from 44.1 kHz to 88.2 kHz
and added a new digital filter system to virtually eliminate phase distortion
and provide the highest possible playback resolution.
User-friendly features include easy DISC loading, automatic
PLAY mode selection, easy MEMORY programming, con-

venient MUSIC SEARCH, handy REPEAT function, multifunction INDICATOR, audible FAST FORWARD and more.
The user -friendliness also includes a $599* price tag.
The CD -X1 from Yamaha. It'll be a long time before anyone
closes this second -generation gap.

Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.

`Suggested retail price

GYAMAHA

The Duntech PCL-3, a
wall -mounted loudspeaker,
is the most neutral,
uncolored speaker I have
ever heard.

au
au ótéchñicá
Number 2 in a series

low -end punch, there is the optional
MK -131/B subwoofer.
heard the

Warren Weingrad explained to me

across an exhibit that had a sign read-

that a U-shaped space, around the periphery of the 61/2 -inch Bextrene-cone
bass/midrange driver, is a series of
complex labyrinths filled with variable density felt, Dacron and polyurethane
foam, which afford critical damping in
the system. A minimum -phase, first -order Butterworth crossover changes at
6 kHz to a 1 -inch dome tweeter using

ing Tru-Sonic Marketing. Lo and be-

Ferrofluid. Frequency response is

hold, the room was filled with the products of two of the most innovative engineers in the audio field, Sao Win of Win

claimed to be ±3 dB from 50 Hz to 20

Labs and John Dunlavy of Duntech

Warren showed me the speaker's
manual, in which Dunlavy has documented, with oscilloscope photos, the
performance of his speaker. Would
you believe square waves as good as
from a moving -coil cartridge? Tone
bursts where the output looks like the
input? Third -harmonic distortion of

I

speaker demonstrated using the
soundtrack from the movie Missouri
Breaks, which is heavily oriented to
harmonicas and percussion, and the
transient response, imaging and clarity
were exceptionally good.

In my rounds at the Riviera,

I

ran

International.

John Dunlavy developed the remarkable DL -15 loudspeaker some
years ago.
learned he has since
moved to Australia, where he has a
I

new factory. John was not at the WOES
but was represented by Warren Wein-

grad. A genial chemist and an expert
in surfactants (wetting agents) and detergents, Warren formulated the cleaning fluids for the Nitty-Gritty record
cleaning machines. The Dunlavy product being demonstrated was, of all
things, a planar loudspeaker made for
wall -mounting. A wall loudspeaker of

true high fidelity and good bass response has been a sort of hi-fi Holy

kHz. Efficiency is 83 dB at

1

watt/1

meter.

0.09% at 500 Hz and 0.07% at 5 kHz?

Now, quite apart from the obvious
advantages of wall -mounting, the
sound itself is quite incredible. Irrespective of how big or exotic the design of a speaker may be, this Duntech

PCL-3 is the most neutral, uncolored
speaker I have ever heard. Its front -to back depth is amazing (with the proper

recordings), and the stereo image is

Grail for many years. Although Fisher

absolutely precise and stable. The de-

tried it over 20 years ago and many

lineation of musical textures and the
presentation of ambience are uncan-

others have since then, none of these
speakers ever truly succeeded.

don't have to dwell on the sales
potential of a really good wall loudspeaker. Now, at last, the legions of
I

ladies who won't permit their husbands
to bring "those ugly hi-fi speakers" into
their

living rooms will have lost the

prime reason for their recalcitrance. It
is the Duntech PCL-3 planar standard
wall loudspeaker, measuring 163/4 in. H

x 23V2 in. W and only 31/2

in. D! It

mounts to a wall with a special bracket
and Molly bolts. For optimum perform-

ance it must be flat against the wall.
Inside this innocuous looking speaker,
with its black (or beige) grille cloth and
white oak cabinet, there is much innovative audio technology. John Dunlavy

ny. It plays extremely loudly (fused with
a 2 -amp fuse) and has dynamic differ-

output, Warren teamed it perfectly with
a Janis W-1 subwoofer.
Don't take my word for the foregoing.
News about this Duntech speaker has
spread rapidly across the country, and

this.

There is a lot of new technology at

his designs are on assorted space

speaker is a stunning achievement.
Simply put, it is ruthlessly accurate,
and its reproduction is the closest approximation to the live musical event

hardware. John says there is an acoustic analog to certain aspects of wave guide theory, and he has used some of
these analogs in this loudspeaker.

I've ever heard.

The simplest stylus shape is the UniRadial or spherical tip, formed much like
the end of a ballpoint pen. Its tip size is
determined by the width of the groove,
with a typical radius of 0.7 mils so that it
normally touches the center of the record
groove walls.

Some Tracing Problems
GROOVE

STYLUS

Spherical tip too large
to trace highest frequencies

But a spherical stylus large enough to
track at the mid -point of the groove wall
is too large to precisely trace the very
highest frequencies, especially at the
crowded center of the record. Increased
distortion and reduced high frequency
response results. In addition, spherical

tips often exhibit "pinch effect" distortion as they move up and down in an
attempt to stay in a groove that is momentarily too narrow. This
unwanted vertical
motion is almost
pure distortion, and
results in a "shattering"
of high-energy, high
frequency sounds like
Pinch Effect with
cymbals and horns.
Spherical Stylus

Simply reducing the radius of a spherical
stylus to fit the smallest groove modulation can result in a radius much too small
to ride at the center of the groove wall.
Instead, the small stylus is often very
near the bottom of the groove, picking up
noise and wear from accumulated debris
and dirt. Its small radius also increases
the pressure on the groove wall for a
given tracking force, thus accelerating
both record and stylus wear.

While the faults of a spherical stylus tip
may be masked by other problems in
low-priced record players, they become
quite evident in even a modest component system. And the easiest solution to
most of the side -effects of a spherical
stylus is the elliptical stylus, to be
discussed in my next column.

prestigious high -end dealers. The
Duntech PCL-3 will sell for $750 per
pair and should be appearing at selected dealers by the time you read
work in the PCL-3, and John Dunlavy's

The Spherical Tip

Another Answer

Warren says he has signed on many

antenna design, and quite a number of

The cost of a phono cartridge usually
varies with the complexity of its stylus
design. The more elaborate stylus shapes
have audible benefits in terms of high
frequency response, improved high frequency tracing, and - in the case of
Linear Contact types - extended record
and stylus life.

The Design Limit

entials you can't conceive as coming
from such a small speaker. The bass
response and impact belie its -3 dB
response at 50 Hz. If you want more
bass extension, and still more overall

holds over 30 patents in the field of

The Simplest
Stylus

Jon R. Kelly, President

AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC.
1 221 Commerce Dr. Stow, OH 44224

audio-technica.

Q

The World's Favorite Phono Cartridge
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JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

To

This
Rebate.
Advent speakers are
legendary for incredible
performance at a reasonable
price. Now there's another
reason to buy Advent. Until
April 30, Advent will give
you money back-REBATES
up to $60-on the full line
of speakers.
The ageless Advent two-way
design can blow the grills
off of many highly -touted

three-way speakers, and the
new Advent 6003 three-way
performance speaks for itself.
Now you can get the Advent
sound you've always wanted,
and put money back in your
pocket.
For the location of the nearest
participating authorized
Advent retailer, you can call
(toll free) 800-323-1566
or in Illinois 800-942-0502.
(Void where prohibited
by law. )

Noise Between Stations
Q. Most FM tuners with which I am
familiar produce lots of noise during
the process of tuning from one station
to the next. Why?-Name withheld

phonic signal is delayed just a bit, and
sent to the other channel. This, again in

All electronic equipment has

some residual noise. An FM tuner pos-

Some monophonic performances
are so "dry" acoustically that these

sesses a considerable amount of

techniques, when used with care, can

A.

and

i.f.

r.f.

conjunction with reverberation, can
produce a sense of space around a
performance.

gain. Under such circum- sometimes aid in enhancing our enjoy-

stances, even a small amount of noise

can be amplified so much that it can
be easily heard.

When a strong signal is received,
various circuits within the tuner act to

reduce the sensitivity of various

ment of a monophonic recording.
All too many of these old recordings
are ruined, at least for me, just be-

cause of the overuse of one or all of
these techniques. (I am certain there
are other techniques for producing

stages, thereby lowering the noise in
the presence of signal.
If you now tune in a weak signal,
more sensitivity will be required to
make this signal audible. Thus, some
of the background noise, suppressed
in the presence of a strong signal, begins to be heard when listening to a

pseudo -stereo, but these are the ones
which immediately come to mind.)

weaker signal.

than 33'/3 rpm. Is there any way of

Lowering Turntable Speed
Q.

I

have an old record changer

which has no "pitch control."

I

checked the speed of this unit and
found it to be running at 35 rpm rather

adjusting the speed?-G. V. V., OmaStereo from Mono
Q. How are the "oldie," pre -stereo re-

cordings "electronically processed" for
reissue in stereo? Such reissues usually
sound artificial and unnatural (perhaps

reverberant is the word I am seeking).
Playing these "fake" stereo records using the mono mode not only reduces

ha, Nebr.
A. To decrease turntable speed of a
typical puck -driven phonograph requires slightly grinding the motor shaft.
Before doing anything,
suggest
that you use a strobe card to check for
I

proper speed. (While you are doing

this, you may wish to check all

noises such as pops and clicks, but also

speeds.) It is easy to spot speed er-

frequently improves the sound.-Rudi

rors.

Schmid, Kensington, Cal.

speed with the aid of a stopwatch, you

A. A number of techniques can be
used to produce pseudo -stereo from

judgment as to exact speed. Whatever

old, monophonic sources. The simplest of these methods is to put more
bass in one channel and more treble in
the other. The perceived result is that
lows will be heard from one speaker
and highs from the other. (This is not a
favorite technique from the standpoint

If

you try measuring turntable

may not be able to make a correct
you do, don't grind any portion of the
motor shaft unless you are sure that
the phonograph is really running fast,
and that the error remains even after
replacing the idler puck.
To do the work, remove the platter. It
is probably held in place via a C washer, which must be pried off, hopefully

of the disc mastering engineer because of vertical "pull-up" problems without its flying off into space. Hold
caused by a noncentered low end.)
the drive puck away from the shaft,
Another system is to feed the monophonic signal into two stereo channels.
Reverberation is then added to each of

perhaps with the aid of a rubber band.
Obtain some fine emery cloth. Examine
the shaft to be ground down in order to

these channels, with this reverb derived from a different "chamber" for

worked on. Once you have determined

each channel. Differences in reverber-

this, turn on the motor and grind the

Advent 6003

ation characteristics from one cham-

ADVENT

ber to the next can result in a sense of
space surrounding the program.
Still another approach is to send the
monophonic signal directly into one
stereo channel. Then the same, mono-

Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card
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determine the correct "step" to be

shaft by pressing the emery cloth
If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All

letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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do not like to
ion, be insignificant.
ble speed periodically so you don't waste power in the form of heat, and

ing is a good reason for the extra set of
like that idea and it
tone controls;

that is just what you would be doing if
you used an L -pad as you have described.
You make a good point about using
the separate tone controls in your rear
channels. The lack of speaker match-

would be lost with the snapping sys-

against it. Be sure to check the turnta-

grind off too much material. It's best to
be overcautious.

When the work is completed. dismount the motor and disassemble it.
Remove all emery dust which may
have found its way into it, especially

I

I

tem.

This arrangement can be readily
modified to incorporate a time-de'ay
unit, should you decide to add one at a
later date

the top and bottom bearings. While the

motor is apart, put a drop of oil into
each bearing and allow it to soak into
the metal. Reassemble the motor and
remount it. Apply a drop of oil to the
bearing of the drive puck, and to the
turntable bearing. Check all other mechanical parts for proper lubrication,
and grease where needed.
Replace the platter and C washer,
and your changer will be ready for use.

Rear -Channel Recovery
Q. I have been using a four -channel
receiver with four loudspeakers for a
number of years. The front speakers
are connected to the front channels in
the normal manner. The rear speakers
are connected to the rear amplifier in
accordance with the hookup suggested by Hafler for recovery of the ambient sound in many stereo recordings.
I have found this arrangement useful
in that it allows me to control volume
and tone separately. This is especially

helpful for balancing the system because my front and rear loudspeakers
are not matched.
Lately I have been wondering whether an alternate hookup might improve

The Mode117 Preampliiierepi_omizes Ambe-'s dedication to sonhisticaticn trade simple ... and incomparable sound madeafforcable.
Passive lu_AA equalization -minimizes phase shift and improves
detail. While direct -coupled circuitry heightens strong, clean bass
response. Recreating live -sounding sound is critical. But so, too is
controlling it. The Model 17 features three recording loops, contoured tone controls, high c utput headphonejack and bass -boost...
making it ideal for beginner and audiophile.a_ike. Visit your Amber
dealer. Hear the difference netween mere components and Ene
musical instruments.

From the Amber Collection of
Fine Musical Instruments:

the sound even further. My receiver
has provisions for "strapping," which
will more than double the power -output

capacity of the front channels. I could

then connect the rear speakers, together with the front -channel speakers,

to the front amplifier channels (again

using the Hafler circuit for the rear
channels), and use a separate L -pad
to provide for channel volume balance.
What are the advantages and disad-

vantages of both of these arrangements?-Klaus Hieronymus, Darien,
Conn.

A. Your present arrangement, using
all four amplifier channels, with the rear
channels as a Hafler circuit, is a good
one. It is simple to achieve good channel balance between the main and de-

rived ambience information. Any added power you might obtain by strapping your amplifier would, in my opin-

P.O. BON =015 CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 229 TLX 901601 (1-04) 296-`656
Enter Mo. 9 on Reader Service Card
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PACT DISC COMPATIBLE
better signal to noise ratio
Maxell introduces the
and a fuller impact of the
new XL -S audio cassettes;
dynamic transients exclua series of ferric oxide
tapes which deliver a level sively inherent to digital
CD recordings.
of performance that can
capture the sound nuLOWER DISTORTION.
ances foune on ComThe newly formulated
pact Disds or- faithfully
particles also contribute
than other fe ri oxide
considerably to XL -S's low
arket.
cassettes o
output fluctuation, as well
There : - . mber of has its virtual distortion -free
1 hieveareas wher
reproduction, especially
ment is apparent
in the critical mid -range
frequencies. This, in turn,
GREATER
accounts for our XL -S
DYNAMIC RANEE.
tape's
enhanced sound
hrough a new formuclarity.
ati n of our magnetic particl -s, we were able to reDISTORTION FREQUENCY
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-. etheperce ved residJat AC bias noi; e level by
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wAs a result, the dynamic range of each tape
has been significantly
expanded. So you get a

needle -shaped Epitaxial
magnetic particle of
extremely high uniformity.
This allows us to create
a greater ratio of total surface area to unit weight of
magnetic particles.
As a result, our XL -S
Enter. No. 1.0 on Reader Service Card

tapes now have the ability
to record more information per unit area than
ever before.

PACKING DENSITY OF
UNIFORM PARTICLES.

Which is why Maxell
high bias XLI I -S and normal bias XLI -S are unsur-

passed at reproducing
the sound qualities found
on today's finest recordings. Regardless of
whether your frame of reference is analog or digital audio discs.
For technical specifications on the XL -S series,

write to: Audiophile File,
Maxell Corp. of America,
60 Oxford Drive,
Moonachie, New Jersey
07074.
SUFI Al FINE EAtIA.flAl C4ssE I It

SUPER !/NE EAI14X141 CASSETTE

IT'S WORTH IT.

AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

CHRISTMAS CARDIOIDS
I seem to end on a pessimistic note last month? I was talking
about loudspeakers in consumerland, and the micro -mouse squeak.
Did

Sorry --I just can't take this subliminal
background music hear all over the
place these days. All that beautiful, expensively potent hi-fi, so delicately deI

signed for making big noises out of
small signals, emitting nothing but
barely audible chirps, just enough to
register on the non -listening ear! Reac-

tion from decades of loud volume, the
earlier form of hi-fi status? Probably.
After all, if one generation wears
beards, the next has to be clean shaven, as even the Romans knew, minus
electric razors. So did George Wash-

ington and Thomas Jefferson. Then
there were beards again, and then
there weren't, and now there are. Can
hi-fi be different? Down with loud volume. up with micro -squeak.
At the other end of the audio chain
(see last month), it is good to know that
the microphone can never be a macro phone. Its rep for useful but totally inaudible sound is permanent. There
isn't much scope for status display in
any sort of mike, even with chrome and
plastic. Much less in TV gray or black
or dirt brown. Mikes are not for looking
at. Yes, know, pop stars often sing
into a hand mike that is totally dead,
I

using

it merely as a required prop-

ever notice how they sometimes wave
it around in the air (which would produce outlandish results if the thing

were really functional)? But mikes in
general are sober devices and largely

practical, just a means to an end-

the ever -new recording studios, or disc; we were foggy as to any necesthose enormous mixing boards you sary steps
between. Somehow,
find in every one of them and assem- course, these discs multiplied like the
bled in booth after booth at the AES brooms in "The Sorcerer's Apprenshows. To me, those giant boards are tice," and we could all play records,
blurs of knobs and sliders by the mil- but this aspect didn't bother us either.
lion, as awesome as, maybe, a grand

It was broadcasting that put the mike

piano 20 feet wide with a thousand

on the map. There never had been a
horn in that area, and the microphone
was essential from the beginning for

keys to play on, but to mike users they
are familiar tools. At the shows, highschool students talk over their fine

points in the most casual fashion, as

everything but Morse code. Shure
Brothers recently sent out a lovely

though it were all very simple. (It isn't.)
Such is the power of the microphone.
As a youth, never set eyes on a
had played my own
mike, though

Christmas card with a group of elderly
Shure mikes on its cover. If you are my
age you will know them all. but the one
that instantly stands out is of the type

I

I

many remarkable ends. With apologies
to the speaker people, find the mike

baby records on a wind-up machine that virtually became a symbol for
long before. Even in the blossoming broadcasting when radio finally went

part of the audio chain much more

times of the Orthophonic phonograph,

interesting. Both mikes and speakers
are transducers functioning in fields of
actual sound, but the range of effects
that we can get with our present art of
microphoning is absolutely astounding. No lesser word will do.
While loudspeaker designers still
work enthusiastically to pare down distortion, flatten peaks and dips, align

still acoustic but with a folded exponential horn, big volume (relatively)
and lots of new bass (I was about to
write: Also the Brunswick Panasonic
but of course meant the Brunswick
Panatropic)-even with these and the
electrically recorded Orthophonic records and other equivalents. we had

I

phases, polish up the TIM (only to
launch their marvelous products into
the current mouse -squeak void), the
mike folks after 60 years are still jubilantly developing whole new kinds of
mikes, and new ways of using themwhich leads to larger things, such as
AUDIO/APRIL 1984

big. It's a sizable metal ring on a stand
with a symmetrical set of springs inside
holding a round mike suspended in the
middle, presumably shock -proof. That
was the idea, anyhow. Shure's was a
carbon mike, the 33N of 1932, following the well -established transduction

system of the telephone, going far
back before the turn of the century. For

only the vaguest idea as to what a years, every photo of a radio star or
microphone was. The horn was gone; if broadcasting group would feature a
you had music to record or broadcast,
you set up this small square wooden
box in front of it, and the music came

out of your radio at home. How? We
didn't much bother. Or, presumably, it
could also go directly onto a shellac

similar mike in the foreground, more as
a symbol of the broadcast art than as a
practical transducer. If an ordinary citizen were asked to draw a picture of a

mike during those years. he would
have immediately produced a circle
13

A UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY
TO JOIN THE

WORLD'S FIRST
DIGITAL
AUDIO CLUB.

For those who want to attain
an intimate understanding of the
remarkable technology behind
Sony's compact disc players,
Sony introduces the Digital Audio

Club-a source of information about digital audio from the
company most qualified to
provide it.
Join the club now, and you'll re-

ceive our quarterly newsletter,
"The Sony Pulse"; The Sony Book
of Digital Audio Technology
(with more than 300 pages of
facts and details); a 30" x 40"
compact disc poster; extensive information about Sony digital
audio products; and a CD software catalog. You'll even receive
a digitally -recorded CD sampler.
To join, simply mail the coupon below, along with a check or
money order for $15 (which
covers postage and handling), to
Sony Digital Audio Club, PO.
-

Box 161, Lowell, MA 01853. But do

it soon, because quantities are
limited.

Microphones in general are
sober devices and largely
practical, just a means to
an end-many remarkable
ends.

with the elegant springs inside, and a for myself: The wine -bottle Altec, a tall,
blob for the mike itself. That's the way a thin, graceful black shape with a really
tiny (for the time) active unit on top.
mike looked.
New shapes, though, were coming And, alas, an enormous power -supply
in along with new types of transduc- box plus the most unwieldy thick cation. Shure's other mikes of the 1930s ble I have ever dealt with. Nevertheless
are familiar still, in their looks and in (and in spite of an often cited peak in
principle too-the crystal mike, a small the high end), it was sensational in its
round thing minus springs, and also in day and I have a story to tell that some
the fancier blunt -bullet shape (the will remember. When stereo came in,
remember as the ulti- all resplendent in its two channels, the
720B) which
mate in elegance. Note that these AES banquet, not to mention everymikes were generally chromed and thing else in sight, was duly dual nickeled, to impress live audiences equipped, two of everything. If am
and to look great in press pictures. All right, then, the human speakers at that
that came to an abrupt end with TV, banquet faced not one but two mikes,
which could not use any microphone one to each side, with sets of "PA"
that visibly reflected those huge over- loudspeakers banked at each end of
the hall. The effect was disastrous.
head lights.
What happened to the springs? Dare Each time the dinner speaker moved
I surmise that, just maybe, those high - his silly head a quarter of an inch (and
style chromed suspenders created a how many of our fine engineers have
vast collection of spurious resonances, yet learned that before the microphone
right at the mike itself? Think of all the you do not move the head?), the sound
spring -fed reverb units we have used source jumped 50 feet sidewise. It was
during these later years. In any case, a sonic battleground with Presidents,
the handsome spring mounts were no V.P.s, Honored Guests, all flying
longer to be seen on the scene after through the air at terrifying speeds
the mid -'30s. A much better idea for from one end of the room to the other.
solid protection, though I wonder how As remember, the pairs of mikes in
the slots were designed, came with the use were "bottle" Altecs.
Not having 50 pages at my disposal,
die-cast mike housing, a style that remained good looking and useful even will gently skip the next quarter -centuin dun -colored brown, as in the famous ry and more of microphone history in
Western Electric cardioid, combining favor of a couple of relevant items from
dynamic and ribbon elements. Shure's the present, where the furor over mikes
556B, on that same Christmas card, and mike techniques is continuing as
was long familiar in semi -pro and stu- forcefully as ever in the past. First, a
dio recording. That version dates from new note on the now -celebrated PZM,
1938, a dynamic. You will note that which this department touted a couple
numerous mike manufacturers made of years ago as a basically new microuse of these different visual styles, the phone type in its characteristics and
way the car makers borrowed back pickup pattern, a half -sphere. Since
and forth in auto shapes, in radiator Crown took up the PZM, its use has
grilles and fenders. It's not at all a spread and so has experimentation,
coincidence, I'd say, that the die-cast mainly, but, gather, not exclusively
microphone coincides in date with the with Crown -made equipment. (The
equally handsome die-cast automobile mike originated at Syn-Aud-Con via the
I

I

I

I

Name

Address
City

State

Zip

Sony Digital Audio Club
PO. Box 161, Lowell, MA 01853.

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

I

work of Ed Long and Ron Wicker-

grille.

One mike on the Shure picture

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO''

is

really unfamiliar, an early condenser.
The 40D of 1935 is an ungainly tall
black container with a round mike element mounted rather clumsily on top.
In those big -tube days, the necessary
extras to polarize the diaphragm and

sham.) It's my impression that for most
of this period the PZM has been used
in variants of its original configuration,

a tiny capsule mounted in the zone of
equal pressure within a millimeter or
two of a flat surface-that surface be-

ing anything from a smallish plate
process the signal were hard to de- (weak bass) to the lid or "wing" of a
vise. A much more familiar, and much piano or harpsichord, even a whole
later, "early" condenser mike comes wall, or the floor, or a table top, any-

immediately to my mind-I bought one thing with enough flat space to do the

A 84/3
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HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY DEMONSTRATION SHOWING
DISTORTION IN A CONVENTIONAL SPEAKER AT 265 Hz.

HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY DEMONSTRATION SHOWING
NO DISTORTION IN A SONY APM SPEAKER AT 265 Hz.

WHY WASTE

THE PERFECTION OF
DIGITAL SOUND ON
THE IMPERFECTION
OFA CONVENTIONAL
SPEAKER?
As truly remarkable as the digital compact disc Because it's flat, it eliminates cavity effect. Because it's
is, it has one equally remarkable side effect. Namely, aluminum, it resists bending-a major cause of disalong with taking the mask off sound, it also unmasks tortion in paper drivers. Yet it's light in weight for truly
the flaws in your loudspeakers.
excellent transient response.
Distortions like "cone flexing;' "split vibration" and
But Sony goes further. APM drivers are square to
"cavity effect," which were heretodramatically reduce split vibration.
fore barely audible, are now discernFor a most convincing demonstraible when listening to music.
tion call 1 -800 -222 -SONY for the
To eliminate the flaws inherent
name of your nearest APM dealer, and
in every conventional driver, Sony
audition the first speakers of the
has radically redesigned the speaker
digital age from the people who were
from the bottom of the woofer to the
present at its creation.
top of the tweeter.
The buckling, flimsy paper
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO.
cones have been replaced by a rigid,
® 1984 Sony Corp of America, Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656
aluminum honeycomb construction.
Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony Corp

SONY
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WHY PUT TWO
FILTERS INTO ONE
GREAT COMPACT
DISC PLAYER?

Kyocera goes to double lengths to
make sure there's no distortion in
its DA -01 Compact Disc Player. It's

got both digital and analog filtersso nobody hears distortion.

The advantage of digital and
analog filtering systems.
Modern technology has made analog filters pretty effective. But there

can be a problem-analog filters

by themselves render limited performance. By combining an analog filter with a digital filter, and
precisely applying both types in
lust the right way, the limitations
found with analog filters are not
there anymore. Thanks to the
unique use of these filters, and an
impressive array of very advanced
circuitry, the Kyocera CD Player
provides accurate, crystal-clear, lifelike sound.

The awesome specs that only
digital can provide.
Needless to say, the Kyocera DA -01

comes through with some specs that
are mind -boggling: A full 90 dB
dynamic range...flat frequency
response from 20-20,000 Hz...
quiet 90 dB S/N ratio...and total
isolation 90 dB channel separation.
And, just in case you didn't
realize it, with the fabulous disc
player system, as provided in
Kyocera's DA -01 Player, there is
no contact between disc and playback head. No tics, clicks, pops,
scratches or record wear. And the
DA -01 plugs right into your present

audio system-Kyocera or othersjust like a conventional turntable.

Easy to use, but total control of
every function.
The DA -01 is easier to use than a

modern cassette deck-slide the
compact disc into the disc compartment, shut the door and hit the
play button. With the DA -01's
feather -touch controls, you can
play the whole thing (60 minutes
a side)...repeat a track...scan...
pause... skip... advance... index...
and program up to 24 different
segments with an electronic memory. A functional LED digital panel
tells you program running time
and just where the optical scanner
is on the disc.
Call (201) 560-0060 for the name of
the nearest dealer. Kyocera International, Inc., 7 Powder Horn Drive,
Warren, NJ 07060.
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After 60 years, the mike
folks are still jubilantly
developing whole new
kinds of microphones, and
new ways of using them.

the flush mount. This capsule is

required job, similarly to a flat speaker

er,

Most enterprising usage has
been the hanging plastic rectangle

mounted face up, virtually flat against

baffle.

with the microphone at its center, giv-

ing a horizontal hemisphere of

re-

sponse on one side and virtually none
on the other. Not like any other configuration of any common sort.
But the PZM hasn't fitted into the
now -common forms of stereo pickup,
except in the form of two spaced plas-

the large Plexiglas rectangle, rather
than pointing down towards the flat
surface. Messrs. James Swirczynski
and Steve Hangebrauk of JES Audio
Design (see Dec. 1983) are experimenting with demountable inserts so

tic mounts. Down in Texas. Michael
Lamm and John C. Lehmann of the

that direct comparisons can be made
between PZMs and the flush -mount

capsules in the same format and.
assume, with very nearly identical
I

pickup patterns.
It would be irteresting to bring these
two operations together the L2 MicArray and the flush mounts, perhaps? A

DIAMONID

nicely named Dove & Note Recording
Co... working largely in classical recording and broadcast, including TV,
have devised an ingenious new geometrical complex of plastic mounts
and Crown PZMs that can simulate or.
better. duplicate the conventional pick-

TINY but PERFECT

up patterns for stereo that are now
widely in use with standard microphones. Mr. Lamm first phoned me
about a Christmas TV Messiah, emanating from Texas, that used a special-

ly built array named the L2 MicArray.
and at last fall's AES convention they
gave a paper on their system. Unfortunately. missed it thanks to the Transit
I

Authority-I stood on a 42nd Street
subway station waiting for a nonexistent train. But there is a preprint. No.
2025 (C9), which describes this array.
It is an adjustable package of clear
plastic panes which can be mounted
around two PZMs at various positions
and angles to produce the typical pickup patterns of an astonishing variety of
stereo alternatives M -S, DIN. X -Y,

and many more initials. As usual,

I'll

keep my non -engineering hands clean

A high technology, ultra -compact two waydesign for tookshelf. wall or bracket mounting
achieving the very highest -standards in quality pe tormance
and space conservation (9.6"H x 7.3"W x 73"D)

"It is difficult to tell you just how good these loud;peazers are. Their mid -range clarity, tonal
i ennc'ss and coherence fully justifies the description monitor.
s

STEREO, January 1984

very clear, open and uncoloured like a good me nitorsho-ald be and more importantly

est of microphones long standard at
pop sessions. No. assume you will
not be able to use 30 PZMs in the L2
MicArray. For information, you might

(they) are lively and rhythmic allowing you to fo,low he music with ease..."
HIFI TODAY, January 1984
"The Diamonds size, performance and price make them an ideal choice for a budget studio.
They could also find a home in many professional _studios for c iecking the "home sound."
"I mentioned in the last section (Sound Quality) Shat the Diamond has few obvious
WHAT HIFI, December 1983
"
peers
"The overall sound produced can best be described as being big, dynamic and above all,
HIFI FOR PLEASURE, 1983
"
not fatiguing
"I has'e to say that 1 was quite bowled over by the D anond. Its:ound was detailed, dynamic
HIFI NOW, December 1983
"
and integrated

try Michael Lamm at Dove & Note Re-

Now Available in the U.S. to music lovers on small budgets.

and go no further into the details. But
the system strikes me as full of interest
for classical experimenters and for the
latest in pop styles as well. those that
are simplified a bit from the usual forI

cording, 15415 West Antone Circle,
Houston. Tex. 77071.
Finally,
mentioned a new type of
microphone, mounted like a PZM in
plastic rectangles, at the 1983 Bach
I

Festival in Eugene, Ore. It is, rather, a
new application of an old principle, using miniature capsules in the PZM
manner but in a different way altogeth-

harfedale
(juality,md innovation yrce 932

For informat'on on Diamonds and other WF:ariewle speaker gems, please use the
Readers Response Card or write to: WharfecaleLoudspeaters, PR Department,
c/o Sasaki & Associates, Inc., 9 Beltane rive Dix Hills, New York 11746.
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Orbitrac!
And set your own records for clean
results. OrbitracTN1 was proven best by

winning the 1983 Grand Prix Award
presented by AudioVideo Magazine.
Because only OrbitracTM removes even

microscopic contaminants with hundreds of fine, soft fibers that track
precisely in each groove.
Itsto
The hand-held control
r::1r` llrliúi disc aligns easily in your
album's center notch and
w,W an anti-stat mat protects
your records and turntable
from wear and tear. See the
OrbitracTM display at your

audio dealer's and try it
yourself.

I I in/1l,eadec, In Hi -Tech Can' Products

TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

What Can $300 Buy?

Q. When recording at 0 dB on a
cassette deck's meters, what sort of
frequency response is necessary at
this level in order to faithfully reproduce a top-quality LP? Can such a
cassette deck be found in the $300
price range?-Jim Kincannon, Ham-

tween the recording and playback levels going through the Dolby circuitry:
this is referred to as proper tracking. In
playback, the meter or other indicator
shows Dolby level at a specific point,
assuming the indicator has been properly adjusted. In recording, level is adjusted (sometimes by the user, if the

mond, La.

deck so provides; otherwise, by the

A. Top-quality LPs achieve re- manufacturer) so that a 400 -Hz tone
sponse out to about 15 kHz. However,
for most music, particularly classical,

the treble frequencies tend to be at

reads at Dolby level in playback. If
there is mistracking-poor correspondence between recording and playback levels going through the Dolby

substantially lower level than the midrange frequencies (and than much of circuitry-high-frequency response
the bass). Therefore, despite the treble tends to suffer. This occurs because
boost applied in recording, one can the amount of treble boost supplied in
record a tape at or close to the 0 -dB recording isn't matched by the same
level without substantially impairing re- amount of treble cut in playback.
sponse in the high treble.
However, there are some qualifica- Channel Dropout
tions. As indicated above, some kinds
Q. I would appreciate your advice
of music have higher relative treble lev- on the following problem with my open els than do other kinds-rock music, reel tape deck. Recently I noticed that
for example. If one is using Dolby B a taped FM broadcast would have a
instead of Dolby C, there is more dropout of one channel for a period of
chance of saturating the tape and los- time. I phoned the station and was told
ing highs; with dbx there tends to be that the problem was theirs, not mine. I
still less chance of tape saturation. experienced a similar problem with anThen there is the question of what 0 -dB other station, and it, too, assumed the
level signifies. In some decks it corre- blame. I would be reassured, except
sponds to Dolby level, while in others it that I seem to experience the same
is about 25%-about 2 dB-higher. If 0 problem in taping phono discs.-Mrs.
dB corresponds to Dolby reference H. E. Hlad, Bayonne, N.J.

level (200 nanowebers per meter),
there is less chance of tape saturation
when recording at a level that doesn't
exceed 0 dB.
All in all, if frequency response at 10
kHz does not drop more than about 3
dB relative to 1 kHz when recording at
0 -dB level, and if one is recording material without unusually strong highs,
essentially faithful response out to 15

kHz can be achieved. There are a
number of cassette decks today in the
$300 price range that can do this, and

thereby faithfully reproduce a high quality LP record.

Dolby Level
Q

What is Dolby level, and what is it

supposed to be used for?-Jeff Pa gels, Largo, Fla.
<NY31a0

onteni

A. Dolby level is a recording level
which, at 400 Hz, produces a signal
level of 200 nanowebers per meter
(200 nWb/m) on the tape. When using
Dolby noise reduction, there has to be

Allsop, Inc. P.O. Box 23. Bellingham, WA 98227

a correspondence (within 2 dB) be-

A. If

you have the one -channel

dropout problem with both phono and
FM recordings, but never when listening directly to FM or phono, the problem would most likely lie in your tape
deck. You will have to refer it to an

authorized service shop. There is a
very slight possibility that the tape itself
is

at fault, owing to excessive oxide

shedding. If you re-record on the tape
and the dropout shows up in the same
region, the tape would be indicated as
the culprit. You might also try recording on virgin tape to see if the problem
then disappears.
If the problem occurs when listening
directly to a sound source, preferably
phono, then the fault lies somewhere in
your system other than the tape deck.

And, as before, you would need the
help of a service shop.
A
If you have a problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All

letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

USA, ( 22116) 734-9090, Telex 15-2101/Allsop BLH

Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card
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FIRST PRIZE-a complete digital system,

SECOND PRIZE-a library of 25 CBS/

including Sony's Model CDP-610ES
compact disc player, Sony's
TA-F555ES 100 watt -per -channel
integrated amplifier, and a pair of
JBL L112 loudspeaker systems.

Sony compact discs.

RULES ANI) REGULATIONS
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

All residents of the United States are eligible, except
employees of CBS Inc. and their families, advertisers,
and their advertising agencies.
Additional entry forms may be obtained by sending a
self-addressed stamped envelope (Washington state

residents need not affix return postage) to: Sweepstakes Director, Audio, 1515 Broadway. New York,
N.Y. 10036. Request must be received by May 9,

newsletter devoted to new hardware
and software releases; The Sony Book
of Digital Audio Technology, a definitive
text on digital technology; Volume I of
Sony's Compact Disc Sampler Series;
a striking poster, and other informative
material on digital audio.

10 THIRD PRIZES-Each winner gets a

membership in the Sony Digital Audio
Club, a $15 value that includes a
subscription to Sony Pulse, a quarterly

Here's how the sweepstakes works. No purchase is necessary to
enter. All you have to do is fill out the coupon below or a
facsimile and return it to: Sweepstakes Director, Audio, 1515
Broadway, 11th Floor, New York, New York 10036. One entry
per person or family is allowed, and envelopes must be received
by May 30, 1984.

1984.

Winners will be determined by random drawing, notified by mail, and their prizes shipped prepaid. Prizes
are limited to one per entrant or family.
All federal, state, and local taxes are the winners' sole

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

responsibility.

Odds of winning will depend on the number of entries
received.

A list of winners is available to anyone requesting one
in writing from Audio Magazine. 1515 Broadway. New
York, N.Y. 10036.

Any manufacturers' warranties will apply, but Audio
Magazine makes no warranties with regard to any

To enter the Audio Digital Giveaway
Sweepstakes, fill in this coupon or a
facsimile thereof and return it to:

prize.

This offer is void where prohibited by law.
Prize is not transferrable. No substitution for prizes.
Winners must sign and return an affidavit of eligibility
within 30 days of notification. In the event of noncompliance within that time period, alternate winners
will be selected.
Any prize returned to sponsor as undeliverable will be
awarded to alternate winners.

Sweepstakes Director,
Audio,
1515 Broadway, 11th Floor,
New York, NY 10036.

NAME

STREET ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

Ow « loppy" tcnearm is -.ne nos: unique element of the
NAD 5-20 turntable.
Most conventional tubule tor earns, limited by their material and shape, tend to add resonant colorations to the music
beinc -eDroducec.
NAD s enginee-s have ta<en a. fresh approach: the radical
flexib e end flat design inco-porat a precision suspended
coup*.erweight system. This "flopp/' tonearm, com3ined
with a resonance -free 'bating sub-chass s, results in a turntable tnat sets new staniards for performance.
The NAD 5120 has brouglht c =ical acc aim from the worldwide ar.cio press. Here are just E fey.oof their comments:
Ovation Magazine (USAI said: - . a deceptively simple
desigr; tnat becomes more ?ntrigu;ng at its relatively low
cost.' h n France, revue yu'Son commented: "Always true to
its basis philosophy, NAD iQ o'fe ing this turntable at a príce
that bea's all competition ... 'And Popular Hi Fi in Great
Britain concludec "... eon=ahy. the NAD 5120 is in a class
of its own, "

Industriai = esign. rein ioki

,,-es d igr:rhlcago

For a reprint of a recently published ar- cis describing the engineerng desi3- cf the
and fo- a I st of NAD audio srecialis:s iw
your area, please send us the
coupon below.

a,

s,a:e

NAD (USA), Inc.
675 Cantcn St.
Norwood, Massachusetts 02062
"We make high -end audio affordable.'
o. 15 on Reader Service Card

NAD

DIGITAL DOMAIN
KEN POHLMANN

A BINARY BEGINNING
Frankly, this could turn out to be
an unbelievably horrible mistake

for me. You have no idea how
have undergone
much trepidation
since I received the invitation to write a
new column for Audio. When I accepted, it was on the thin ice of impulseI

the question of ego is an enormous
one for all writers. Tonight, as stare
into my microcomputer's green
I

screen,

I

am convinced that the ice

has broken, and I have fallen through,
into very cold water indeed.
Don't misunderstand me. This
should be a piece of cake. My education is solidly electrical engineering,
I've spent years designing digital cir-

cuits, and I'm a recording engineer
and a Music Engineering professor.
I've written articles on digital audio,
and I'm even secretly working on a
digital audio textbook. Qualifications,
seemingly, no problem. Yet, I'm in a
real jam, because of you, the readers.
You see, I can't relate to your interest:

I

have never cared for recorded music.
Yes, that's right. feel better, having
gotten that off my chest. Although this
first in a series of articles might be the
last, at least I can say I was honest.
Let me explain. My office adjoins a
concert hall. My office, or lab, has always adjoined a concert hall. All day or
all night long, it's music. Specifically,
the creation of music. I am immersed
I

in

it, drowned in it.... As a result,

I

don't have much enthusiasm for recorded music. Frankly, it all sounds
bad to my ears. Can you blame me? Is

there really any comparison between
the experience of live music and the
pressure wave resulting from the LP on
your turntable? No, I, at least, was nev-

side of the glass was only a cruel reminder of imperfect reproduction. In
my chair behind the console, could
see that none of those controls would
I

help; at the sound of the final chords of

I could never satisfactorily listen to re-

cordings, simply because they were
analog.

Then there was digital. With digital,
the nature of storage medium and its

a symphony, the sound off the tape content have been divorced. Thanks to
would never cause me to jump from the digital computer, we can store inmy seat and applaud, spontaneously, formation as pure data untainted by
instinctively. They were only record- the fact of its storage. Binary data can
ings, in an analog medium which was be recorded as simple flux reversals
on magnetic tape or dimples on a reintrinsically disappointing.
Analog was always a mistake, be- flective disc, and the noise and distorcause medium limitations were inher- tion from the storage medium-and
ently indistinguishable from signal. degradations like the rotational variaWhether magnetic tape and its flux tions of the machinery-will not affect
densities or a vinyl groove and its me- the quality of the data. Suddenly we

er remotely seduced by hi-fi. After a chanical variations, the medium's are afforded the opportunity to record
day in the concert hall, could never method of storing information fused the music with much greater accuracy,
bring myself to listen to a stereo sys- analog data to the analog medium's and thus greater fidelity. Of course,
tem and try to believe there wasn't a noise. Even in the best analog sys- limitations still exist; specifically, the
I

tragedy being perpetrated.
Don't misunderstand.
do a lot of
listening at home. My trusty AR turntable has tracked a million miles of vinyl
I

groove, my faithful ReVox A-77 has
had untold head transplants; listen all
I

the time-critically, appreciatively,
thankfully. But I was never fooled, not

one bit. Those were only recordings,
generations and generations removed
from their live birthright. There was not
even much solace for me in the recording studio: The orchestra on the other
AUDIO/APRIL 1984

tems, the noise and distortion accom- method of conversion from the analog
panying the signal were audible-and acoustic waveform to the digital storthat spells failure for an audio informa- age medium, and back again, pretion -storage technique. If it sounds sents a formidable engineering chalbad, the stored information is wrong. lenge. But our advantage is irrefutThus, for information storage, analog able-our digital data exist indepentechnology was doomed. I think every dently of the medium and enjoy all of
design engineer can see the reasoning the efficient methods of computation
behind that statement. Design is es- available only to a digital processor.
sentially a question of technology, but Moreover, with digital storage our inforwith music it is ultimately a question of mation is irrevocably permanent. Fuhearing. The limitations of analog stor- ture systems of still higher fidelity will
age are simply too audible. In the past be devised, but our digital data will
21
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HITACHI

the sight and sound of

QUPLIT
VT7P

New

PORTADECK

VIDEO CASSETTE
RECORDER

If you're still looking for a

COMPACT DISC DIGITAL
AUDIO PLAYER
Hitachi's laser based sound
reproduction system challenges
the limitations of the finest
analoc stereo system. There is
greate- dynamic range. Virtually
no distortion. No wow and flutter.
No acoustic feedback. No record
wear. The result is the purest,
cleanest sound, faithful to the
origina' recording. Until you own
Hitachi's Compact Disc Player,
you've yet to hear the true sound
of quality.

portable VCR tiat truly is onehere it is. The PORTADECKTM

VCR is the smallest, lightest,
most versatile video system
Hitachi has ever created. A
single cable disconnect and your
PORTADECKTM is ready to go
anywhere you are. At home, it
becomes the perfect table
model. Stacked or side -by -side,
the PORTADECKTM VCR

features 5 heads, Hitachi's
exclusive four corner access
control, "customized" tuner and a
myriad of special effects. It's the
video system only a leader like
Hitachi can offer.

cT2°oow

Exclusive

SIGNAL TRACKERTM
COMPONENT TV
Hitachi's new 20" diagonal
flat screen receiver/monitor
integrates all your home
entertainment functions. VCR,
VideoDisc Player, Stereo
System, games, computer and
total TV reception. The flat
screen picture tube gives you
more on -screen picture, less
distortion and minimal reflection
of room light. And only Hitachi
has SIGNAL TRACKERTM

control, the most advanced color
control system ever.

One Federal Court has hed that recording of copyrighted television program; for in -home noncommercial use is wrongful, copyrighted programs
should not be recorded.

HITACHI
A World Leader in Technology

The Year of
the Champion

Hitachi Sales Corporation of America, 401 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA 90220

Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card

Analog was always a
mistake, because the
medium's limitations were
inherently indistinguishable
from the signal.

never be eclipsed-perhaps future
players will merely interpolate that data

to provide new information from its
content, for with digital such things are
possible. Analog music recording was
time spent in waiting.

Now the wait is over. That is why
can at last write this column: Because
digital music exists, because at last
can listen to music playback and hear
I

haps I've insulted the readers of this confusion are the early stages of unmagazine who have actively support- derstanding. And our goal now is to
ed the slow evolution of analog audio achieve an understanding of digital au-

technology and thus implicitly pre- dio, in terms both of bits and bytes and
pared the way for digital audio. Per- of the philosophical nature of this imhaps I've confused people with some portant technological development. It's
of my highly speculative arguments. an exciting time. think we're lucky to
Well, in my opinion, provocation and share in the makings of a revolution. a
I

I

so much information that I begin to feel
as if

I

am

there-right there-at .the

performance. High fidelity will have to
be redefined as higher fidelity.
It is a new beginning for the art and
science of audio. Just as the wax cylinder gave way to the 78 -rpm record.

Polk Voted #1.
In 1983 Hi Fi Grand Prix

and the 78 rpm gave way to the LP, the
LP will give way to the CD. Even if I'm

wrong. even if the CD fails, digital will
not. It's the first step in a new evolution.
Sure, mistakes will be made, and, sure,

a complete rethinking of recording
technique is required. Our sweeping
conversion to digital audio will necessitate this. But the underlying impetus is

clear: Because of digital technology,
the amount of information is so much
more vast and our methods of analyzing and processing it so much more
efficient, and because the power of the
available music information is much
greater, we have begun a new era in
the re-creation of acoustic events.
Today's equipment is just the beginning. Eventually the CD will be an antique. That's right-it's not too early to
say "CD" and "antique" in the same
breath. Sure, the CD has tremendous
firepower-a channel bit rate of over 4
million bits per second, and its silvery
face might pack 13 billion bits of information-but engineering teams are already working to perfect erasable and
recordable CDs. Perhaps in the future,
consumer storage formats will disappear entirely, to be supplanted by a
commercial library of digital recordings residing in memory-accessed
and auditioned at home through your
personal computer. Imagine: Any recording ever made, available any time,

with a few keystrokes (for a small
monthly charge, of course). But even
as we attempt to comprehend that, we
must try to imagine successive methods of music storage, methods which
may someday render digital storage
obsolete,
Well, maybe I've said too much. Per-
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Ylonitor Sir:
5125

SDA-2: $600

Monitor 4A:
$79.95

Monitor 10B: $325

__MM V: $140

For state-of-the-art technology, performance and value
3 Polk Winners in 3 Years The Hi Fi Grand Prix is a prestigious annual competition for products that best exemplify the state-of-the-art in audio, combined with
benefits and value for you the consumer. Polk speakers have won the Grand Prix for
the last three years and this year Polk was voted as the number one loudspeaker
manufacturer overall. Dedication to the quality approach in each and every Polk
product is what makes the difference. Hear for yourself why Polk is #1.

Write or use the reader's service card for
information on all our loudspeakers and the
name of your nearest Polk dealer.
Polk Audio, Inc. 1915 Annapolis Rd.,
Baltimore, MD 21230. In Canada,
Evolution Audio.

Digital Disc Ready

The Speaker Specialist,

Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card

ERROR
CORRECTIO

~St -e rror-a

1\ THE

COMPACT DISC
SYSTEM

po1 OtLn
:1

-

"'t

Dr. Toshi T. Doi

Error correction is one of the key method of combining two codes by
technologies in the field of digi- interleaving delay. In practice, it has
tal audio, and I believe that the
basis for error correction can be plainly Dr. Toshi T. Doi is Deputy General
explained by use of a "supermarket Manager of Sony Corporation's Digital
shopping" model, which I will develop. Audio Division, Communications
There are various criteria for any error - Products Group, in Tokyo, Japan.
correction code which is to be incorpo- This article is excerpted from a paper
presented to the 73rd Convention of
rated in a digital audio system, and
will give some details on the various the Audio Engineering Society, held
code systems and pay special atten- March 15-18, 1983, in Eindhoven, The
tion to the Electronic Industries Associ- Netherlands. Copies of the preprint,
ation of Japan (EIAJ) format for the No. 1991 (84), may be obtained from
Compact Disc. This format is called the AES, 60 East 42nd St., New York,
I

cross interleaving and it is a unique
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N.Y. 10165.

Illustrations: Philip Anderson
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10-2

10-4

proven very efficient in performance as
well as highly economical in hardware
design. Because of these two qualities,
the method has been applied to many

prints which occur while the media is in

other systems beyond the Compact

nisms;

Disc system.

One good way to understand the

10-6
10-8
10-30

5

IO
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S/N - dB

Fig. 1-Bit error rate vs. S/N for peak to -peak signal and rms noise values.
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can be categorized as linear versus
nonlinear, block versus convolutional,
and word -oriented versus bit -oriented.
In digital audio recording, a combination of linear, block, and word -orient-

been adopted. The cross -interleave
method, however, is an exception
since it uses a block code in a convolutional structure in its application to
the Compact Disc. In this way, the
higher performance of a convolutional
structure can be enjoyed while still
keeping within the simple structure of
block coding. There are three basic
reasons why a word -oriented code is
used. First, it has better correction capabilities for burst errors. Second,

w

20

10

CC

5

memory handling is simpler when RAM
is used. Last, the digital audio system
2

3. Fluctuations or irregularities in
the recording or reproducing mecha-

4. Fluctuation of the level of the
reproduced signal;
5. Jitter, wow, and flutter;
6. Noise, and
7. Intersymbol interference.
There are several defects which occur with magnetic tape, and these are:

history of digital audio is to look at the
progress of error -correction technology. The error -correction codes themselves have been well studied by the
coding theorists, but their application
to digital audio recording is not so
8. Dust and scratches occurring
straightforward. So far, great effort has during production;
been paid to the study of the criteria
9. Defects of scraping of magnetic
necessary for truly reliable systems in materials, including traces of dust;
studio or home, the investigation of the
10. Irregularity of tape edge or
causes and the statistics of errors on width, and
magnetic tapes and discs, the practi11. Trace of a step at the junction
cal and the theoretical approaches to between magnetic tape and the tape
the design of error -correction codes, leader.
achieving a better trade-off between
Other causes of error are found with
performance and hardware cost, and the optical disc, and these are:
good, easily implemented hardware
12. Defects in the photo -resist;
designs as well.
13. Dust and scratches which occur
Basically, error -correction codes during cutting, developing, plating or

ed coding methods has generally
loo

use;

pressing;

14. Inappropriate strength of the
writing beam or length of the development time, either of which will result in
asymmetry of the pits;
15. Error in forming the pits in either
plating or pressing of the discs;
16. Bubbles, irregular refraction or

other defects in the transparent disc
body;

17. Defects in the relative metal
coating, and
18. Irregularity of the back surface
of the stamper or of the mother.

It should be noted that item 2 also

includes damage to the edge of a
tape, while item 3 refers to mistracking

or misfocusing (in the case of optical
discs), an unlocked servo or to fluctua-

tions in the contact between the tape

handles code words of 16 bits per and the head. Items 4 and 5 are mainly
sample, and it is simpler to design er- caused by item 3, and it should be

Fig. 2-Typical block -error statistics
for an optical disc when clean (3.3 x

noted that a small vibration of tape or
head causes a great problem because
the recorded wavelength is so short.
The relationship between error rate
Causes of Digital Coding Errors
There is a large variety of ways in and noise, item 6, is shown in Fig. 1.
which coding errors can occur, but Item 7, the intersymbol interference, is

10- ), with fingerprints (5.6 x 101,

they can be grouped according to caused by the bandwidth limitation

and scratched (4.5 x 101. Figures
shown are for a disc with a linear
speed of 1.2 meters per second, bit
rate of 2.352 Mb/S, and block length
of 160 bits.

where they occur. Code errors occur and by the nonlinearity of the recording
media.
during digital recording because of:

2

ERROR BURST LENGTH-BLOCKS

26

ror -correction hardware for 8- or 16 -bit
words.

1.

Defects in the tapes or discs

If a bit error does not have any correlation with other bit errors, it is called a
Dust, scratches, and finger- random -bit error. When errors occur in

which occur during production;
2.
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There exists a trade-off between data redundancy and the safety margin, where
the latter depends on the error -correction strategy after detection.

a group of bits, it is called a burst error.

error rate better than, for instance,

numbered errors. This ability is not suf-

Errors can also occur in words or in
blocks, and random (word or block)

10-4, so as to guarantee that the error
rate is sufficiently low after the correction in the normal condition.
Defining the tolerable level of acci-

ficient for most digital audio record-

errors and burst (word or block) errors

can be defined

in

a similar way.

Among the causes of error described,
items 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to a
long burst error, and 5, 6, and 7 to a
random or short burst error. In actual
digital audio recordings, all kinds of
error are mixed together, and the code
should be designed to cope with any
combination of random, short burst, or
long burst errors.

Error Measurement

Measuring the meaningful error
characteristics of digital audio recording media is not an easy task. In the
early days, word errors were directly
measured, and optimization of an error -correcting scheme was carried out
based on the obtained statistical data.
The approach was theoretically rea-

sonable, but a real working system
may not always represent the prototype system. Moreover, the complete
system may not be available during the
process of system design.
Here, the most important point is to
be able to recover from such accidents

dents is the most important point in
designing error -correction schemes,
and this greatly depends on the structure of the recording media. Cassette

ings, and therefore Cyclic Redundancy Check Code (CRCC) is commonly
used for error correction. The basis on
which to decide the length of the block
always poses a question, and the larg-

er block seems better because it
keeps the same detection capability

tapes, open -reel tapes, and optical

with less redundancy. But if the system

discs must be handled completely differently in this sense. Figure 2 shows
one of the typical examples of optical

tends to encounter random or short
burst errors frequently enough, as with

optical discs, then the resulting error

discs measured under the following

rate with longer block length may wors-

three conditions:
1. A clean disc, in its normal condi-

en considerably. Moreover, even one

tion, with a block -error rate of 3.3 x

bit error in a long block deteriorates
the whole block. There also exists a

10-4;

trade-off between redundancy and the

2. A fingerprinted disc, where fin-

safety margin, where the latter de-

gerprints are located all over the disc, pends on the error -correction strategy
with a block -error rate of 5.6 x 10-4, or after detection. CRCC is often used as
3. A scratched disc, where the disc an "error pointer" in error -correction
has been rubbed on a wooden table codes, and the detectability of errors
for approximately one minute, with a should be analyzed before designing
block -error rate of 4.5 x 10-3.
the whole correcting scheme.
In the case of these accidents, long
burst errors are observed, and there- Principles of Error Correction
Figure 3 shows a typical supermarfore it is recommended that errors be
measured by block, rather than by bit. ket shopping receipt (Slip A), listing

Error Detection

the prices of four items (W,, W2, W3and
W4) and their total (P). The "syndrome"

as

tape damage, fingerprints,
scratches and so on. The system

Use of a parity check bit is well (S) is calculated for checking; when
known as a simple error -detection there is no error, S = 0.

should be designed to obtain a block -

scheme, and it detects 100% of even -

In Slip B, the price of W2 is missing

Two of the best books on
digital technology now
available are The Sony Book
of Digital Audio Technology,
No. 1451B, Tab Books, Blue
Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214,
$11.95, and Digital Audio
from the Audio Engineering
Society, 60 East 42nd St.,
New York, N.Y. 10165,
$75.00.
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Fig. 3-"Supermarket receipts" as

(W2* = 0). The missing data word is

examples of single -erasure correction.

called an erasure, and the correction is
very simple, as shown. Slip C contains
a one -word error in W2; the values of all
the words (W1, W2, W3, and W4) and the
total P are now uncertain, and they are
marked with an accent. As the value of
the Syndrome S is not zero, it is known

SLIP A

SLIP C

(Original Slip)

(One -Word Error)

W1

$

W2
W3
W4

$
$

$

P (Total)

100.00
200.00
300.00
400.00

$1,000.00

Syndrome (without error)
S = W 1 + W2 + W3 + W4 - P = 0

W,'

$
$

W2'
W3'
W4'

$
$

100.00
300.00
300.00
400.00

$1,000.00

P' (Total)
Syndrome

S = W, + W2 + W3 + W4 - P = 100

SLIP B

SLIP D

(One -Word Erasure)
W1

$

100 00

W1

300.00

W2"
W3
W4

400.00

W.1

$1,000.00

P (Total)
Syndrome (with one erasure)

S=W1+W2*+W3+W4-P=-200

(One -Word Error with Pointer)
100.00
$
300.00
Error $ 300.00
Pointer $ 400.00

-p $

P' (Total)

$1,000.00

cannot be corrected with just the information available.
In Slip D, we have the same error in

but the erroneous word is now
pointed out by an error pointer. The
W2,

correction in this case, which is called
pointer -erasure correction, is exactly
the same as for erasure.

The code in Fig. 3 is a block code
with four data words and one check

word. The code is capable of one
word -error correction and one erasure

correction, but error correction is im-

Syndrome S = 100

possible.

Correction

audio recordings, a parity word of

In the actual codes used in digital

W2=W2*-S=200

Erasure Correction

W2=W2*-S=200

that an error occurred, but that error

modulo -two (exclusive -or) is normally

used for erasure correction, instead of
the total value P in Fig. 3, and CRCC is
used for the error pointer.

Convolutional Code

Fig. 4-Encoder for convolutional

The examples shown in the previous

code.

section are

all

classified as block

codes, where the encoding is completed within the block. Figure 4 shows an

(INPUT)

W4.W-

example of an encoder of convolutional code, where D means a delay of

one word. (Editor's Note: D can also
mean the distance between any two
words, though this is not discussed
here.) The check words are generated
f

f

once after every four words of data,
and each check word is affected by
the previous eight input words. The

t

DELAY OF ONE SAMPLING PERIOD

decoder is shown in Fig. 5.
The redundancy for this code is the
same as that of the code in Fig. 3, but
the error -correction capability is supe-

Fig. 5-Decoder for convolutional

This is because the number of
related syndromes for each error is
bigger in the case of convolutional
code due to the convolutional strucrior.

code.
JT)

w,o-

W12

W8

W4

®® -El
_`C}'Ell'E1. 0

Wo

--

-11]-11}-E1-113 -9

-0-111}-0-E}

On the other hand, once an uncorrectable error occurs, it would affect
the syndromes long after the error
passes away, and the number of re-

DECODING LOCI'

sulting errors in the decoded se-

se

quence becomes longer. This is called
error propagation.

S12

28

ture.

S4
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Convolutional codes correct errors better than block codes of equal redundancy,
but they handle uncorrectable errors less well.

Interleaving
Interleaving is a way to disperse the
original sequence of bits or words into

Fig. 6-Interleaving and de interleaving. Note dispersion of burst
error in decoded word sequence.

a different sequence; the reverse is
called de -interleaving. Figure 6 shows
a simple delay interleave. A burst error
which might occur during playback is

W-9 W.8 W.7 W-6

ORIGINAL WORD SEQUENCE

converted into random errors by de interleaving. Such interleaving is often
If

all

THREE -WORD DELAY I(INTERLEAVER)

W.21 W-8 W

11

W14 WI7 W-4 W-7 W-10 W-13 WO

When two block codes are arranged

two -dimensionally so that their rows
and columns form a big block, the re-

sulting code is called a "product
code." The cross -interleave method
falls into the class of product codes,
but it is distinguished from the conventional one by its interleaved structure.
The cross -interleave method is a com-

x

x

W-6 W-9

x
W4 WI W.2 W-5 W8 W5 W2

W -I WI2 W9 W6 W3 W16

DISPERSED WORD SEQUENCE TO BE RECORDED

/

THREE -WORD DELAY I

I

TWO -WORD DELAY

(°IN PUT )/(y

ONE -WORD DELAY

I

terleave, and CRCC for an error pointer

Cross -Interleave Method

x

X

word, a burst error of up to six words
can be corrected if an appropriate error pointer is provided. A combination
of double -erasure correction code, inwas adopted for the Electronic Industries Association of Japan (EIAJ) format for home -use digital tape recorders. (Editor's Note: The EIAJ has also
just announced agreement on a video
format for use on CD).

(°OUTPUT)

I

the

words related to the original code
block are dispersed to every sixth

Ik

ONE- WORD DELAY

,°
TWO-WORD
DELAY

°

used with a block code to increase
burst -error correctability.

W-4 W-3 W.2 W-1 WO WI W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 WIO W11 W12 W13 WI4 W15WI6I

\
I -0A`\b

(OUTPUT)
o

I

(DE- INTERLEAVER)
x
W.9

w

x

x

x

x

W-7 W-6 W.5 W-4 W-3 W-2 W -i WO WI

w2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9

WIO WII WI2 WI3 WI4 W15 WI6

DECODED WORD SEQUENCE

Fig. 7-Encoder for cross -interleave
method; original data words = k;
check words for C, and C2 =
R, and R2; total check words =
R, + R2; redundancy =
(R, + R2) / (k + R, + R2).
k+rz
o

BLOCK CODE

o

-

(INPUT):

-

':(OUTPUT)

(CI(
ENCODER (k r2
BLOCK CODE

DELAY
INTERLEAVE

(C2)

ENCODER (k r2,k)

k r2)

o--,

'J '

bination of two or more block codes
which are separated from each other
by delay for interleaving. In this case,
the final correctability is sometimes

kr2

r2

°

better than that of conventional product codes, owing to the convolutional
structure. Figure 7 shows the general

o

rl

form of the cross -interleave method. At

the decoder, the syndromes of one
code can be used as the error pointer
for another code, and CRCC for error

detection can be omitted in erasure
correction. It is also possible to ar-

Fig. 8-Encoder for C/C method.

0

DELAY (D=I WORD) W4n

range the third block code after another delay interleave.

(INPUT)

W2,WI,WO °

4\

In Compact Disc format, the two
block codes selected are Reed -Solo-

mon codes and are named CIRC
(Cross Interleave Reed -Solomon
Code). When both codes selected are
single -erasure correction codes, the
code is called cross -interleave code
(010). (Editor's Note: Reed and Solomon are the inventors of a powerful
and widely used class of codes.)
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ADDER P)
(EXCLUSIVE -OR)

i,

W4n.1-4D\
W4n+2-80
ro

(OUTPUT)

W4n+3-12

P4n-160
Q4n

ADDER Q)

(EXCLUSIVE -OR)

--

RELATED WORDS FOR QO

--Iwo

T

WORD SEQUENCE TO BE RECORDED

r

W-3 W.6 w.9 P16

00 W4

WI W-2 W.5 P12

04 W8IW5

W2 W -I P.8

08

WI2 W9 W6 W3 P-4 012 W16 W13

Wp W7

PO 016

T

RELATED WORDS FOR PO
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is also well known that a better interpo-

random, short burst and long burst er-

lation is possible by use of an appropriate digital filter. Subjective tests
show that the length of error does not

ror;

greatly affect the perception as long as
all interpolated words are neighbored
by words without error.

Evaluation of Error -Correcting
Schemes
In the application to actual error -cor-

rection systems, the above methods
are mixed, and the scheme is optimized to suit the particular system either by computer simulation or by trial
and error. The most important point in
Figure 8 shows a simple example of
a CIC encoder where a single -erasure
correcting code is added after the delay for interleaving, generating the

check words P and O. The correctabil-

designing the coding scheme is, therefore, to set the criteria for the performance of the code. Some of the criteria
are as follows:
1. Probability of misdetection;
2. Maximum burst error to be cor-

ity of CIC depends on the number of rected;
decoding steps, and one-step decod3. Maximum burst error to be coning is as good as single -erasure cor- cealed;
rection; thus, the correction capability
4. Correctability of random error;
increases as the number of steps in5. Correctability for the mixture of
creases. Figure 9 shows the correction
capability plotted versus the number of
10 -2
P Q -P -Q
decoding steps.
-- o--- Q -P -o -P
Error Concealment

misdetected error cannot be concealed and results in an unpleasant
click noise from the speakers. This
should not occur even in worst -case
accidents. Items 2 and 3 taken together represent the strength of the system
against burst errors.
Table I gives some examples of the

burst -error correction and concealment for CD and other formats. In each
case, the length of concealment is de -

Fig. 9-How the number of decoding
steps affects random word -error
correctability, using C/C. (One block

= 6 data words + 2 check words;
word error rate [PW] = 10-2.)

When error exceeds the ability of the
code to correct, the uncorrected words
should be concealed. Figure 10 shows

the noise power induced by various
interpolation methods when they are

1:7Ty

applied to a pure tone signal with un -

0

correctable errors. The methods of
concealment shown here are as fol-

3

2

I

-.

5

RF

,`OR

E

<F

DECODING STEM
99

lows:

1. Muting is where the value of the
erroneous word is always set to zero;
2. Zero -order interpolation is where
the previous value is held over;
3. First -order interpolation is where

6. Guard space;
7. Error propagation;
8. Block size or constraint length;
9. Redundancy;
10. Ability for editing;
11. Delay for encoding and decoding, and
12. Cost and complexity of the encoder and decoder.
For most digital audio systems, errors exceeding the correctability of the
code are designed to be concealed.
Therefore, the most important item is
the probability of misdetection (1). The

!'íSEC

K"

99SG

BURST LENGTH

N-100 BIT
0

the erroneous word is replaced with
the mean value of the previous and the
next word, and
4. Nth -order interpolation is where a

polynomial is used to generate a replacement for the erroneous word, instead of the first order.
In most systems now in use, a com-

bination of 2 and 3 is used. If all the
erroneous words have errorless words

as neighbors, then 3 is applied. For
consecutive word errors, method 2
would be applied, with the final erroneous word interpolated by method 3. It
30

-100

J

00 200

500

Ik

y1j.
2k

5k

'0k

rREQUENCr- Hz

Fig. 10-Noise power for various
interpolation methods applied to a
pure -tone signal with uncorrectable
errors (see text).

20k

r.
BLOCK ERROR RATE BEFORE CORRECTION

Fig. 11-Random block -error
correctability for various codes
(1 block = 288 bits).
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Interleaving disperses the original data into a different sequence. It is often
used with block codes to increase burst -error correctability.

fect.

were more severe in the studio environment, and that the machines were
not always tuned properly. Therefore,
evaluations made using a mixture of
random, short burst and long burst errors proves to be much more realistic.

The burst -error correcting capability
is mainly determined by delays if inter-

Error Correction on the CD

signed considerably longer than that of

the correction. CD is strong against
fingerprints because the thick transparent layer (1.2 mm) between signal
pits and the surface nullifies their ef-

leaving is used with the correcting

W4n -4

w4n+I

W4n-15

w4n+2

W4n-22

W4n+3

W4n- 45

P4n-76
Pan

DELAY

Fig. 12-An 1CIC encoder. ("W"
codes are data words; "P" and "Q"
codes are error -correction words.)

newly developed convolutional code.
The ICIC has the ability to correct an
arbitrary five -word error, while the con-

volutional code can correct up to two
symbols (words). Both codes are designed with the same redundancy to
obtain a bit rate of 2.35 Mb/S. Both
performed very well for normal discs
with average fingerprints and
scratches. It was found that the burst -

error correction was better with the
ICIC because the correctable length is
three times longer than with the convo-

Table I-Burst-error correction and concealment.

EIAJ
DASH
CD

Q4n

won

Among the causes of error on optical

code. The correction or concealment discs, the effects of fingerprints,
length should be evaluated as a func- scratches or dust are not so different
from those in magnetic tapes. Theretion of the memory size required.
Figure 11 shows the correctability of fore, it is sufficient if the error -correcvarious codes against random block tion scheme enables correction of a
error, where one block consists of 288 long burst error with reasonably small
bits. The block length is supposed to guard space.
On the other hand, causes 12
be long enough for even a short burst
error to be treated as a random block through 18, described at the beginning
error. Initially, the evaluation shown in of this article, have the tendency to
Fig. 11 was considered appropriate, produce random or short burst errors.
but it was found not to coincide with In addition, there is a possibility of proexperience in studio environments. ducing random or short burst errors by
Machines installed in studios showed misfocusing and tracking offset, which
much more frequent miscorrection may deteriorate the frequency characthan indicated by these values. The teristics and signal-to-noise ratio.
The study started from the comparireasons were that the tapes were not
always new, that dust and fingerprints son between the ICIC (Fig. 12) and a

Concealment, bits
Marginal

Type

Correction,
bits

Good

Tape, Rotary Head
Tape, Stationary Head
Disc, Optical

4,096
8,640
3,874

33,982
13,282

Format

Q4n

8,192
83,232
15,495

lutional code, and if concealment is
considered the goal, it becomes more
than seven times (see Fig. 13).

Conclusion
The fundamentals of error correction

and its application to digital audio re-

cording systems have been described, with the stress of the explanation laid on the practical side, omitting
overly detailed theoretical considerations. The cross -interleaving method
discussed here is now widely used in
the field of digital audio because of its
simplicity and efficiency.
Looking back to the short history of
error -correction code applied to digital
audio recording, remarkable progress
has been made with high enough performance and relatively low redundancy. Further progress will be necessary

2.5

N

ICIC(CONCEALMENT)

ICIC

CONVOLUTIONAL

p

x CODE

CIRC (k=24)

0
k=16
CRAC

k=24
k=32
1.50

I

0.1

when the packing density increases

I

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

EFFICIENCY OF BURST - ERROR CORRECTION
(CORRECTION LENGTH
\ MEMORY SIZE

Fig. 13-Burst-error correction vs. bit
rate for several codes.
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I.0

and high error -rate recording systems
are introduced.
One of these applications will be the

domestic digital cassette recorder,
which is expected to become competi-

tive to the conventional analog cassette in size and playing time, while
attaining high performance equivalent
Q
to that of the Compact Disc.
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The sampling process which
converts a digital audio signal from
binary numbers back to its original
analog form generates spurious frequencies, which must be filtered out

PHILIPS
OVERSAMPLI

of the final
wave form.
Most brands

of Compact

Disc players
use analog filters for this, usually in a
system consisting of a 16 -bit D/A converter, a sample -and -hold circuit, and
an analog low-pass filter (Fig. 1).
This, however, can be difficult to do
accurately. First, the
D/A converter must

SYSTEM FOR
COMPACT DISC
DECODING

be linear to within
one-half the value
of the least signifi-

cant bit (LSB). How ever, '/z-LSB accuracy of the dividing
steps becomes more and more difficult

to achieve as the number of such
steps, or bits, increases. For 16 -bit

Wayne Schott
32

Wayne Schott is Staff Electrical
Engineer at N.A.P. Consumer
Electronics in Knoxville, Tenn.
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By oversampling at four
times the original sampling
frequency, the original noise
energy is now spread over a
band four times as wide.

D/A converters, low yield and high cost

16 BITS

can easily be obstacles to practical
manufacture.
A second problem is caused by ana-

I

>
44 kHz

16 -BIT

SAMPLE

D/A

AND

ANALOG
LOW-

CONVERTER

HOLD

PASS

OUT

--OP0

log filtering. A filter steep enough to
adequately remove residual compoFig. 1-Analog output section of a
itably be a complex one, degrading CD player using only analog filtration.
the signal accuracy and introducing
nents above the audio band must inev-

phase distortion. Even an active lowpass filter has a large amount of phase
shift near its cutoff frequency. Such a
filter also generates noise and requires

high-speed operational amplifiers,

SAMPLE

SAMPLE a HOLD

which have high power dissipation and
require tight component tolerances to
maintain low ripple in their pass -band.
Temperature changes and component
aging of such filters also affect performance adversely.
Philips engineers have found a way
to carry out most of the essential filtering process digitally. This approach is
used in the players sold by Philips un-

TIME
der its own name and under its U.S.
A
brand names of Magnavox and Sylvania. It has also been adopted, in Fig. 2-D/A converter outlines the

whole or in part, by some other manufacturers.
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desired waveform as a series of
signal spikes (A), which are then

8
extended by the sample -and -hold
circuit to produce a staircase
waveform (B).
33

I- J

Dw

~ >
w

J

O

25

44.1

88.2

132.3

220.5

176.4

FREQUENCY - kHz

Fig. 3-Spikes of Fig. 2A produce an
infinite series of frequency bands
centered on multiples of the sampling
frequency (shown in outline). Sample and -hold reduces out -of -band output

r

(shaded portions) but still leaves
substantial output between 25 and
44.1 kHz and reduces audio high frequency response (solid portion).

14
16

BITS
44.1
kHz

DIGITAL
OVERSAMPLING

FILTER

28

BITS

BITS
S

176.4
kHz

176.4
kHz

D/A
CONY.

-110, HOLD

ANALOG

FILTER

TNOISE SHAPING

L

CD player using Philips system of
oversampling, digital filtering, and
noise shaping. Some analog filtration
is still required.

after each sampling spike until the next
sample is decoded by the D/A converter. This converts the waveform from a

series of spikes into a "staircase," as
shown in Fig. 2B. This also has the
effect of substantially reducing the fre-

16 BITS
44.1 kHz

T/4

T/4

T/4

DIGITAL

INPUT V

If the quantized samples of the original
audio frequencies are simply converted to analog values, a series of spikes
is produced (Fig. 2A). The envelope of
this series resembles the audio waveform, but the spikes, in reality, produce
an infinite series of frequency bands at
multiples of the sampling frequency (in

this case, 44.1 kHz), as shown in the
unshaded portions of Fig. 3.
In practice, a sample -and -hold circuit holds the output voltage steady

J

Fig. 4-Analog output section of

fó

The spurious frequencies to be removed are functions of the sampling
frequency used in the digital process.

quency bands above 20 kHz. However, significant components still remain, particularly in the region be-

--

tween 25 and 44.1 kHz, as shown by
the shaded portions of Fig. 3.
Note, too, the cut at the top of the
audio band in Fig. 3. This cut occurs

j Q ''
C4

Fig. 5-Theoretical 96 -element
transversal filter. C1 through C96 are
12 -bit multiplication coefficients; T/4 is
time delay of one-fourth sampling
period (0.0000056 S).

because the sample -and -hold process
can be represented by a Sin X/X func-

C95

28 BITS
176.4 kHz

DIGITAL OUTPUT

tion, with the first zero point occurring
at the sampling frequency, 44.1 kHz.
Response compensation could be employed at the analog stage, but only at
the expense of additional phase distortion and noise.
Philips uses a different circuit configuration for D/A conversion (Fig. 4), incorporating oversampling, digital filtering and noise shaping. Each plays a
vital role in the filtering and conversion
process.

Oversampling is accomplished by
increasing the sampling frequency
four times, to 176.4 kHz. This results in
a frequency spectrum containing multiples of the original 44.1 -kHz sampling

frequency, at 88.2, 132.3, 176.4 kHz

J
aw

%

and so on. By oversampling four times.
the noise power originally restricted to

y- DIGITAL FILTER

OJ
25

44.1

88.2

132.3

FREQUENCY - kHz

Fig. 6-Digital transversal filter
suppresses output between audio
band (solid portion) and the band
surrounding the oversampling
frequency (176.4 kHz).
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176.4

a band from 0 Hz to 22 kHz is now
distributed over a band four times as
wide, or 0 Hz to 88 kHz. Only one quarter of the noise remains within the
audio band, and the rest will be elimi-

nated by filtering, giving a 6 -dB improvement in performance.
Both the oversampling and much of

the filtering take place in a digital
transversal filter. The signal enters this
AUDIO/APRIL 1984

The full 16 -bit information capability of the
Compact Disc is retained in this Philips system by
transferring information to the 14 -bit level.

filter as 16 -bit data at the 44.1 -kHz
sampling rate, and leaves as 28 -bit
data at a rate of 176.4 kHz.

A transversal filter can be considered as a series of delay lines and
multipliers whose outputs are

Much of this filtering is accomplished by the sample -and -hold circuits, which modify the frequency

BTS®I N

spectrum with the Sin X/X response

summed. A theoretical transversal filter

mentioned earlier (Fig. 10), such that a
null occurs at 176.4 kHz and the side bands on either side of that frequency

for CD would have 96 elements, as

are attenuated by more than 18 dB.

I

14 BITS

28

OUT

NOISE

IMSB)

SHAPER

14 BITS

ILSB)

1~~41.
DELAY

shown in Fig. 5. In this model, each 16 bit sample is delayed for one-fourth the

(The hold effect causes no phase dis- Fig. 7-Noise-shaping circuit
tortion in the audio band.)
(see text).
sampling period, and the output of
This attenuation, however, is still not
each delay is multiplied by a 12 -bit - sufficient to attain the desired 50 -dB or

accurate coefficient; the product of
each multiplication therefore has 28
(16 + 12) bits. After these multiplications and a subsequent addition, the
weighted average of a large number of
samples is obtained.
However, since new data arrives at
the filter input only once per sampling
period, three out of four of the numbers
multiplied in our theoretical filter would
be zero. In practice, therefore, the filter
is

simplified to include only 24 ele-

ments, each with a delay equal to the

entire sampling period. Each 16 -bit
data word is then multiplied four times,
with different coefficients for each multiplication, before being passed on to
the next delay.

greater overall reduction of spectral

low cutoff.

The 14 -bit output from the noise -

ue of the least -significant bit, over a

lower frequency bands, centered at

wide temperature range of -20° to

44.1, 88.2 and 132.3 kHz, as shown in
Fig. 6. For the coefficients chosen, the
filter has a transition region between 20
and 24.3 kHz (the sloping area in the
solid block of Fig. 6) and, due to over -

+ 70° C.

riod, reversed in sign and summed

The full 16 -bit information capability
of the Compact Disc is retained in this
Philips system because the information
is transferred into the 14 -bit level. This
phenomenon is possible because the
signal and residual noise of the system
combine to produce duty -cycle modulation of the 14th bit. If we look at the

average value of four quarter -length
14th -bit samples, three of which are
actually null, we find that this average
is just as accurate as the full-length,
16th -bit sample for the same period
(Fig. 10).

We can thus summarize the advantages of the Philips digital -to -analog
conversion system as follows: True 16 -

bit performance for both signal and

dB. At high frequencies approaching
half the sampling frequency, or 88.2
kHz, the feedback becomes in phase
with the input, and its noise increases.
But since this out -of -band noise is fil-

noise, linear amplitude response

tered away, it is no longer relevant. The

than 0.005% at 0 -dB level, and excellent temperature and component -tolerance sensitivity characteristics.
Q

resulting noise spectrum is shown in
Fig. 8.
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88

of the transversal filter, which has a
slightly rising characteristic just be-

An immediate effect of the digital

with the next sample. This reduces the
average quantization error and noise
for low -frequency signals (audio) by 7

-_

chosen because it has a linear phase
20
characteristic. The Bessel filter and
FREQUENCY - kHz
the hold function cause a slight attenuation at the high audio frequencies; Fig. 8-Noise spectrum after
this is compensated for in the design noise shaping.

transversal filter is to suppress all the

bands on either side of 176.4 kHz.
A further improvement in signal-tonoise ratio is obtained in the noise shaping circuitry (Fig. 7). This rounds
off the 28 -bit data from the transversal
filter into 14 -bit data. The 14 least significant bits, which contain mostly
quantization noise and round -off error,
are then delayed by one sampling pe-

NOISE LEVEL
WITHOUT SHAPING

its -3 dB point at 30 kHz and was

shaper circuit allows the use of 14 -bit
D/A converters. These, unlike current
16 -bit converters, can be made very
stable, linear to within one-half the val-

sampling, leaves the 20 -kHz side -

NOISE SHAPING
CHARACTERISTIC

components outside the audio band. A
low-pass, third -order Bessel filter is
used to remove the remainder of these
ultrasonic frequencies. This filter has

(±0.3 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz), linear
phase response (± 0.5°, 20 Hz to 20

w
a
H J

SINX
DIGITAL
FILTER

D

0

20 44

X

88

132

176

FREQUENCY -kHz

Fig. 9-Output spectrum of
oversampling D/A converter before
analog filtration.
D/A CONVERTER

OUTPUT (WITH

J 14th
w BIT

4

w
J

3.

_>

H

HOLD) -

2-

a

J

1116th
BIT
I

2

3

OVERSAMPLING
PERIODS

ORIGINAL
SAMPLING
PERIOD

TIME -+90 dB, total harmonic distortion less Fig. 10-How average of one 14 -bit
kHz), signal-to-noise ratio greater than

sample and three null samples match
accuracy of a single 16 -bit sample
over the same period.
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What makes a
CO Player
Professional?
Leonard Feldman
When Denon America, Inc. an-

nounced that they were producing a "professional" Compact Disc player, those of us who had
some experience testing and using CD
players wondered what Denon could
possibly incorporate into their CD player that would make it "professional"

and particularly suited for use

in

broadcast and recording studios. After
all, the 90 -dB or more dynamic range
offered by any CD player was a good
deal more than even the best FM stereo radio stations could transmit using
their existing transmitter and studio

console equipment. The typical distortion figures of 0.005% or better were
far lower than even the finest home FM

tuner could boast. And, as for ,programmability and easy access (a must
for the radio DJ in the future CD era),
many of the consumer -type CD players
I had tested already exhibited sophisti-

cated systems for such convenience
features. What, then, would constitute
a "professional" CD player?
The answers soon became apparent
when a representative of Denon drove

up to the lab, hauled out a huge carton, mounted it on a hand truck and
wheeled it into my testing room. When

the outer trappings were removed,
saw a 100 -pound console measuring
I

about 32 inches high, 16V2 inches

wide and 22 inches deep. Taken
aback by the size and weight of this
"Compact" Disc player, posed the
I

big question to the Denon representa-

tive, "How does this CD player differ
from all other CD players?" He ex-

The Denon DN-3000F Professional CD Player

plained that, ideally, such functions as
slip -cueing, level metering, fade up,

DN-3000F is just such a pro unit and,
in fact, it incorporates several addition-

put, as well as protection features al features which arise from the CD

The DN-3000F is, as already mentioned, supplied as a stand-alone console, with controls and disc compart-

disc format itself. They will be much
appreciated by the studio engineer

height. Discs are inserted into the play-

internal monitoring, balanced line out-

(which insure against inadvertent line

feeds when they are not desired)
should all be incorporated in a pro
player. In other words, it should have
the same access and cueing capabilities as a pro reel-to-reel deck. Denon's
36

I

ment located at convenient desk

er near its rear, via a top -loading
using CDs for background music in mechanism whose door pops open
more complex productions, and for when an eject button is depressed on
who, sooner or later, will have to start
mix -downs as well as for dubbing.

the console.
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A professional CD player
should have the same
access and cueing
capabilities as a pro reelto-reel deck, and the
DN-3000F is such a unit.
Control Layout
"Running Address" and "Time" LED

displays on a sloped section of the
console are located near a pair of stan-

(which plays a "sum" program of
L+ R), and a button labelled "Att(enuator) Start." This last-named pushbutton
enables the operator to introduce start

dard VU meters. Track number of the delays of from 0.1 to 0.3 seconds, or
disc, index number (if encoded on a no delay at all. The operation of this
given disc to divide longer selections function is somewhat similar to that
into smaller sections), and time (in min- found on professional turntables. The
utes, seconds, and frames) are all dis- amount of delay for this function, as
played here. Three different time dis- well as the length of play for the slip plays can be accessed, using a "Time cue function using the "Search" mode,
Mode" button nearby. These are is an internal adjustment normally perelapsed time of the track being played, formed once during installation of the
amount of time remaining on the track console player. "Standby" and "Line
being played, or absolute time from the Out" lights above the VU meters tell
beginning of the disc to the current the operator the status of the line outposition of the laser pickup. A second put signal. A cue light, just above the
display, called "Order Address," is left-hand VU meter, lights when an exused in conjunction with a 10 -key pad ternal remote control is used with the
to provide elaborate random-access player. Protection against possible opcapabilities, including almost instant erator error is built into the unit. For
location of a given point in a disc, example, when the "Line Out" key is
down to the very second and frame. "On," the "Eject," "Locate," and
After punching in the desired track "Search" controls have no effect if they
number, minute, second and frame, are depressed or rotated.

touching the "Locate" button brings
the pickup to the desired location.
Touching the "Play" button then starts
disc play, providing that the "Line Out"
lever is in its "On" position.

numeric keypads are labelled "Slow Fast" and "TOC." The "Slow -Fast" button is used in conjunction with a rotat-

can then be mixed with the CD signals
and fed to the line output.

ing "Search" dial, which is very much
analogous to "slip -cueing" as done on
a conventional turntable. The "Search"
dial, which works very much like a cueing dial on a video console, allows you
to move the pickup in frame -by -frame
increments, quickly or slowly (depending upon which end of the "Slow -Fast"
switch is touched). The pickup plays a

single "frame" over and over again,
allowing the operator to zero in on the
precise cue location desired. The last

button in this area of the panel, labelled "TOC," is a "Table of Contents"

button which, when pressed several
times in succession, causes the "Order Address" display to show first and
last track numbers, total elapsed time,
and starting time for each track.

Measurements
Though the purpose of this investigation was not to treat the Denon DN-

3000F as the subject of a full-length
test report, I could not resist measuring
the basic performance of this pro unit.
In terms of lab measurements, the unit
performed about as well as a consumer or home -type CD player, which was
no great surprise. Frequency response
was virtually flat from 20 Hz to 20 kHz,

tained in the special Philips test disc
that I now use to test all CD players,
looked just about the same as they did
when I tested all the home players that

utilize sharp "brick -wall" analog lowpass filters following D/A conversion.
There was the usual ringing at a super -

audible frequency apparent in the reproduced 1 -kHz square wave, as well
as the usual overshoot in both polarity

another test disc supplied by Philips
which contains the defects likely to ex-

ist on a typical, improperly cared for
disc. The defects consist of a wedge,
which widens from track to track of the
musical selections contained beneath

it, a series of opaque black dots of
increasing diameter, and, near the outer rim of the test disc, a semi -opaque
smudge. The wedge is meant to represent a severe scratch on the surface of

a disc, the dots to simulate dust
specks (of varying size), while the

I

Harmonic distortion at maximum recording level (0 dB in terms of the
digital recording, +4 dBm on the out-

treble end of the spectrum, and

"Monitor" on -off switch (which lights up

0.006% at bass frequencies. As is true
of all digital disc players, at lower lev-

when on), a separate level attenuator
for the small built-in monitor speaker

it measured 0.04% at mid -frequencies
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low 0.01% at maximum output, increasing to 0.08% relative to a - 20 dB
IM test signal.
Square waves and unit pulses, con-

"smudge" approximates a fingerprint
on the surface of a disc.
The Denon DN-3000F was able to
"track" the wedge until its width had
increased to 600 microns. This is not
with a slight rise of around 0.7 dB particularly outstanding, since have
showing up at the high end before re- tested consumer -type players which
sponse dropped off sharply above 20 can successfully play through that
wedge at its widest point of 900 mikHz.

Close to the front of the console put meters of the unit) was 0.004% at 1
kHz, rising to around 0.018% at the

desk, and handy to the operator's fingers, are a master output attenuator
control, "Play" and "Pause" buttons, a

was 93 dB below maximum output levels. SMPTE-IM distortion measured a

directions for the unit -pulse waveform.
As for phase error, I calculated a time
delay of about 25 µS introduced by the
low-pass filters, or about one-half cycle
XLR 3 -pin connectors are located at of a 20 -kHz signal.
As for the Denon DN-3000F's ability
the rear of the pedestal or stand which
supports the player console. Cables in the area of error correction, I used

connect to these connectors for balanced line outputs (separate left and
right) and for a "Mix" input, which can
be a signal from other equipment that

Two more touch buttons near the

and around 0.06% at the ends of the
spectrum. Linearity was accurate to
within 0.5 dB from 0 dB down to below
-80 dB, while unweighted signal-tonoise ratio (band -limited to 20 kHz)

els, distortion rises. At -24 dB levels,

crons. The player did much better with
the simulated dust particles, coasting
right through the largest of them without so much as a millisecond's worth of
sound muting or mistracking. It wasn't
at all bothered by the fingerprint simulation either. This suggests that profes-

sional users of this type of player
should exercise the same care with
respect to the surfaces of Compact
37

An important aspect of a
player's performance is its
ability to withstand shock.
Although I pounded on the
console's top, this unit did
not mistrack.
Discs as they do (or should) with con- just as surely as poorly treated LP
ventional LPs. They should be handled records can.
by their outer edges, and care should
be taken not to allow their surfaces to Use and Listening Tests
become scratched. Given such care,
What makes the Denon DN-3000F
the life of a Compact Disc will be as unique is its superb solutions to problong as its promoters are claiming for lems that will face the professional stuit. Without this care, discs can mistrack. dio engineer when he or she begins to

use CDs in the course of normal
broadcasting and mixing activities.
The very unit I tested, incidentally, was
shipped from my lab to FM radio station WNCN, where it replaces an earlier consumer -oriented player made by
Denon as well. In my own auditioning
of the DN-3000F, I was especially delighted by one feature of the unit which

wasn't even described in the temporary owner's manual. When you insert a

disc into the player's turntable area
and close the door, the disc is automatically scanned so that track count,

time counts, etc. all are stored in its
computer memory. So far, that's not
unlike some consumer players I've
worked with. But the DN-3000F, instead of coming to rest at the 00:00
starting point of the first track, actually
cues up at the instant the music starts.
Thus, if the music on track 1 starts
second and 3 frames past the actual
start of track 1, that's where the laser
pickup will focus. Then, when you shift
1

the "Line Out" lever to "On," music
starts instantly-with absolutely no
waiting. That, and the other remarkable
cueing and random access features of
this player, make it worthy of the desig-

nation "professional"-a term that
Denon never uses lightly.

Another important aspect of the
player's performance, which is difficult
to measure in quantitative terms, is its
ability to withstand physical shock and
vibration. Unlike some consumer CD
players which I've tested, that mistrack
even if their cabinets are tapped lightly
with a finger tip, the Denon DN-3000F
continued to track flawlessly even

pounded my fist on the console's surface, right near the "turntawhen

I

ble" itself. Such refined and stable

tracking capabilities must involve mechanics and servo mechanisms that

are far costlier than those used

WHY BUY BUDGET" LOUDSPEAKERS
WHEN FOR THE SAME PRICE YOU CAN OWN KEF?
Today many speaker companies are offering budget loudspeakers, but which of
them has ever produced products of the calibre of KEF's world-accla_med
Reference Series?
Which of them can draw from this Reference technology to produce affordable
products that din not compromise sound quality?
Only KEF, manufacturers of the world's most thoroughly
engineered loudspeakers.
The Speaker Emirs
The new KEF "Standard Series." For people with
higher standarcs.

KEF

lawn. P.O. Po. 17414, 0111.. In11. A+m.n. W..h.ng on. D . 20041

Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card

in

home CD players. The special random
access and display features also add

to the final cost of the unit, as do the
real VU meters (not found on any home
players), balanced line outputs, and all

the other features which distinguish
this player from consumer versions.
Clearly, radio station WNCN in New
York must have thought that the difference in features and performance was

worth the extra $7,500 or so, or they
wouldn't have traded their consumer
player for this expensive model.
uj
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WiyYour First Compact
Disc Player Should Be A Second
Generation Mitsubishi.
No wow. No flutter. Dynamic range over
90dB. Plus complete freedom from dust, dirt,
surface noise, rumble and speaker feedback.
The truth is, the basic technology of the
digital audio disc is so vastly superior to analog
sound, that deciding on a player becomes very
tricky indeed.
That is, until you check the record.

YOU DON'T BECOME A DIGITAL
AUDIO EXPERT OVERNIGHT.

Most companies now introducing digital
audio players were just recently introduced
to digital audio themselves.
Mitsubishi has been at the leading edge
of digital audio research since the beginning.
Moreover, much of the second generation
technology found in the Mitsubishi DP -103
compact disc player you see here is a direct
result of that experience.
For example, the DP -103 employs a three -

beam optical pickup in place of the conventional single beam. These two insurance
beams constantly correct for imperfections in
the disc, ensuring stable, error -free tracking.

The retaining springs for the laser optics
pickup, which are susceptible to vibration,
have been replaced by Mitsubishi's exclusive
linear -sliding cylinder- in effect eliminating
a problem before youve had one.
These second -generation refinements also
allow simplified servo circuitry which results
in fewer parts, less to go wrong.
The play, fast forward, fast reverse, skip,
and repeat functions are yours all at the touch
of a button. With track number and elapsed
time visually displayed. And when yoúve
experienced the music that emerges in its full
power and range, every nuance etched in
magnificent relief, you'll know you've heard
the future.
Like stereo componentry that preceded
it, the compact disc player of the future will
offer improved technology at a lower price.
Just like the Mitsubishi DP -103 does.Today.

mt. mirsusISHi
Even It You Can't HaveThe Best Of Everything,
You Can HaveThe Best Of Something.
Mitsubishi Electric Sales America. Inc., .3031) E Victoria St.. Rancho Dominguez, CA 0h121
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COMPACT DISH
PLAYER
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WASH
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DRY

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency of Response: As often
as you like.

Dynamite Range:

Percussive
sounds, 2 to 3 miles, on -axis; fluid
noise, somewhat less.

S/N (Suds/Noise) Ratio: 90 Lux.

Channel Separation: Two-sided
dishes, 3/32 in. (0.238 cm); single sided dishes, unmeasurable.

Wow and Flutter: Dependent upon
detergent used; little or none with
liquid, somewhat more with powders

Audio Output Level: During rinse

L

cycle, 80 dB; during spin cycle, 95
dB.

Number of Programmable Se.
lections: 41 (permits programming
the "top 40" with one program left
over for music you like).

Power Consumption: 2,000 British Thermal Units.

Dimensions: 3 ft. (91.44 cm) W x
3.5 ft. (106.68 cm) H x 2.5 ft. (76.2
cm) D.

Weight: 180 lbs. (81.81818182 kg),
loaded.

Price: $300.00.
Options: Electronics, $2,500.00; interconnecting cable, $250.00 per
foot; necessary plumbing, $500.00;
Compact Dishes, five -piece set,
$150.00 (special order) or $39.95
each (open stock).

Company Address: 102054 Noritake Dr., Silicon Valley, Cal. 999998765. (Distribution and showroom
office in Bone, China.)
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It has been, alas, only a full year since I last checked out a
product designed and produced by the world-famous Lirpa
Laboratories. During that time, Professor I. Lirpa, the company's peripatetic founder and chief executive officer, has
once again moved his entire operation to a new location.
I

found the professor on the beach in a remote town in
Southern California, sifting through the sand in search of just
the right kind of silicon. Refusing to comment concerning his
sudden departure from Moscow, where his last factory had
been established, Prof. Lirpa did explain that he needed just
the right sand to mix the concrete needed as a stable base
on which to mount his latest creation, the Lirpa Si -02 Compact Dish player.
I wondered why Lirpa had decided to complicate matters
by introducing a different digital music storage format. After
all, the rest of the world has settled for the laser CD (Com-

pact Disc), which has been well accepted in most audio
circles. "Simple!" replied the good doctor in his usual forthright manner, "I was concerned with some of the negative

opinions about CDs and CD players expressed in that
respected publication, Positive Noise, and I decided to do
something about it. Since I didn't want to confuse the audio
fraternity unduly, kept the same acronym for my playerCD-Compact Dish." Needless to say, I was eager to get a
prototype of the new player for an evaluation. After determining that my lab was equipped with hot and cold running
water (needed for installing the Si -02), Dr. Lirpa agreed to
ship me one of the first models to come off his assembly
I

lines.

It arrived a few weeks ago and was installed in a

matter of no more than three days.
The Lirpa Si -02 comes in two large crates. One contains
the player mechanism itself, which stands some some 3 feet
wide x 3V2 feet tall x 21/2 feet deep. Lirpa has chosen to

make this player in a top -loading configuration, with a
hinged lid that opens to the left. (Left-handed listeners may

obtain a lid -switching kit which allows opening from the
right.) Since it is well known that serious listeners are intrigued not only by the sounds of their program sources but
by watching the program source revolve, Lirpa wisely incorporated a fully transparent front window on the player sec-

tion so that you can, at all times, see what's happening
inside. We'll get to what's inside the player presently, but
first let's discuss the contents of the other crate.
Inside I found a rack, divided into five sections. The upper
section stores as many as 200 digital Compact Dishes. The
second section contains several illuminated pushbuttons. In
addition to the "Play" button, which starts things moving in
the companion player itself, there are buttons labelled "Repeat," "Scrub" (a term used in space exploration meaning
to abandon the current project; used here, I assume, when
you've changed your mind about listening to a given dish),

"Skip," "Wash," "Rinse" and "Dry." Also emanating from
this second shelf on the rack is a gloved robot hand which
reaches up into the dish storage compartment to select the
particular dish you want played. Here is true instant access!
Imagine being able to choose the desired dish in less than

three seconds-but only after you've looked up what it is
you want to play, using a short computer data -base program which takes only two minutes to sort through 100
dishes and tells you lots of things about each one of them
AUDIO/LIRPA 1984
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The Lirpa CD player is the
world's first trinary digital
system, translating "yes,"
"no," and "maybe" symbols
into acoustical output.

L+ 1.9dB

FR

R- 0.8dB

tubes to transistors, transistors to ICs, and ICs to LSIs. Since
the Si -02 was designed from scratch, Lirpa decided it was
time to go back to the warm sound of tubes, especially for a
digital unit. Another suitable acronym for the active devices
used in the electronics section is "DDT" (Digital Dish Tube).

37.0kN:
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o
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Not all of the tubes built into the system can be readily

_

viewed. There are actually the equivalent of 4,294,967,296
of them, since each acts as a simple binary switch and this
is a 32 -bit system. Lirpa, as well as the experts at Positive
Noise and other subterranean publications, long ago concluded that 16 bits just aren't enough to fully describe the
nuances of musical sounds. So, by doubling the number of
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bits per digital dish sample, Lirpa was able to effectively
reduce the distortion levels from 0.00152% to
0.0000000002328%. As for sampling rate, Lirpa and other
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Fig. 1-Frequency

researchers also concluded that a sampling rate of 88.2 kHz
is needed, and that's the sampling rate used here. Asked

response, Lirpa Si -O2

Compact Dish player.

what he would do about the complete absence of any
software for use with the player, Lirpa responded, "Now that
my machine is here, the rest of the industry can switch over

OR -2C

to making records in dish form." For the moment, Lirpa

20 OR -4O

IQ

intends to supply both hardware and ceramicware (Lirpa's
name for what was formerly called software but was not
really all that soft to begin with). But I digress again.
We have now reached the lowest level-of the rack, that
is. Here we find a 5 -horsepower blower motor which drives

a gust of air up into the tube compartment. Ice cubes
022
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(crystallized [H2O13) are fed through an inlet to the blower
motor when the unit is first turned on (or "powered up," as
they say in the Compact Dish Player Group), and a servo
system turns on adjacent heater coils in the event that the
air surrounding the tubes gets too cold. Such frigid air, after
all, might crack the glass from which the tubes and other
parts are made.
We turn now to the more important section of the Lirpa Si 02, the player itself. At the beginning of this report, we can
see that the top -loading lid is in the open position. After the
dishes are loaded into the dish racks within the unit, the lid
is gently lowered and bricks are used to create a brick -wall
filter. This filter insures against any possibility of leakage of
the super -audible 82.2 -kHz spikes (or water, or detergent)
from leaking out of the system.

Individual nozzles, located at the bottom of the player
compartment, spray proper amounts of water lubricant and

that you probably would never have asked had you not had
the accompanying computer program. But digress.
Getting back to the rack layout, the third level (from the
top) features a "Mixture" control. This knob determines the

detergent to keep the sounds clean and to prevent dish

breakage or "smeared" sound. After turning on the hot and
cold valves and touching the "Play" button on the nearby
rack, 32 individually calibrated digital hammers strike the
intensity of the "beams" which are directed at the dish dish or dishes being played (up to three dishes can play at
being played. The functions of the six pushbuttons adjacent once, creating a sort of three-part harmony which is both
to this control are self-explanatory: "Hot," "Warm," "Cool," cacophonous and atonal). The digital hammers are ar"Tepid," "AUX" and "AUX." The first four buttons are non - ranged so that the first hammer has one striking element,
interactive; you can push one or more of them at once, the next two, the one after that four, then eight, etc. Accorddepending upon the kind of music you like. I asked Prof. ing to Dr. Lirpa, this is the first direct -to -sound trinary digital
Lirpa why there are two AUX settings, and he explained system in the world. It translates digital "yes," "no" and
that, in the audio business, you've always got to be ready for "maybe" symbols directly into acoustical output, via a diaI

another outboard device or two, and his player was not phragm which picks up the hammer blows directly and
about to be caught short.
feeds them to the listener via the built-in horn. An output jack
As you can see by examining the next shelf of the elec- on the right side panel allows you to feed the sound to your
tronics rack, Dr. Lirpa, like so many audiophiles, prefers existing stereo system, if you insist, although Prof. Lirpa
42
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Nakamichi-Commitment to Innovation
Innovation-not a word to use lightly! Innovation demands a fresh look-a break with the
past-a new solution to an existing problem.
Innovation begins with an idea born of free
thought, unfettered by tradition, unshackled by
preconceived notions of what is possible. Technological innovation is akin to artistic inspiration.
An idea originates in the creative soul of one person; the R&D lab-technology's "orchestra"converts that idea into reality.

Consider the Nakamichi Dragon-an innovative cassette deck in the true sense of the word!
Why? Not because Dragon plays both sides of a
cassette automatically, but because it is the first
to do it perfectly-the first to solve the "bi-directional playback problem" that has plagued every
auto -reverse cassette deck ever made!
The "bi-directional playback problem" is
caused by cassette tolerances which allow tape
to follow a different path when played in reverse
than it did when recorded. This produces "azimuth error" which results in lost overtones. Instruments no longer sound true to
life and the music is dead!
This is not acceptable to
Nakamichi! A decade ago, we
solved the "azimuth -alignment
problem" of conventional re-

corders by using special test tones on each cassette. This technique cannot be used when playing tapes that were recorded without the tones.
A practical playback azimuth -alignment system
must utilize music itself as a test signal, but how
can an electronic circuit know what music should
sound like?
Can music be used to check itself? Yes! We've
invented a way to measure phase error between
signals on a single track. To the non -technical
music lover, this sounds like gobbledygook, but
your ears will tell you that it works' It won't make
good music out of bad, but it does reproduce absolutely everything that was recorded without loss
of overtones, clarity, or life. And, it works on every

tape-recorded commercially or at home-and
in both playback directions!
The system is NAAC-Nakamichi Auto Azimuth Correction. Dragon is the first deck to have
it-which makes Dragon the world's first "perfect" auto -reverse cassette deck! Nakamichiwhere commitment to innovation creates the
products of the future-today!

niNakamichi
Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card

For a 22"x30" full -color poster of the
Nakamichi Concert Hall, send $2 00 check or
money order payable to Nakamichi U S A.
Dept. M-1 1101 Colorado Ave , Santa Monica.

CA 90401 Allow 4-6 weeks Offer expires
March 31, 1984. Void where prohibited.

DRAGON Auto Reverse Cassette Deck
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

A unique filtering system
permits sounds to reach the
listener not only from left
and right, but from behind,
in front, above and below.

maintains that the direct -to -horn approach will yield far bet- conventional CD players deliver from conventional CDs. Eat
provision has been made for your hearts out, Philips and Sony!
Lirpa's engineers were good enough to supply me with a
mounting a microphone on the concrete base, just in front of
the output horn. The output from this microphone may then full complement of Compact Dishes for my tests. Included
be fed to a low-level input on your existing system, should were a few paper plates, which contain digital music that

ter results. Alternatively,

you prefer that arrangement. In case you are wondering most people would not want to listen to more than a few
about stereo, it should be pointed out that a special holo- times. On one of the test dishes, Dr. Lirpa incorporated 72
graphic time -division filtering system, located within the pulses, rather than illustrate a single unit -pulse waveform.
horn itself, permits sounds to reach the listener not only from His reasoning here was that 72 pulses are much closer to
the left and right, but from behind, in front, above and the human pulse rate. He also figured such a test signal
below. This is only true, however, if you listen via the horn. might be looked upon more favorably by audio critics, who
Should you insist on using your existing system, you will would empathize with the higher pulse rate which is so
need to purchase a second player section which can be much closer to their own. The reproduced results are shown
readily interfaced with the first one and with the rack for in Fig. 4: Count 'em, 72 complete pulses-one exactly like
the next. How about that?
stereo applications.
As for S/N (suds -to -noise) ratio, I found that this, too, was
The unit I tested was equipped with an extra option. At the
highly
dish -dependent. Lead -weighted glass dishes offered
upper left of the player you may be able to just make out a
tiny turntable system, complete with a tonearm, a high - far less noise than earthenware dishes, and noise from both
quality quartz crystal pickup, a cactus stylus, and a 45 -rpm types was also dependent upon the condition of the surrecord (sometimes referred to as a hard disc). The entire face -noise simulator. After some experimenting, I found the

assembly, available for only an additional $99.95, is en- ideal setting for the noise simulator when playing most
closed in a vacuum -sealed box and is called a surface - musical dishes was at that level which was just loud enough
noise simulator. As its name suggests, its purpose is to to mask the inferior mixing job and microphone placement
introduce controlled amounts of surface noise for those who. errors of the engineers who recorded the original performiss this artifact while listening to CDs. In the Si -02, Lirpa mance. An analysis of suds -to -noise ratio is shown in Fig. 5.
uses a record with a closed groove which is repeatedly Both "flat" (abbreviated "FT" in Fig. 5A) and "wide" (abbre-

tracked by the stylus. This seemingly crude version has the viated "WD" in Fig. 5B) test dishes were used for this
advantage of becoming more and more effective the more measurement.
broached the subject of error correction to Dr.
When
you use it. Nevertheless, Lirpa intends to synthesize the
Lirpa, he quickly informed me that he didn't make any
surface noise digitally in second -generation models.
explained was referring to the Compact Dish
errors.
player, at which point he extracted from a locked desk
Measurements
Contrary to popular opinion, the gently waving shape of drawer a special recording of the original cast of A Chorus
the response curve (Fig. 1) is not to be thought of as a Line. "Play this dish," he shouted, "and observe the pattern
I

I

I

defect in the Lirpa unit. This type of response has been
known to have a calming effect upon listeners, especially Fig. 3those who become very tense (and whose arms stiffen The first truly
noticeably) when listening to conventional CDs on ordinary square waves
CD players employing those dangerous microwatt lasers as ever seen
in a scope
pickups!
Harmonic dishtortion at maximum recorded level was photo were

noted, but Dr. Lirpa (who was present during my tests) produced by
absconded with the figures. Still, subsequent listening tests the Lirpa player.
suggested that THD as well as IM dishtortion were both
about equal-to each other.
Output linearity seemed to vary with water temperature
and diameter of the dish being played. Twelve -inch platters
did best here, with dessert plates and coffee cup saucers
not faring quite as well. I suspect that this variation has to do Fig. 4with the non -flat nature of the latter dishes. The hammers The more human

probably slide down while striking the surface, thereby pulse rate of 72,
upsetting the delicate balance between the digits and the as reproduced
lubricant (in this case, water). Plots of dishtortion versus by the Si -02.
frequency (recovered at a later date) are superimposed
upon plots of channel separation (to conserve graph paper)
in Fig. 2.
Figure 3 is a 'scope photo of square waves reproduced
from a special test dish supplied by Prof. Lirpa. Note, for the
first time ever, that I was able to obtain a complete square
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wave series-not your usual three -sided squares which
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The Compact Dish is not
indestructible; it should be
handled with rubber gloves
to keep it from falling on
the player's concrete base.

NS

Around the dish perimeter are stains which seemed to be
caused by the remains of some cooked eggs. The Si -02
could not handle them well at all; the digital signals sounded
"scrambled," possibly relating to the method of the preparation of the eggs themselves. After further scrutiny, noted

FT L-27. 2dB

+50

+ 100

+60

I

that the test dish also included some baked -on pasta, which
increased in width from the center of the dish outward. This
player negotiated the thinner spaghetti strands quite admirably, particularly those coated in an olive -oil -based pesto
sauce, but it utterly failed with the wider fettuccine noodles.

+40
+ 20

-20
20

Use and Listening Tests
The Lirpa Si -02 Compact Dish player was easy to use,
once hooked up its plumbing and cables. A far greater
problem was finding available dishes themselves. There
isn't much open stock, though the plants at Noritake and
CBS/Imari should be up to full steam by the time you read
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U.S., though rumors have it that Dr. Lirpa has been negotiating with several manufacturers of glassware, such as Ow-

ens-Corning. The fear in involving these firms is that their
products may produce the annoying, glassy sound so often
J criticized by Positive Noise and other subsurface, astrologid cally oriented publications. Coating of glass dishes with
cr
> buttermilk or Pepto Bismol is a potential remedy.
0
With the help of Dr. Lirpa himself, I was able to acquire a
(-'
sufficient collection of Compact Dishes to fulfill my listening
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of service for 12 available by mid -1985. At the present time,

d there are no plans for production of digital dishes in the
w

+30

this. I am told that there will be many recordings having sets
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requirements. My favorite was a performance of Raoul
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Dukes' "The Saucer's Apprentice," which offered a veritable

B

Fig. 5-To counter the
high noise level of "FT"
(flat) and "WD" (wide)

Compact Dishes, Prof.
Lirpa suggests listening
in another room.

feast of sounds. found white dishes were best; others
tended to color the sound. I even tried a few silver platters,
only to find that these definitely yielded a highly metallic
sound. have yet to play a golden platter, but I'm sure as
this new medium gains in popularity we will see them.
As for the dishes themselves, don't let anyone tell you
they are indestructible. You are advised to handle them
I

I

Fig. 6Oscilloscope
pattern produced
by Lirpa unit
during play of
special test dish
containing
music from
A Chorus Line.

you get on the 'scope. If you use your imagination a bit, and
if the dish player is doing its thing without any errors, you will
be able to fantasize a complete chorus line, in lock -stepped
formation, arm -in -arm, prancing across the stage." was
I

skeptical, but, sure enough, when played this dish, a
pattern appeared on my 'scope, accompanying the music
I

(especially when unloading the player) with rubber gloves to
prevent their slipping out of your hands and falling onto the
player's concrete base. Frankly, think the concrete base
was a needless addition-put there to make sure a dish will
break if you drop it. Let's face it: Hardware and ceramic ware makers tend to stick together, don't they?
I

Without a doubt, Dr. Lirpa has come up with a real first
with the introduction of his Si -02 player. Already, however,
the industry is buzzing with rumors that Kitchen Aid, Maytag
and Sears are not far behind. Until the competition catches
up, though, Dr. Lirpa has the Compact Dish player field all
to himself. I'll be watching the progress of this remarkable
music system, as I'm sure you will, too. How long will it take
for the Compact Dish player to render the Compact Disc
player obsolete? That depends upon how willing you, the
listening public, are to start eating on plastic plates so that
production facilities of the glass and china makers of the
world can be diverted to producing enough Compact Dish-

(see Fig. 6). You have to squint and use your imagination a
es for all to enjoy. My own estimate is that not all music
bit, but, by Heavens, Lirpa was right-again!
I performed further error -correction tests by using a spe- listeners are as dedicated to audio as you and I, so we may
cial test dish containing artificially induced problems intend- have to suffer for a few years more with the already antiquatNet Namdlef
ed to determine how well the player could handle them. ed Compact Discs we know today.
46
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THE ONLY WAY YOU WILL BUILD A BETTER DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYER
IS IF YOU KNOW MORE ABOUT DIGITAL AUDIO.
While other manufactLrers talk of "second generation" CD Players,
Denon has already produced 5th generation PCM Digital Recorders
(-eying first developed Vie process of digital recording in 1972).
While CD software maters are just now experimenting with
microphone placement b improve digital sound, Denon has
el-eady recorded over 6E0 digital titles and pressed many of the
finest -sounding CD's.
In the process Denon discovered that the key to musicality in a
CD player is the reductial of distortion in the digital -to -analog
CD/A) conversion process. Therefore, Denon uses two D/A

1

n
U

r

converters in the DN-3000FC Professional CD Player and Direct
Digital -to -Analog Circuitry (DDAC) in the new DCD-1800.
The DCD-1800 also adopts the DN-3000FC's single -pivot
transport system for greater shock resistance, and fastest access
time. This speed makes possible unprecedented CD operational
convenience (ex., 10 -key Direct Program Access, Block Repeat,
Program Sampling and Index Location Cueing).
While other manufacturers are trying to build cheap CD players
that sound like a good deal, Denon builds one that sounds a good
deal better.
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Denon America, Inc , 27 Law Drive; Fairfield, N.J. 07006 (201) 575-7810
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SL -P8

COMPACT
DISC
PLAYER
Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 4 Hz to 20
kHz, ±0.5 dB.
S/N Ratio: Greater than 96 dB.

pnonai level

Dynamic Range: Greater than 96
dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than
90 dB.

Harmonic Distortion: Less than
0.003% at

1

Compact Disc Player SL -P8

kHz, 0 dB.

Output Level: 2.0 V for 0 dB.

Number of Programmable Se

lections: 32.
Power Consumption: 35 watts.
Dimensions: 16-9/16 in. (43 cm) W
x 31/e in. (8.8 cm) H x 12-13/16 in.
(32.5 cm) D.

Weight: 13.4 lbs. (6.1 kg).
Price: $700.00.
Company Address: One Panasonic
Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094.
For literature, circle No. 90

The new Technics SL -P8 is, without a doubt, the most
feature -laden Compact Disc player I have tested to date. It
is also one of the best in terms of error -correction capabilities, control layout, and styling. Though Technics continues
to offer its "first -generation" model SL -P10 for a suggested
retail price that is $300 higher than the SL-P8's, frankly
cannot see any reason to select the costlier unit, since the
SL -P8 offers superior performance and a great many more
operating features, not the least of which is a full -function
wireless remote control. Technics also introduced an even
less expensive ($600) CD player, the SL -P7, at the same
time that they announced availability of the SL -P8. have
I

I
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had an opportunity to check out both models, and, although

the lower priced unit's basic performance is essentially
equal to that of the SL -P8, it lacks many of the latter's
features (see accompanying sidebar).
Even a quick summary of the SL-P8's outstanding features is enough to impress the most seasoned user of other
late -model CD players. It offers a search function at two
speeds, with audible cueing (you hear samplings of audio
content even at the faster search speed). You can program
up to 32 different selections by track or index point within a
track, and play them in any order you choose. You can skip
(advance) to the next track or to the next index point proAUDIO/APRIL 1984

Many of these features have been found in other CD
players, but I can't remember a single unit that incorporated

all of them at a price this low. There are also at least two
features in the Technics SL -P8 that I have not seen on any
CD player before. The first of these is a pitch control. Yes,
you can actually change the pitch of music contained on

any CD by as much as ±6%-much as you would on
conventional turntables equipped with this feature. How is it

possible to change the pitch of a digital recording which,
after all, consists of sampled "number values" taken at a
fixed rate of 44.1 kHz? Well, if you think about it, it's really
not that difficult in principle. The samples read by the laser
pickup are first stored in solid-state memory before being
fed out at a uniform rate (controlled by a quartz clock) to the
D/A converter. If you change the clock rate to something
other than the standard 44.1 -kHz sampling rate, you change
the musical pitch of the recovered analog audio signals. In
order to insure perfect pitch when the feature is not wanted,
Technics tied the pitch control slider to an on/off pushbut-

ton. When you want perfect pitch, this button is released
and the slider control is completely bypassed.
The second unique feature is "Synchro Record," which
synchronizes certain Technics tape decks to start recording
when the SL -P8 starts to play, a feature I'd previously only
seen on automatic turntables.

Control Layout
A power on/off pushbutton is at the extreme upper left of
the control panel. Just below it are a stereo headphone jack
and a headphone output -level control. Disc loading is via a
slide -out drawer, to the right of the power switch. Further to

the right is an "Open/Close" touch button to operate the
drawer motor. A large display area to the right of this control
button offers a variety of visual indications. These include a
ruler -like scale, calibrated from 1 to 20, showing the total
number of tracks on a disc after it has been inserted in the

drawer. During play, a flashing fluorescent bar along the
length of this scale shows which track is being played, and,

in addition, other bars show which programmed tracks
remain to be played. To the right are LED numeric displays
which show total playing time (when the disc is first inserted), elapsed track time, track playing time, remaining playing time, track number or index number. Controls to the right
of the display area include a "Pause/Stop" button (touch it

for "Pause," hold it down for a couple of seconds for

grammed, or, if no program is in memory, to the next
sequential track or index. You can program the system to
begin play at any point on a CD, either by track, by index, or
by time (minutes and seconds). You can program the endpoint of play in the same ways. There's even a "Music Scan"
feature that will send the laser pickup to the beginning of
each track, at which point it plays the first few seconds of
that track. If you do nothing, it proceeds to the next track
and plays its opening few seconds. If you like what you hear

at any given point, pressing the "Play" button stops the
scanning function and allows you to continue playing the
track just auditioned.
AUDIO/APRIL 1984

"Stop"), a "Play" button, forward and reverse search touch
bars, and forward and reverse "Skip" buttons for advancing
to the beginning or next track or programmed selection.
All of the remaining front -panel controls are found logically arranged below the large display area. They include the
"Music Scan" button, 10 numeric buttons for entering desired track and index numbers for programming, the pitch change on/off button, the slider control for altering pitch, a
"Memory" button (for entering programming data), and "In-

dex," "Time," "Clear" and "Repeat" buttons. All of these
controls are also found on the wireless remote control, so
the user can program the player from across a room in
addition to simply starting, stopping and pausing the machine's turntable and pickup system. A three -position switch
on the main panel selects the "Auto Pause" feature (which
49

m TD[ RODIO [NOII TEST
MODE

Sonic Tonic

HIGH RESOLUTION

Laboratory Standard Cassette Mechanism

What comes out of
sound clarity, quality and
your audio cassette deck is
fidelity virtually unmatched
only as good as what goes
by any other cassette on the
in. And if you want unmarket. Its exclusive dual
matched dynamic performcoating of Super Avilyn
ance, you need the highest
particles provides optimum
performance audio cassette
performance for all freyou can get. You need a
quency ranges. And SA -X's
TDK Pro Reference Series
super -wide dynamic range
cassette. Each is designed
and higher MOL handle
to maximize the untapped
high signal levels without
potential of your cassette
distortion or saturation.
deck by generating clear, crisp, fullYou also get high-powered perbodied sound.
formance from TDK's famous
Take our SA -X high -bias

cassette. It offers you a degree of

MA -R metal and AD -X Avilyn-based
normal -bias cassettes. And to make

©1983 TDK Electronics Corp.

Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card

sure the energy never fluctuates,
each TDK cassette is protected by
our specially engineered cassette
mechanisms for reliable, trouble free performance. Plus a Full
Lifetime Warranty.
Before you waste energy on any
other brand, put more life back into
your cassette deck with TDK's Pro
Reference Series cassettes. They're
pure Sonic Tonic.

THE MACHINE FOR YOUR MACHINE

I can't remember a single
CD player incorporating so
many features at so low a
price-including two
features I haven't seen on
any CD player before.
stops play at the end of each track, resuming when you
press "Play"), as well as "Timer Play" (if the player is

R- Q.1dB

L+ B.IdB
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powered through an optional clock -timer).
The rear panel of the SL -P8 is equipped with the usual left
and right output jacks, the "Synchro Record" terminal, and
an accessory terminal for easy connection to external components that Technics plans to make available some time in
the future.

Measurements
Figure 1 shows a plot of frequency response for both left
and right channels of this CD player. As in previous reports,
the vertical scale has been expanded to 2 dB per division,
and the plot is from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. At 18.5 kHz, response
was up by 0.1 dB for the left channel and down by 0.1 dB for
the right. You could hardly ask for flatter response from any
audio component.
Harmonic distortion at mid -frequencies, for maximum recorded level, measured only 0.003%, rising to 0.0065% at
16 kHz. Above that frequency, I did note what appeared to
be a rapid rise in THD-reaching nearly 0.1% at 20 kHz.

18.5kHz
L

R
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Fig. 1-Frequency
response, left (top) and
right channels, at 0 -dB
level.

While such a level of distortion is clearly not an audible
problem, I was curious about the sudden rise in the reading.
A spectral analysis of the situation disclosed that the supposed "harmonic distortion" was not harmonic, but rather a
"beat" frequency at 24.1 kHz, outside the range of human
hearing. In Fig. 2, a linear sweep from 0 Hz to 50 kHz was
used (5 kHz per division). The tall spike is the desired 20 kHz output signal; just to its right, about 4 kHz higher in
frequency, is the spurious beat component which was responsible for the higher distortion reading.
Figure 3 presents plots of distortion versus frequency for

Fig. 2-Spectrum
analysis of
reproduced
20 -kHz test signal
revealed presence

of beat tone at
inaudible
frequency of
24.1 kHz (small
0 -dB record level as well as for a -24 dB level, and the spike at right of
expected relationship (higher distortion at the lower output the desired,
level) holds true here, as in previously tested CD players. tall spike).
Output linearity was accurate to within ± 0.2 dB from 0 -dB

output down to -60 dB, and within 0.4 dB from -60 to -80

WHAT THE TECHNICS SL -P7 OMITS
Laboratory measurements made on a sample of Technics' SL -P7 CD player revealed that its basic performance was virtually identical to that of the more expensive
SL -P8. If you don't require any of the refined programming features and the wireless remote control offered by
the SL -P8, you may very well want to consider this more
basic player.
The SL -P7 measures nearly 41/2 inches less in width
and weighs nearly 31/2 pounds less than its more expensive "big brother." The smaller unit's display area has
been compressed so that it displays track, index and
time. Like the SL -P8, however, it does display total time
and total number of tracks when a disc is first inserted
into the disc drawer and that drawer is closed. The major

controls, such as "Pause/Stop," "Play," forward and
backward "Search/Index" and forward and backward
"Skip" buttons all perform the same functions as they do
on the SL -P8. Although all controls and buttons relating
to programming (such as the number keys, the "MemoAUDIO/APRIL 1984

ry" key, and "Index," "Time" and "Clear" keys) found on
the SL -P8 have been omitted on the SL -P7, it does offer
repeat -play capabilities of either the track in progress or
the entire disc. The pitch control is omitted, as are the
auto -pause feature and the headphone jack. The syn-

chro-record terminal and the accessory connection
socket are, however, retained on the SL -P7.

Equal Basic Performance
What differences I noted in the measured performance
characteristics of the SL -P7 compared with those of the
SL -P8 are, more than likely, the minor differences that
one might find between any two samples employing the
same circuitry. Specifically, the SL -P7 had mid -frequency harmonic distortion readings of 0.004% and exhibited
the same sort of super -audible "beat" phenomenon that I
observed in the SL -P8. Signal-to-noise ratios on the SL P7 were actually a shade better than the SL-P8's: 95.3
dB unweighted and an even 100 dB, A -weighted. Linear51

At 18.5 kHz, response was
up by 0.1 dB for the left
channel and down by 0.1 dB

for the right one. You could
hardly ask for flatter
response than that.
010

dB. Stereo channel separation is plotted for left and right
channels in the graph of Fig. 4. I measured separations of
approximately 85 dB at mid -frequencies and between 75
and 78 dB at the high end of the spectrum. Left -to -right

60

separation at the treble end was somewhat better than right to -left separation.
SMPTE-IM distortion measured 0.0037% at 0 -dB record-
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Reproduction of a 1 -kHz, digitally generated square -wave
test signal, shown in Fig. 6, was typical of that encountered
with CD players which utilize multi -pole, steep -analog post-

Fig. 3-THD vs.
frequency, at levels of
- 24 (top) and 0 dB.

-60

D/A filters. The same held true for reproduction of the
digitally generated unit -pulse test signal, shown in the
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Signal-to-noise analysis was conducted with and without an
A -weighting network. Unweighted S/N measured 93.6 dB
(as displayed in Fig. 5A), while weighted S/N was 99.1 dB
(as shown in Fig. 5B).

III

'scope photo of Fig. 7. The usual slight phase displacement
between a left -channel, 2 -kHz test signal and a right -channel, 20 -kHz test signal is evident in the 'scope photo of Fig.
8. Had phase linearity been perfect, positive crossing of the

zero axis would occur at the same time for both signal
frequencies. Though phase displacement at 20 kHz looks to

be 25° or 30°, actual displacement might be higher by a
multiple of 360°. (See Sears review, this issue.)
repeated the usual tracking and error -correction tests
I

IIIIIIIIIIIIuME
using the specially prepared Philips test disc, which con9!11alIE/E~:11Q1I~
tains
a wedge of opaque material, several black dots of
=mum

iw

specified diameters and a semi -transparent, simulated fingerprint smudge. The Technics SL -P8 is one of a very few
CD players have tested that successfully completed this
"obstacle course" without missing a beat of music encoded
I
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Fig. 4-Separation vs.
frequency.

ity, stereo separation, and IM distortion readings were
identical for both units and, best of all, the SL -P7 performed very nearly as well as the more expensive model
in tracking my test "defects" disc. It almost played
through the 900 -micron -width wedge without any audible
problems. I heard just one tiny pop, towards the end of

the band, which wouldn't even qualify as a real mute,
although the player did exhibit one or two moments of
muting when playing through the test disc's 800 -micron
simulated dust speck. As for square -wave and unit -pulse

reproduction, these appeared to be identical, when
viewed on a 'scope, with the results obtained for the

beneath the deliberate defects. In other words, the laser
tracking system, in combination with the built-in error -correction circuitry, was able to overlook disc "scratches" hav-

ing a linear thickness of 900 microns, "dust" particles of
800 -micron diameter, . and a rather nasty "smudge" that

the programming versatility and the remote -control facilities of the SL -P8, by all means audition this model, and, if
you're as pleased with it as I was, select it. If, on the other

hand, you are looking for superior basic playback
performance in an up-to-date CD player design and are
willing to expend a little more effort in accessing desired
programs on a disc, the SL -P7 could well be what you're
looking for-and it will save you enough money for at
least five or six extra Compact Discs.
L.F.
Technics SL -P7 CD player

Technics SL -P8.

While the SL -P7 has no multiple -selection programming capability, should stress the fact that access to
any point on the disc (including index points, if they are
I

present on any CD) is as rapid as in the SL -P8. Only
access by time has been omitted.
To summarize, if you are the type of listener who needs
52
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THE NEW AIWA All -F990
3 -HEAD CASSETTE DECK:

PERFORMANCE UAW FUR
THE DIGITAL AGE.

At Aiwa, we believe being

the best means taking the
lead, not following. That's
why our engineers developed

the AD -F990: the first fully
automated cassette deck designed to meet the demands
of the compact digital disc.
20-21000Hz FLAT
FREQUENCY RESPONSE!

Listen to the AD -F990 and
you'll be stunned. Dolby HX
Professional and Aiwa's ex-

clusive amorphous combination head have extended
performance parameters so
far that. the AD -F990 can
faithfully reproduce digitally
recorded programs without
compromise...or effort.
A TRIUMPH IN HUMAN
ENGINEERING

To perfectly integrate man
and machine, the Aiwa AD F990 presents its controls on
a unique "keyboard?' That's
new! So is our Auto Record
Level Control, Auto NR Detector, Auto Demagnetizing,
Auto Tape Selector, Digital
Time Remaining Display that

shows all tape operation
modes, and a flourescent
display for all functions.
The Aiwa AD -F990: the
top of our new line of "digital -
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It took a touch of
genius to fill this
house with music.

As you might expect, the curators of
Mozart's residence in Salzburg, Austria, attach considerable importance
to the quality of music reproduction
in the museum. Their overriding concern is the faithful re-creation of
Mozart's works.

They chose JBL loudspeakers.
JBL engineers share the concerns of
the curators. JBL loudspeakers
deliver not only the notes but the spirit
of great musical performances. From
wax cylinders to the latest digital and
advanced analog recordings, JBL
loudspeakers will help you appreciate musical genius.
Fora demonstration, visit the audio
specialists at your nearest JBL
dealer. Or the Mozart museum in
Salzburg.

JBL
JBL incorporated, 8500 Balboa Boulevard,
R.O. Box 2200, Northridge, California 91329 U.S.A.

JBL/harman international
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With players this good, I'll
need a "defects" disc that
makes even greater
demands on their tracking
and error -correction
systems.
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Fig. 5-Unweighted (A)
and A -weighted (B) S/N.

occupies nearly an inch of linear distance near the outer
diameter of the test disc. I can't tell you what it would take to
make the SL -P8 mute or fail in its tracking ability, simply
because these were the worst defects available on my test Fig. 6disc. With players such as this, I'm going to need a test disc Response to

that makes even greater demands upon a unit's tracking 1 -kHz
and error -correction system.
square wave.
As for mechanical stability and shock resistance, I was
half tempted to mount the SL -P8 in an automobile, so resis-

tant was it to the thumps and whacks that I gave its top
surface and side while playing CDs. It really took a rather
violent pounding on the surface to cause mistracking, and
that, to me, is an important characteristic of any machine.

Use and Listening Tests
The Technics SL -P8 is, quite simply, a pleasure to use.

I

have maintained right along that the biggest differences
between CD players are not so much the quality of sound Fig. 7they produce (though, in recent tests, I have heard some Single-pulse
reproduction.
differences) but in the features they offer and in their ease of
use. It is in this latter area that the Technics SL -P8 truly
excels.

As for sound quality, I now have some excellent Telarc
discs which confirm what I've been saying: There's nothing
wrong with the standardized CD system itself; we've simply
got to learn how to make discs that take best advantage of
the system. Telarc seems to have mastered the technique
well ahead of others, though in all fairness, I must say that I
own several other CDs that are beyond reproach musically
and technically. In any case, playing the Telarc version of

the Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique or their recording of Fig. 8Rudolf Serkin as soloist in the Beethoven Third Piano Con- Two-tone phase
certo, or their recording of Stravinsky's Firebird Suite, one check (2 kHz
begins to appreciate the true potential of the CD format. left -channel,
These and other discs were played during my evaluation of 20 kHz
the Technics SL -P8, and while did not compare sounds right -channel).
heard with the same material played on other CD players,
can tell you that truly liked the sounds delivered via the
Technics unit. I hope Technics is nearly out of stock of the
older SL -P10; if they aren't, they're likely to have a hard time
selling it when it's compared with this newer, finer and less
expensive player.
Leonard Feldman
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications

Price: $599.00.

Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20' Company Address: Sears, Roebuck & Co., Sears Tower, Chicago,

kHz.

Dynamic Range: Greater than 90

III. 60684.

For literature, circle No. 91

dB.

Channel Separation: 90 dB at

1

kHz

Harmonic Distortion: 0.003% at

1

kHz.

Output Levels: Line, 2.0 V; phones,
7.8 mW at 8 ohms.

Number of Programmable Selections: 16.
Power Consumption: 35 watts.

SEARS

564.97500350
CD PLAYER

Dimensions: 13-3/16 in. (33.5 cm) W
x 31/2 in. (8.8 cm) H x 10% in. (27
cm) D.

Weight: 13.2 lbs. (6 kg).

This Sears Compact Disc player had, when I tested it, the
dubious distinction of being the lowest priced CD player to
be marketed in the United States. Indeed, Sears even reduced the already low price by $100.00 for a month in their
use the word "dubious" simply
pre -Christmas catalog.
because my tests reveal that attempting to come in with a
I

lower priced product than anyone else's doesn't always
result in instant success for the product; neither does it
56

necessarily enhance the image of the manufacturer. fully
expected the Sears unit to be missing certain sophisticated
programming features, and indeed was correct in that
regard. I did not, however, expect the tracking capability or
error -correction capability of the machine to be as poor as
they turned out to be, but more about that presently.
The Sears CD player is a front -loading unit which has the
now -familiar slide -out drawer for disc loading. It features
I

I
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READ THIS AD AND YOU'LL
BUY A HARMAN KARDON CASSETTE DECK

That's a bold statement, but
Harman Kardon has been making

bold audio statements for over thirty
years, introducing the world's first high
fidelity receiver, the first stereo receiver and
ultrawideband frequency response. Harman Kardon

was also the first company to use Dolby in a cassette deck.

Today, Harman Kardon products continue to be so
technologically advanced that "state-of-the-art" falls
short of describing them. They have become "state of -the -mind:' the highest level at which the rrind can

consistently accurate tape
speed. Together they enable the
CD491 to reduce wow -and -flutter tó'á
inaudible .025%. The only "wow" you'll eve

hear is the reaction of people listening to your
Harman Kardon cassette deck.

The CD491 incorporates Dolby H { Pro' for extended
frequency response, plus Dolby B and C' for maximum
noise reduction. Three precision h cads offer improved
performance and the convenience of monitoring while
recording. Included is a Sendust head to withstand high

record levels without overload an i a ferrite playback

create.

head for extended high frequency response.

The CD491 is Harman Kardon's most sophisticated

The combined benefits of the CD491's performance
features allow for the accurate recording of more dy-

state -of -the -mind cassette deck and one of the few in
the world that can equal the full range of human hearing.
The CD491 has a remarkable 20Hz to 24kHz frequency
response using any tape formulation, not just expensive
metal tape. An audiophile would settle for nothing less.
Even more remarkable is that in a national challenge?

namic audio signals than previously possible. In fact, the

large signal response (frequency esponse at OVu) of
the CD491 is a virtually unrivaled 20Hz-20kHz ± 3dB.
This is especially significant as mare demanding form
of software, such as digital audio, become available.

Harman Kardon measured frequency response and
beat 98°/e of the competition, including units costing

So, while other manufacturers continue to pile o

twice as much.

continues to develop only fundamentally advanced

The CD491 incorporates a dual capstan transport with
twin flywheels to insure perfect movement of the tape
across its 3 high performance heads. The dual capstan
serves to isolate the tape from the cassette sf ell while

audio equipment.

the dynamically balanced flywheels help generate a

unnecessary features and gimmicks, Harman Kardon

(1) Dolby is the registered trademark of Dolb, Laboratories Inc.

(2) In 1982, Harman Kardon challenged individuals to bring in their
cassette decks to a local HK dealer. All units were cleaned and
demagnetized in order to insure fair test results. The Harman Kardon
unit was factory packed.

harman 1 kardon
Our state -of -the -mind is tomorrow's state-of-the-art.
240 C'ossways Park West. Woodbury. NY 11797 In Canada, Gould Marketing. Quebec. For more information call toll -free 1-(800) 528-6050 ext. 870
c HK 1983

THD was low at middle
and low frequencies. At the
high end, I ran into an
inaudible beat frequency
masquerading as THD.

L- 0.8dB

FR

random programming for up to 16 selections (tracks only,
no Index recognition), track -by -track forward and reverse
searching, and repeat -play of either the entire disc or of any
specific tracks that have been programmed into memory.
Numbered LED indicators show the track being played as
well as tracks that have been memorized during programming. If there are more than 16 selections on a disc, the last
LED remains illuminated as play progresses to higher numbered tracks. The player does not incorporate any sort of
time display.
The Sears unit is extremely compact, standing only 31/2
inches tall and measuring less than 131/4 inches wide. It
appears to be extremely shallow from front to back as well,
but this is in part illusory, since the power transformer
projects out the back for well over 2 additional inches. Both
the front panel and the metal wrap are light silver colored,
and nomenclature is highly legible.
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Fig. 1-Frequency
response, left (top) and
right channels, at 0 -dB

Control Layout
The power on/off pushbutton and stereo phone jack are

level.

-60
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"Stop" and "Search" touch pads are to the right of the
"Play" button, along the lower edge of the player. The
"Search" button takes the form of a rocker pad; touching
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located to the left of the disc -tray slot. That slot is normally
dust -protected by a metal flap which swings out of the way
when the tray comes forward to accept a disc. Tray motion
is initiated by touching an "Open/Close" button to the right
of the disc compartment. "Repeat" and "Play" buttons are
located just below the "Open/Close" button. "Pause,"

I00

20k

FREQUENCY -- Hz

one side of it moves the pickup forward (to the next track of
a disc), while touching its other end moves the laser pickup
backwards, to the start of the current selection or to previous tracks, if touched repeatedly.
The upper right corner is devoted to the LED track display

(16 numbered LEDs) and four separate status indicator
lights. These are labelled "Disc In," "Repeat," "Play" and
"Pause." Three more touch buttons, below the bank of track

Fig. 2-THD vs. frequency
at levels of (from top to

LEDs, are used for programming operations. These are
labelled "Program," "Memory" and "Clear."
The rear panel is equipped with the usual pair of output
jacks, the aforementioned protruding power transformer,
some metal heat -sink fins, and a rather mysterious switch

bottom) - 30, - 24, and 0 dB,

from 41 Hz to 16 kHz (see
text).

called a "Pickup Fixing Switch" which must be set to the off
position in addition to removing a shipping screw before you

can use the player. No doubt the "Pickup Fixing Switch"
activates some sort of electromechanical device which
locks the laser pickup in place to avoid damage during
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Fig. 3-Spectrum
analysis, 0 Hz to
50 kHz, showing
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19 -kHz tone (tall
spike) and

spurious beat
tone at 25.1 kHz
(small spike).

transport.

Measurements
The player exhibited a roll -off of approximately 1 dB at 20
kHz for both channels, as seen in Fig. 1. (Note that vertical
sensitivity in this plot is 2 dB per division.) The cursor was
deliberately set at 18.5 kHz, rather than at 20 kHz, so that it
would not be obscured by the solid vertical 20 -kHz line on
the graph.
Harmonic distortion at mid -frequencies, for maximum
CO") recorded level, measured 0.004%, rising slightly to
0.0055% at 41 Hz (the lowest test frequency on my Philips
test disc). At the high end of the spectrum, ran into a
I
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9 mc.'lar 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per ctgare:te by FTC method.

Warning_ The Surgeon C neral Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is [tangercus to Your Health.

You've watched tonearms weave while tracking a
disc; you've heard pitch vary; you've closed your
eyes and listened to instruments wander in space.
Perhaps you thought it was your imagiñation! Some
days the problem seems worse than on others.
It's not your imagination. It's groove eccentricity.
Records aren't perfect. Disc center holes may be too
large, off center, or both. Unless you mount a disc
perfectly, the groove won't be concentric with the
axis of rotation, and, if the spindle hole is off center,
the groove will be eccentric no matter what you do.
As the stylus tracks an eccentric groove,
it weaves back and forth changing
relative speed and generating
wow. And, as the stylus
deflects from side to
side, interchannel phase
and separation vary (so
does distortion!), and in
struments wander about.
Even if the disc and turntable meet international standards, groove eccentricity can
produce peak wow of as much as
1/2% at the inner groove-far more than
you'd expect from a turntable!

ri,

DRAGON -CT solves these problems. Its Absolute
Center Search System measures actual groove eccentricity and relocates the disc so that the groove
is concentric within 20 microns! The procedure is
automatic and takes only a few seconds. Once
DRAGON -CT has relocated the disc, eccentricity
wow vanishes, pitch stabilizes, and instruments remain fixed in space.
DRAGON -CT is an integrated disc -playing system designed for today's finest cartridges. It's high rigidity, low -mass, semi -automatic tonearm has
extraordinary warp -tracking ability thanks
to its precision bearings and viscous damping system. A
unique double -cabinet,
dual -suspension construction isolates the disc
from external vibration
and acoustic feedback
and ensures remarkable
sonic clarity.
ou'll find DRAGON-CTatselect Nakamichi
dealers. You owe it to yourself to find out how
good your records can sound!
For more information, write Nakamichi U.S.A. Corporation,
1101 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90401.

Nakamichi

Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card

This unit exhibits the
poorest tracking and error correction capability I have
encountered in any CD
player tested to date.

situation which has come up with a couple of CD players

-60

previously tested. A high-level "beat" frequency showed up,
causing the distortion meter to read 0.5% or so. Since this
"beat" component is not, strictly speaking, harmonic distortion, I have stopped the plot of distortion versus frequency
(Fig. 2) at 16 kHz. Figure 3 is a spectrum analyzer sweep

- SEPARATION, L TO R
--- SEPARATION, R TO L

80

from 0 Hz to 50 kHz (linearly swept, with each horizontal
Idivision equal to 5 kHz). The desired signal was at 19 kHz
(the tall spike near center -screen), while the supersonic
beat is seen around 6 kHz above the desired output. If you
take the difference between 44.1 kHz (the sampling fre100
quency) and 19 kHz, sure enough you come up with a
10
)0
difference of 25.1 kHz-the frequency of the beat observed
in Fig. 3. Needless to say, this beat is not audible, but it is
present on some CD players and not on others.
Fig. 4-Separation vs.
Output linearity was accurate to within 0.2 dB from 0 -dB frequency.
record level down to - 60 dB. Stereo separation is plotted
.

11

i

10k

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

for the left and right channels in Fig. 4. I measured between
82.5 and 85 dB of separation at mid -frequencies. Separation decreased very slightly to between 77 and 78 dB at the
high end of the spectrum.
SMPTE-IM distortion measured 0.007% at 0 -dB record

level, increasing to 0.03% at a -20 dB output level of the
test disc. Signal-to-noise analysis, without and with A -

Reproduction of a 1 -kHz, digitally generated square -wave
signal, shown in the 'scope photo of Fig. 6, is typical of the
shape encountered with those CD players using multi -pole,
steep -analog filters. The same also applies to the digitally
generated unit -pulse test signal shown in the oscilloscope
photo of Fig. 7.
I have received at least three letters from readers of Audio

FT L-95.4dB

NS

weighting, is shown in the plots of Fig. 5. Unweighted S/N
measured 95.4 dB, while weighted S/N was exactly 100 dB
below reference (0 dB) output level.
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or 60° in the past should more than likely have been 385°
(360° + 25°), 390°, or 420°. In truth, once the error exceeds
360°, it is impossible to accurately pinpoint the angular error

using the particular pair of signals provided on the Philips
test disc. With those CD players using digital filters ahead of

D/A converison, plus gentle one- or two -pole filters with
higher frequency cutoffs, the test signals remain valid, and I
shall continue to use them and to show the resulting 'scope

photo. In the case of this Sears player, however, have
elected to use another pair of test signals available on the
I

same test disc, 200 Hz and 2 kHz (see Fig. 8).
At least at these lower frequencies, we can see that both
signals have their positive -going crossings of the zero axis
at the same point, indicating little or no phase error. What B
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-120

80 or
>
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using the test signals available on my Philips test disc, have
been wrong. As one of these readers points out, an 11 -pole A
filter, such as that used in many CD players, will introduce a
phase shift at 20 kHz which is well in excess of 360° of error.
Thus, my reporting of angular errors amounting to 25° or 30°

W
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in recent weeks, all of them pointing out an error which I
have been making in some of my reports on CD players.
The readers point out that my analyses of phase linearity,
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happens at 20 kHz with respect to actual phase error is
anyone's guess-at least until someone comes up with a Fig. 5-S/N analysis, both
test signal that is valid for accurately determining such unweighted (A) and
phase errors. I thank the readers who wrote for setting me A -weighted (B).
AUDIO/APRIL 1984
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Minor surface scratches
that don't affect playback
on my reference CD player
immediately presented
difficulties to this one.

straight on this point, though in all honesty, I doubt whether
it would have made much difference in terms of my subjective evaluations of the various CD players in question.
Up to this point, I had been mentally equating the Sears

CD player's limited programming features and randomaccess features with its very low retail price. I was certainly

willing to accept the former in return for the latter-until
used my special tracking and error -correction test disc.
I

Readers of earlier reports will recall that this disc contains a

radial wedge of increasing width (to simulate opaque
scratches on the surface of a disc), several black dots of
increasing diameter (to simulate dust particles on the sur-

Fig. 6-Response to
1 -kHz square wave.

face of a disc), and a simulated fingerprint smudge. Most of
the CD players I have tested were able to play right through
wedge thicknesses of 800 microns and through dust specks

having maximum diameters of 600 microns. A very few
machines were even able to play right through all of the
defects (up to 900 microns on the wedge and 800 microns
for the black dust dots). The Sears CD player was unable
to track the wedge when it was only 500 -microns wide,
and it failed to play through a dust speck 500 microns in
diameter. This is the poorest error -correction or tracking
capability have encountered in any CD player tested to
date. What it means is that, unless your CDs are absolutely
I

perfect, free of even minute scratches and free of any
manufacturing defects or "bubbles" in the surface of the
plastic, you may well experience tracking difficulties. To
make matters worse, susceptibility to mistracking caused
by mechanical shocks applied to the body of the player was
not very good either.

Fig. 7-Single-pulse
reproduction.

Use and Listening Tests
Several Compact Discs in my collection already have
minor surface scratches. These scratches don't seem to
affect playback on my reference CD player, but they immediately presented difficulties to the Sears unit-difficulties
that resulted in audible mistracking, muting, and skipping.
Since the unit performed perfectly when playing my test
discs and when reproducing music from discs known to be
free of any minor scratches, I cannot conclude that I was
given an atypical sample to test. On the other hand, neither
can I conclude that other units of the same model will do as

poorly as this one when tracking Compact Discs, since
some production variations in tracking ability must surely

.

J

Fig. 8-Two-tone phase
check (200 Hz left channel, 2 kHz right channel: see text).
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exist from unit to unit.
As matters stand, it really doesn't matter how good the
reproduced sound was when I played mint -condition CDs.
The fact is that CDs are not indestructible and, with repeat-

ed playing and handling, are likely to become scratched,
however superficially. The standards set for CDs by Philips
and Sony allow for several sophisticated levels of error

correction to take care of such minor defects in discs.
Whoever made this unit for Sears, whether by design (in an
effort to keep costs down) or for other reasons, has either
failed to take full advantage of the error -correction capabilities inherent in the CD format or has come up with an inferior
servo -tracking system. Whatever the reason, if I were look-

ing for the right CD player to buy,

would want to think
carefully (and, preferably, check several more Sears units)
before I opted for this model.
Leonard Feldman
I
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A clear challenge from PDMagnetics
to the readers of Audio.
Introducing the 500 CROLYN ° HG Audio Cassette. Clear sound, clear shell...clearty superior.

1

Rating vs. Leading Premium Cassettes
-he new 500 CROLYN High Grade cassette will exceed even
500 CROLYN HG
your high standards. We engineered it for you, the audiophile.
We want to hear from you. We challenge you to compare it
Tape Background Noise
SUPERIOR
with the likes of XL-IIS and SA -X. Hear the difference genuine
S/N. Low Frequency
SUPERIOR
chromium dioxide tape makes versus cobalt -iron oxide imita
S/N High Frequency
EQUAL
tions or other "chrome equivalent" tapes. Also, ask about
-100 Metal HG and Tri-Oxide Ferro HG.
SUPERIOR
Dynamic Range
Buy a 500 CROLYN " HG cassette. Use it-test it-under
Frequency Response
EQUAL
your standards. Send us your comments (plus outer wrapper
Shell Quality
EQUAL
and sales receipt). We'll send you a 500 CROLYN' HG Cassette
FREE! We're betting you will agree with our results.*
Overall Listening Quality
SUPERIOR
Only the people who invented the compact cassette
Specific test results available on request. For free cassette
Philips,
hili p the "P" in our name),)offer,
chromium
dioxide(Du
Pont.
technical
information
or the PDMagnetics dealer serying your area, write us at address below
:he "D" in our name), could bring you a tape this great.
-

PDMagnctics
A legacy of quality from Philips and Du Pont.

511L17V'

"-

911--

PDMagnetics
'Offer expires July 30. 19.34.

r 1984 PDMagnetics

600 Heron Drive. Pureland Industrial Complex. Bridgeport. NJ 08014

Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications

Company Address: 1200 West Ar-

Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20

tesia Blvd., Compton, Cal. 90220.
For literature, circle No. 92

kHz.

Dynamic Range: Greater than 90
dB.

Channel Separation: 90 dB at

1

kHz.

Harmonic Distortion: 0.006% at

1

kHz.

Output Level: 1.4 V.

Headphone Output: 15 mW at 8
ohms.

Number of Programmable Se

SANYO DAD 8
COMPACT DISC
PLAYER

lections: 16.
Power Consumption: 35 watts.

Dimensions: 131/4 in. (33.5 cm) W x
5V2 in. (14 cm) H x 105/8 in. (27 cm)
D.

Weight: 15 lbs. (6.8 kg).
Price: $699.95.

Sanyo has chosen to configure their first CD player as a
front -loading machine with a hinged door which swings
open to accept the disc. An automatic loading mechanism

the beginning of a given musical selection, or total time
elapsed from the beginning of the disc being played. "Multi

Display" readout shows "Music No." (track number) and
either "Index No.," "Next No." (when multiple selections
The player features one of the most elaborate display ar- have been programmed for sequential play), or "Program
rangements I have encountered in any CD player to date. A No." Up to 16 selections may be programmed into the
real-time counter display can be set to show the time from memory of the DAD 8, so you can listen to that many tracks
then closes the door, orienting the disc vertically for playing.
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If noise, hum and distortion turn
yoL off turn on Sansui's new AU-D77X*
integrated amplifier for pure, true sound.
Only Sansui offers a trio of
exclusive noise -eliminating innovations.
First, the unique Super Feed forward DC power amplifier system routs
virtually all types of distortion at all
frequen:ies in the power amplifier.
Then, DD/DC circuitry, another
Sansui breakthrough, produces high
speed response and unmeasurable TIM
in the predriver stage of the power amp.
And finally, Sansui's atest contribution tp silent performance, the newly
developed Ground Free circuit that
substantially reduces Interface Hum
Distortion (IHM) in the output, driver
and pre -amp stages of the amplifier.
The result is clean, uncluttered
music-virtually free of noise, hum and

Mi101111N1itl
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Sansui's new GF amplifiers depart from the
conventional to assure inaudible distortion even
at the highest level of sound.

THE
SILENT
TREATMENT

distortion. (You also get this impeccable
performance wits Sansui's 130 -watt* top of -the -line AU-Dll MKILintegrated amp.)
One outstanding performer deserves
another. The TU-S77X tuner adds a new
dimension to the state-of-the-art. Its new
FM multiplex de:oder improves channel
separation and reduces distortion significantly. Also available is the TU-S77AMX
tuner which autcmatically receives and
switches to every approved AM stereo
broadcast system.
The AU-D77X and TU-S77X make
the perfect tuner/amp combination for
people who apprec ate great technology
as much as they enjoy the silence in great
sound. Get the "Silent Treatment" at
your Sansui audio spec alist, or write.
SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Lyndhurst, NJ 07071; Carson, CA 90746
Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
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*AU-D77X-110 watts, 0.0028% THD; AU -D11 MKII-130 watts, 0.0025% THD.
MinirrL m RMS, both channels driven into 8 ohms, from 10-20kHz.
Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card

The DAD 8 features one of
the most elaborate display
arrangements I've yet seen
in a CD player, with
digital readouts for time
and selection.
L- 6.4dB

FR

(or track and index combinations) in any order you choose.
There is also a repeat -play function.

20.0kNz

R- 6.5dB

+2

Control Layout

o

The power on/off button is at the upper left corner of the
front panel, near the disc -compartment door which occu-

pies fully one-half the panel's width. The "Real Time
Counter" and "Multi Display" readouts are just to the right of

the disc door, one above the other. The "Multi Display"
mode is indicated by three labelled LEDs just below the

-220

100 200 500

50

Ik

2k

readout, for use in setting up selection programs. Ten numeric keys, used for programming track and index numbers, are just below the displays.
At the top of the right -most section of the panel are the
"Open/Close" touch button, which controls the door, and
two more buttons which set the real-time counter to display

10k 20k

5k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 1-Frequency

either the time from the start of the current selection or total

response, left (top) and
right channels, at 0 -dB
(maximum) level.

function controls: "Back Access" and "Fwd Access" (which

time from the beginning of the disc. Below are the main

move the laser pickup back to the start of the current
selection or ahead to the start of the next one), plus the
standard "Play," fast reverse, fast forward, "Repeat," "Stop"
and "Pause" functions.
Pushbuttons associated with programming are located at

40
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the lower right of the front panel. The "Memory" switch
stores selected program or index numbers and recalls

1
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memorized selections in the order in which they are to be
played, "Memory Clear" removes memorized selections
(one at a time), "Program Clear" erases an entire memorized programming sequence, "Recall" will call up program
contents in reverse order (from last to first), and "Program
Play" initiates play of programmed selections. Also located
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level control. The rear panel of the DAD 8 is equipped with a
single pair of stereo output jacks. This unit does not have an
overall output -level control.
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Fig. 2-THD vs. frequency
at levels of (top to
bottom) - 30. - 24 and
0 dB.
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Fig. 3-Channel
separation vs. frequency.
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this area of the panel are a "Program Write/Display"

button (which selects the mode for the multi -purpose display), a stereo headphone jack, and a headphone output -
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Measurements
Figure 1 shows measured frequency response for both
left and right channels of this Sanyo player. Evidently, in the
sample I tested, the multi -pole, low-pass filter component
tolerances were a bit off, for, as the notation above the
response plots shows, response at 20 kHz was down 6.4 dB

for the left channel and -6.5 dB for the right. Note, however, that at the spot frequency just below 20 kHz (which
happens to be 18.5 kHz on my test instrument), response
was down a little less than 1 dB.
Harmonic distortion at mid -frequencies, for a maximum
recorded level, measured 0.0055%, rising to 0.008% at 41
Hz (the lowest continuous test frequency on the Philips test
disc) and to a comparatively high 0.1% at the highest test
frequency available (19,997 Hz). The relative distortion levels remained the same at lower recorded levels. As shown
in Fig. 2, distortion measured 0.045% at mid -frequencies for

a -24 dB recorded level, rising to 0.065% at 41 Hz and
0.35% at the highest test frequency. The distortion versus
frequency curve exhibited a consistent shape at the still
lower test level of -30 dB below maximum recorded output.
AUDIO/APRIL 1984
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mg. "tar', 0.8 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

1
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

Camel Lights.
Low tar. Camel taste.
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Steve Blak
presiden

On October 1, 1982, Steve
Blake fulfilled a lifelong dream.
He bought a car company.
He bought Avanti Motor

Corp., a company that
for the past 20 years
has built a car with
timeless lines, ageless appeal.
And foreign -made

tires whose time had
come - and gone.
"Twenty years
ago," says Steve,

"they were the best radials
around ... but I couldn't afford
to be sentimental."
So when other tire companies began calling,
Steve listened.
Then he called
Goodyear.
Today. every Avanti
comes equipped with
Goodyear radials.
And every special
edition Avanti
ordered with perfor-

mance tires comes with
Goodyear Eagle radials.
"Maybe I'm not Enzo Ferrari," says Steve, "but we have
two things in common. We
want the best for our cars.
"And we both use Goodyear
Eagles."
There are Eagle radials for
your car in the Eagles' Nest at
Goodyear. Or write: The
Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Company, P.O. Box 9125,
Dept. 17D, Akron, Ohio 44305.

GOOD/YEAR

Though Sanyo chose unusual
names for track and program
numbers, they're as valid as
other terms used. I just wish
manufacturers would get
together on this.
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Fig. 4-Residual noise vs.
frequency, unweighted (A)

Output linearity was accurate to within 0.2 dB from maxi- and A -weighted (B).
mum output level down to -60 dB, and within 1 dB down to
well below -80 dB. Stereo separation (Fig. 3) ranged from
86 dB at mid -frequencies to 73 dB at the high -frequency Fig. 5extremes. SMPTE-IM distortion was a very low 0.0025% at Reproduction
0 -dB output level, increasing to 0.03% at a -20 dB record- of 1 -kHz
ing level.
square wave.
Plots of residual noise were made using the facilities of
my Sound Technology 1500A tester. Results for both un weighted and weighted S/N are shown in Figs. 4A and 4B.
Overall unweighted S/N was 94.8 dB; using an A -weighting
network, S/N measured exactly 100 dB below maximum
recorded level.
Examination of a reproduced 1 -kHz square wave (Fig. 5)
and a unit pulse (Fig. 6) reveals that Sanyo uses an analog
multi -pole filter after D/A conversion, as opposed to a digital
filter. This is the same approach followed by many manufacturers (including Sony, Hitachi, Sharp, and Toshiba). Phase Fig. 6relationships between the 2 -kHz left -channel signal and the Single-pulse
20 -kHz right -channel signal shown in Fig. 7 are typical of test.
those obtained for other CD players employing this type of
filtration. Had there been no phase displacement between
the two signals, both would cross the zero axis in the same
(positive -going) direction at the same time. Here we see a
half -cycle error at 20 kHz (about a 25 µS delay), but actual

error could be higher by a multiple of 360°, for reasons
explained in the Sears CD test in this issue.
Using the specially prepared Philips tracking and error correction disc, determined that the DAD 8 was able to
play through the entire opaque wedge, applied to the disc's
surface, which simulates scratches of increasing severity. In
other words, the error -correction level built into the DAD 8
I

was able to correct or substitute for "missing" data that

Fig. 7Phase linearity

extended over a linear distance of 900 microns or better. On test, 2- and
the other hand, confronted with a black dot (simulating dirt 20 -kHz signals.
particles) of 600 -microns diameter, I detected muting of the
disc's program material. As for the fingerprint -smudge simulation, the player's tracking system and pickup were able
to ignore it entirely.

Use and Listening Tests
The Sanyo DAD 8 has excellent programming capabilities

and offers rapid access to any desired track or index.
AUDIO/APRIL 1984
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Most high -quality
tonearms are overdesigned
and overpriced.

I don't find steep -analog, post
D/A filters objectionable,
but I can now clearly
discern the difference in
sound between this type
and digital filtering.
would hope that, sooner or later, some standards of nomenclature will be set up for CD players and discs. I found it a
bit confusing, at first, that Sanyo refers to what I (and others)

have been calling a "track number" as a "music number."
Adding a bit more to the confusion is Sanyo's referring to the
programmed selections as "program number," which many

might interpret as meaning track number as well. In other
words, Sanyo calls the individual musical selections found

on a disc "music numbers," while the sequence of programmed instructions you, the user, feed into memory are
designated by Sanyo as "program numbers." can't fault
Sanyo for choosing such designations; they're probably as
valid as some of the other descriptive terms that have been
used. I simply wish that all manufacturers would get togethI

er on what to call these items. About the only one that
everyone seems agreed upon is "index," the subdivision

But not ours.
Take a good look at those
high-priced separate tone arms and you'll find most of
them are designed to solve
problems they created for
themselves.
After all, every tonearm
has the same essential job to
do: let the stylus function as
intended. Specifically: track
the groove accurately, bring
the tonearm along as the
groove spirals inward from
lead-in to run -out, and leave
no trace of its passage on
the groove.
To do that job well, a tone arm needs the right geometry, perfect balance, precise
and stable settings for track
ing force and anti -skating,
extremely low bearing
friction, and immunity to
resonance and external
shock.
In short, the Dual tonearm.

The straight-line tube
that made everyone else go
straight. (It's made of Dual's
own XM300 aluminum and

magnesium alloy-the best
material on any tonearm for
low mass, rigidity and self -

The entire tonearm perfectly balanced in all planes,
and suspended within a
four -point gimbal on ultra low -friction bearings made
and polished to aerospace
standards.
E Tracking force applied
within 0.1 gram tolerances,

and without unbalancing the
tonearm the way others doby design, no less!

And effective mass less
than 7 grams with the ULM'"
cartridge.
Contrast all this with so
many of those highly -touted
separate tonearms with their
"Rube Goldberg" gizmosweights, pulleys and outriggers-that may look impressive, but are really there to
correct inadequacies or mistakes in the basic design.
Finally, compare the value.
Overkill tonearms like that
vs. the elegant Dual tonearm.
The highest -priced less

than $250-complete with
turntable.

Dual

damping.)

within a track ("music program"?) that is digitally identified
in only a few of the currently available CDs.
The Sanyo player did well in its ability to withstand minor
shocks or tapping of the surface while maintaining proper
tracking. Sound quality was not substantially different from
that observed with other CD players employing steep -analog, post-D/A filters. While some have criticized this particuhave not found it objectionable,
lar circuit approach,
though can now clearly discern the difference in reproI

I

duced sound between players that employ this type of
filtering and those that use digital filtering and oversampling.
My disc collection continues to grow, and I was particular-

ly delighted with the way Telarc's CD of Beethoven's Third

Piano Concerto (Rudolf Serkin at the keyboard, with the
Boston Symphony conducted by Seiji Ozawa) sounded
when played on the Sanyo DAD 8. Other recent additions to
my collection which did well were a Philips CD of Schubert's
Fourth and Fifth Symphonies (Neville Marriner conducting
the Academy of St. Martin -in -the -Fields Orchestra) and a
CBS Masterworks recording of the late Glenn Gould playing

Bach's Goldberg Variations. Needless to say, all three of
these recordings are "digital" from start to finish, as opposed to many CDs in my collection which are remakes of
recordings from analog open -reel master tapes.
have
nothing against transferring musically worthy performances
I

from analog master tapes to Compact Discs (the results are

usually better than what could be obtained in an LP version), but feel that I am better able to distinguish minor
differences between CD players when the source material is
digital all the way through.
To sum it all up, the Sanyo DAD 8 has a great deal of
programming versatility and flexibility. Its front -panel functions are easy to understand and use once you read the
owner's manual through at least once (it's only 10 pages in
length, counting the front cover and the published specification page). Sound quality is much like that of other players using similar circuitry. I liked the fact that it is necessary
I

n Elkins Road
East Brunswick N J 08816

USA

to touch the "Open/Close" button to load a disc into the
compartment drawer, for I've always been somewhat intimidated by those mechanisms which just about grab the disc
out of your hand and swallow it up inside the door, ready or
not. Sanyo's approach to disc loading is a bit less frenetic
and more reasonable, in my opinion.
Leonard Feldman
70
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;METANA QUARTET
38037-7032 BEETHOVEN NO. in A Majo, Op. 32
Otmar SUITNER conducting
STAATSKAPELLE BERLIN

As more and more people discover the
Compact Disc, they also learn that Denon
was the first Company to apply digital
technology to audio recording. They find out
that over the past 11 years Denon has
assembled the largest Digital library and is
currently using fifth generation Denondeveloped digital studio recorders.
It is no wonder that Denon has become
one of, if not the largest CD manufacturer in
the world and is quickly earning the
reputation for producing the "best sounding"
Compact Discs.

38037-7033 BEETHOVEN STRING QUARTET
in E Minor, Op. 55, NO. 2

8

When you combine the finest
performances of world-renowned
masterpieces with unparalleled sound
quality, you have the Denon Reference CD's.
The first Compact Discs anyone serious
about music will want to own. from the
Company that was the first to take Digital
Recording seriously.

DENON

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO NEXT.
Denon An,nca in,
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COMPACT DISCS

EUTAXIC EURYTHMICS
Sweet Dreams (Are Made of This):
Eurythmics
RCA PCD1-4681.

This is an extraordinary pop album in
both technical and musical terms, and
it is a treasurable CD. The Eurythmics,
vocalist Annie Lennox and synthesizer
whiz David Stewart, together write and

create hypnotic technopop songs of
startling intensity. These songs are
complex sound paintings in which Lennox's unique voice travels from fore- to
background within shifting vistas of
synthesizers, acoustic instruments,

and special effects that include the
sounds of subways and seasides.
The original LP was beautifully pro-

duced and engineered by Stewart,
Adam Williams, and R. Crash. However, the CD version is better still. In
comparative A -B listening, the CD re-

cording presents a wider dynamic
range, eliminating a slight sense of
compression found

in

the original.

This, coupled with the total lack of sur-

face noise, allows even the faintest
ping of a chime to maintain its character among crashing banks of synthesizers and percussion.

acoustic piano work. This mass of
sound is suddenly, electronically,
sucked into silence, leaving only a

Sweet Dreams contains 10 examples and 40 minutes of sophisticated,
inventive music -making and recording.
Reverberation and double -tracking are
used not only to enrich Lennox's voice,

skeleton of vocals, drum, and one maracas -like percussion instrument to deliver the next "Step away" chorus. It is
terrifically effective.
The CD's crystalline reproduction

but to add riveting contrapuntal vocal

permits each instrument to come

passages as well. A truly effective

through with real definition, no matter
how faint or how deeply buried in the
mix it is. There is a palpable feeling of
depth, a real spatial presence, and an
invigorating sense of movement from
channel to channel and from fore- to
background.
The Eurythmics are a savvy, talented, thoroughly modern duo. They use
the full gamut of electronic wizardry to
reshape basic pop forms. They rarely
repeat themselves without an interesting variation on their basic theme. This
CD is endlessly entertaining, a sonic
delight, and a must for your collection.

technique Stewart uses often, but not
to excess, is to build layer upon layer

of instrumentation, deftly blending
these layers into a complex whole, and
then whisking the whole into oblivion.

"The Walk," an ominous rhythmic
number suggesting alienation and
failed love, is less well-known than this
album's two hits, "Love Is a Stranger"

and the title song, but it is a clearer
example of this particular technique.
The sound of a rising wind opens this
cut and is swiftly overlayed with synthesized bass, percussion, chime accents, and swelling keyboard -synthesized strings. Lennox's sinuous voice
slides snakelike over the instrumentals.
A vocal backdrop is added, a weave of

male voices and Lennox double tracked. By the first refrain of the

Paulette Weiss

gae -inflected "Alyson"), some poignant lyrics ("Me & Johnny"), and even
one cut with both moving and unusual
subject matter plus unique all -acoustic
string instrumentation ("Like Father,

Like Son"). There are some sonically
intriguing special effects included as
well, and the overall production is quite
good. Still, this CD doesn't qualify as a
prime choice for your collection.

Acting as his own -producer, along
Bill Drescher, Springfield has
weakened some fine arrangements by
presenting chunks of each selection in
with

a single aural plane. He repeatedly
opts for a rock -symphonic blend of
massed instruments that provides no
sense of depth. Although his vocals
have moments in the foreground, they
are often pulled back into the mass of

sound. When this occurs, these
massed vocals and instrumentals are

concentrated in the phantom center
channel, further limiting any sense of
spaciousness.

When instruments are permitted to
Living in Oz: Rick Springfield
RCA PCD1-4660.

make their presence felt cleanly in
space, as in the beautiful guitar and
chimes figure in the title song, in seg-

Rick Springfield's third RCA offering,

ments of "Me & Johnny" where the

is yeoman commercial

chorus "Step away-walk away," the

Living in

golden voice of a muted trumpet cuts

rock. Not that it isn't pleasant; there are

guitar is firmly located in the left channel, and in the startling, often innova-

into the whole, followed by some subtle

some attractive rock tunes (the reg-

tive introductory passages of almost

72
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Today's Chevrolet

Welcome aboard
Starship Camaro.
Camaro Berlinetta Climb in. Buckle up. Adjust the retractable, touch -sensitive instrument pods
so your hands never have to leave the wheel to control vital functions. Turn the key and watch the
system monitor perform seven preflight tests as the engine sparks to life. Blip the throttle and
watch the vacuum -fluorescent tach dance to the rhythm of your right foot.
To orchestrate your voyage, dial up a symphony on the pivoting, pod -style Delco AM/FM stereo
with vacuum -fluorescent display and optional graphic equalizer. (Radio may be deleted
for credit.)
GM
Now, put it in gear, give it some gas and watch the digital speedometer numbers
Lets get it together... buckle up
multiply. Your journey has begun.

Great Lies
of Hi.Fi

#2

"All Amplifiers
Sound Alike"
Some "experts" would have you believe that all amplifiers that measure
alike, sound alike. Nothing could be
further from the truth!
Take something as simple to measure

as a watt. Amplifier power is almost
always rated delivering a sine wave
into a simple eight ohm laboratory
load. However, when asked to deliver

a typical musical signal into a real
loudspeaker, many highly regarded
amplifiers fail miserably, producing

every cut, the recording shows mo-

ments of production brilliance-in
marked contrast to the uninspired handling of the rest. Several extraordinary

aural grabbers here-the crystalline
tinkling of wind chimes coupled with
what sounds like water running over
bamboo sticks which introduces "The

Human Touch" and the faint street
sounds of a wailing siren and a dog
barking, cut sharply by the slam of a
door and a human sigh that begins
"Souls"-can't quite compensate for Rick Springfield
the grandiose orchestrated electronics
that mar the album.
One notable exception to all this is
"Like Father, Like Son," which is outstanding for several reasons. It breaks
the pattern of the great rock -orchestral

only one tenth of their rated power at
up to 1000 times their rated distortion!

mass of sound characteristic of the
other nine cuts. Springfield's vocals
are clearly defined in the foreground

All Naim Audio power amplifiers have

paniment which was arranged by

been designed to work in the real
world. They will deliver their rated

Springfield, John Philip Shenale, and
Tom Scott. Springfield's reading of this
poignant song about the succession of
generations is truly expressive. "Like
Father" exposes his gift for dramatic
vocal interpretation, a talent mostly ob-

power on a musical signal into a real
loudspeaker while limiting all distortion
products to less than one thousandth
part of the required signal. The oper-

ative word here is "all" - THD, IM,
tortion you care to measure. We know

of no other amplifier for which this

ment over the LP recording. RCA's

claim can be made.

original disc surfaces are quite clean,
so unless you are an avid Rick Springfield fan and must own a copy of Living

will offer the most musical performance possible under real world
conditions - in your living room with
your speakers. A bold claim? We invite you to visit your nearest Linn/Naim
dealer to hear for yourself.

Distributed in the U.S. by:

audiophile

s1JitaA10 ITA.

6842 Hawthorn Park Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220
Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Card

but

it

will please aficionados of this

kind of music.

Bert Whyte

Gershwin: Rhapsody in Blue, An
American in Paris. The Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra, Erich Kunzel;
Eugene List, piano.
Telarc CD -80058.

Eugene List became famous during
World War II, when he played piano for

Truman, Churchill and Stalin at the
Potsdam Conference. He has long
been associated with "Rhapsody in
Blue," having played it countless times

the world over. In the early '50s, the

Pepper on alto sax, Joe Farrell on tenor

sax, and John Dentz on drums. The

of the snap and sparkle is missing.

group is rounded out with George Cables on acoustic piano and Tony Dumas on acoustic bass.
This is a typical studio recording with
somewhat dry acoustics. The quintet
plays such numbers as the title song,

Perhaps my memory of the Eastman
performance is coloring my opinion,
but particularly remember the rhyth-

come, buy the LP and pocket the difference for the trip back to Kansas.
Paulette Weiss

When fed with a signal from a high
quality source, Naim Audio electronics

A nice, clean, open recording with a
lot of presence. The jazz here may be
a bit too progressive for most tastes,

late Bob Fine was making a mono recording of List playing "Rhapsody in
Blue" with the Eastman -Rochester Orchestra. I was making a stereo recording at the same time, but, unfortunately, the tapes have been lost.
You might say Eugene List almost
"owns" "Rhapsody in Blue," so close is
his identification with it. Which is why it
is all the more strange, that while his
performance here is good, it seems to
lack the excitement his readings of this
work have generated in the past. Some

in Oz that you can listen to in un scratched purity for many years to

naim auc 10

players.

over a simple, dramatic string accom-

scured in the great wash of sound
which dominates the other selections.
The CD version offers little improve-

TIM, noise, or any other type of dis-

lines and quite a bit of virtuosic noodling to showcase the talents of the

Darn That Dream
RealTime RT 3009.

The jazz quintet on this recording

has some well-known players-Art

"Sweet Lorraine," "Who Can

I

Turn

To," and several lesser -known pieces.
While this is not pure avant-garde
jazz, there is little reference to melodic
74

I

mic drive and propulsive energy he
displayed. In any case, enrobed in the
clean, vibrant Telarc sound, this is still
one of the better "Rhapsody in Blue"
recordings available.
The "American in Paris" fares quite
well under the baton of Erich Kunzel,
AUDIO/APRIL 1984
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Reviews the New Ohm Walsh 4
Another classic reappearing in new

guise is the radically unconventional loudspeaker designed about
a decade back by the late Lincoln Walsh,

a California physicist who had done
pioneering work in sound reproduction.
His patents were acquired by Ohm Acoustics Corporation of Brooklyn, N.Y., resulting in the Ohm Walsh 2 loudspeaker, which

at $750 per pair remains one of the best
buys among omnidirectional models.
In its effort to make a speaker affordable for the majority of listeners, Ohm had
stopped short of producing what might be

called the ultimate design based on the
Walsh principle. It has now at last gone all
the way with the new Ohm Walsh 4, which
boasts all the notable virtues of the earlier

model but extends the bass to 32 Hertz.
This allows it to conjure up with almost tac-

tile impact the deep shudder of a low C
played on an organ pedal or the wallop of

a bass drum. With a stupendous power
capacity of 500 watts, the Ohm Walsh 4
accommodates with apparent ease even the
most hair-raising sonic peaks contained on
the new laser disks. It is doubtful whether

such generous power limits will ever be
reached in normal listening. The point is
that full concert volume can be reached
comfortably by this speaker even in the
most spacious setting, assuming of course
that it is driven by a sufficiently strong muscled amplifier.
The basic notion of Lincoln Walsh

The Ohm Walsh 4 accommodates with apparent ease even the most
hair-raising sonic peaks contained on the new laser disks.
Specifications

utilized in this design involved an upright,
pyramidal cone open to all sides that radi-

Frequency Response
Size

ates sound in all directions and upward

Weight

toward the ceiling. As is the case with other

Sensitivity

omnidirectional speakers, this creates a
remarkably open and spacious sound. At

Finish

the same time, the unique pattern of wave
propagation along the surface of the cone

Inputs

maintains crucial phase relationships
throughout the audible spectrum, account-

Controls

ing for the remarkable clarity of sound.

Power requirement
on Music
Impedance
Price per Pair

Thanks to an auxiliary directional tweeter.

very precise stereo imaging is obtained
despite the omnidirectional sound spread.
In effect, this speaker reconciles the usually contradictory aspects of frontal radiation
and omnidirectional sound, yielding an uncommon degree of musical truthfulness.
And the price of $1,500 per pair might not
deter listeners who recognize a classic.

To

Ohm Walsh 2

Ohm Walsh 4

45Hz to 16kHz ± 4dB

32Hz to 17kHz ± 4dB
40" tall x 12'/2" x 12'/2" at top,

321/2" tall x 91/4" x 91/4" at top,
111/2" x 111/2" at bottom
29 lbs.

151/2" x 151/2" at bottom

87dB at 1 meter with a 2.83 volt
input and all controls at maximum
Genuine wood veneer, walnut and oak
standard. Scandinavian rosewood and
black or white lacquer on oak finishes
available on special order.
Press connectors accepting "banana
plugs" or bare wire up to 12 gauge

2 - low and high frequency each with
3 positions
30 watts minimum/150 watts maximum
4/4 ohms
Under $995
Depending on finish

get details on buying directly from
Ohm, call today toll free.
800-221-6984
Or write,

Ohm Acoustics Corp.
241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, New York 11205

Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

63 lbs.
87dB at 1 meter with a 2.83 volt

input and all controls at maximum
Genuine wood veneer, walnut and oak
standard. Scandinavian rosewood and
black or white lacquer on oak finishes
available on special order.
Press connectors accepting "banana
plugs" or bare wire up to 12 gauge
3 - low, high and perspective each with
3 positions
50 watts minimum/500 watts maximum
4/4 ohms
Under $1895

Depending on finish

Ohm

We make loudspeakers correctly.

Eduardo Mata lacks the
Gallic sensibility necessary
for the essentially French
music of Ravel.

with a spirited, lively performance and
a sound of outstanding clarity and
good balances. Brass sound is particularly good, as is the thumping power

of a great bass drum. The raucous
"Paris taxi horns" also deserve a speBert Whyte
cial mention.

This set is probably the only version

on CD, and is likely to be the best
available for some time. The sound is
live and natural, reflecting the best that
a simple, two -omnidirectional mike apJohn M. Eargle
proach can give.
Eduardo Mata

Ravel: Bolero, Alborada del gracio- signal processor which will correct a
so, Rhapsodie espagnole. The Dallas
Symphony Orchestra, Eduardo Mata.
RCA RCD1-4438.

problem. But when there are perfectly
natural sound reverberators around,
why settle for anything less? If this ma-

The problem is this music is French,

jor problem were corrected, these

This welcome CD is from the very not Spanish. Mata lacks the Gallic senfirst digital recordings made by Delos sibility abounding, for example, in the
some four or five years ago. At that Dutoit/Montreal recordings of these
time, Schwarz was still one of the best works. But matters of style apart, the
trumpet virtuosos around. He hadn't Dallas ensemble plays beautifully.

would be exemplary sonic examples.
Better listen to Dutoit and the MonJohn M. Eargle
treal Symphony.

Haydn/Hummel: The Classic Trumpet Concerti. The Y Chamber Symphony of New York, Gerard Schwarz.
Delos D/CD 3001.

yet put his trumpet away for good, and
he was in superb form. But our loss of
a trumpeter is our gain of a conductor.

The basic pickup of the orchestra is

superb, and the general feeling of
warmth and ambience is just fine-

Quartet; Alfred Brendel, piano.
Philips 400 078-2.

cessing is all wrong. It is too long, and

Combine the superlative piano artistry of Alfred Brendel with the impressive
playing of the Cleveland Quartet, in the

is too colored. There is absolutely

ever -popular Trout quintet, and you

Both concertos are given spirited until the music stops. The artificial reverberation added during post -pro-

performances, and Schwarz's playing
is entirely effortless. His cadenza in the
Haydn is breathtaking, both in intricacy
and in execution.

Schubert: The Trout. The Cleveland

it

nothing wrong with tasteful use of any

have music -making of high order.

"A Feast of
TELARC
Sonic Splendors..:'
11111,

IIC-Iu1,

iii

IIII

IIIIII"

-Hans Fantel, OVATION

Presenting the Premiere Recordings of the magnificent

Cleveland Orchestra conducted by newly -appointed
music director Christoph von Dohnányi:
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No.3 in Eb, Op. 55 "Eroica"

TELARC CD.80090

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 8 in b "Unfinished"
BEETHOVEN:Symphony No.8 in F, Op. 93

TELARC CD80091

Add these exciting new Telarc releases to your CD collection...
PROKOFIEV: Romeo & Juliet, Op. 64. Selections from Suites 1 & 2
Yoel Levi /The Cleveland Orchestra
TELARC CD -80089

BACH: "Bach in Los Angeles" featuring the Toccata and Fugue in d
Michael Murray / The Organs of First Congregational Church, Los Angeles
TELARC CD -80088

BEETHOVEN: "Wellington's Victory" Op. 91 (authentic cannons & muskets)
LISZT: "Battle Music" Erich Kunzel / Cincinnati Pops Orchestra
TELARC CD -80079

All Telarc Compact Discs are Produced from Digital Masters
SNEAK PREVIEW. Telarc's Spring "Leasebreaker" on CD...
DIGITAL AUDIO

An awesome mix of synthesized sound and the hits from John Williams film
scores: Star Wars, E.T.. Close Encounters, Superman, Raiders & more...
Erich Kunzel /Cincinnati Pops
-AVAILABLE IN MAY- TELARC CD -80094
- All titles also available in LP's

BLESSED
Mono, f. a
c?1Ftt1:R

CARVER M-I.5t
Magnetic Field Power
Amplifier

Anta! Dorati

The piano sound is very clean and
highly articulate. There is a snag, how-

ever. Perhaps in their desire to show
off the virtuosity of Alfred Brendel, the
Philips engineers have overbalanced
the recording. The piano is too prominent, projected too far forward, and the

sound of the quartet is recessed and
attenuated. Inner detail simply does
not emerge, and the continuing imbalance makes it most difficult to enjoy
the fine performance.

Bert Whyte

Richard Strauss: Don Juan, Till Eulenspiegel, Death and Transfiguration. The Detroit Symphony Orchestra,
Antal Dorati.
London 400 085-2.
This is another masterpiece from Jim

"...the equal of any power amplifier in transparency,
focus and smoothness and, of course, far ahead of
any other we tested in sheer gut -shaking power and
dynamic range. We especially enjoy hearing spatial
detail, instrumental definition and completely natural
dynamics on familiar records to a degree we did not
know was extractable from the grooves when we listened through lesser amplifiers. At this level of sonic
performance, the astoundingly small size and cool
operation of the M -1.5t become the icing on the cake,
rather than the main attraction."
Peter Aczel The Audio Critic Winter 1982-83
Recent advances in analog and digital disc recording
technology have made source material with full, real life dynamic range a reality.

But, if you want to hear this improvement in sound
quality, your high fidelity system must include an
amplifier fully capable of reproducing all of the music...

Lock of London's recording team. As
usual, Jim's balances between hall

the CARVER M -1.5t Magnetic Field Power Amplifier.

acoustics and orchestral detail are

350 watts rms/chan. into 8 ohms, 20-20 kHz with less
than 0.1% THD. And most importantly, the rating that
is musically significant: 600 watts/chan. Long -Time Period Reserve Power with 750 watts/chan. Dynamic
Headroom.
Weight: 16 lbs.

near ideal. There is a wide stage image and realistic depth perspective.
Dynamic range is very wide. In fact,
the "death moment" in "Death and
Transfiguration," an explosive outburst
from bass trombones and tuba of tremendous sonority, will give you quite a
start. String sound is clean and bright
but not edgy. Brass is especially brazen and well projected.
Dorati has done wonders for the De-

troit Symphony, whose playing here,
especially in "Death and Transfiguration," is notable for good execution
and expressiveness. Dorati has always
had success with the music of Richard
Strauss, and his performances of "Don

Juan" and "Till Eulenspiegel" are excellent, while his "Death and Transfiguration" ranks as one of the best availBert Whyte
able.
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The CARVER M- 1.5t...carefully and specifically designed

for those who seek highest fidelity and musical purity.
For more information please write to:

CARVER
Powerful Musical -Accurate

P.O. Box 1237

19210 33rd Avenue West

Lynnwood, WA 98036
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
MICHAEL TEARSON
JON & SALLY TIVEN

ANKLE BITERS

Learning to Crawl: The Pretenders
Sire 23980-1, $8.98.
Sound: B

Performance: A-

classy, even

if

they cover familiar

ground. "2000 Miles" is a lovely Christmas song in flowing 6/8 time. "Thum-

balina" dusts off some licks from

completely seduced America,

if four
hits from a debut album are any indication. And it usually is.
I'll say this: Their success caught me

The album's title is said to refer to Chuck Berry's "You Can't Catch Me" to
the daughter of lead Pretender Chris- tell a kids -on -the -road story. "Middle of
sie Hynde and chief Kink Ray Davies. the Road" is a rocker aimed squarely
But it reflects on the band as well, for at radio's gut, with a structure like DoThe Pretenders have had to survive the bie Gray's "In Crowd." "Time the
departure and sudden deaths of two Avenger" swipes the guitar riff that
members, first James Honeyman-Scott sparked The Outsiders' "Time Won't
and then Pete Farndon.
Let Me." The result is a mutated upAs a memorial, The Pretenders re- date with rocket drive.
leased an interim single. Both sides
That leaves only three songs as less-

totally by surprise, since their first album basically left me unmoved-that

are included here, a year after release.
The A side, "Back on the Chain Gang,"

er lights: The giggly rocker "Watching

the Clothes," the thumping "I Hurt

one's concept really does turn vinyl
into precious metal will do that. Boy

had first appeared in the film soundtrack of The King of Comedy. The bit-

You," and the pretty "Show Me," which

George and cohorts deliver some very

tersweet song has a glorious melody. It
is both memorable and durable, one of
Chrissie's best. The flip, "My City Was

"Kid."

Gone," tells of a prodigal's return to

recycles the melody of Chrissie's
treacherous retrenching with a terrific,
if transitional, album. Chris Thomas'
portant catalyst.

from The Talking Heads version of
Funny, this release feels more like a
"Take Me to the River," propels the collection of unrelated songs than an
song. Guest Pretenders were Tony album, but so did The Beatles' YesterButler and former Rockpiler Billy day ... and Today, which is as much
Bremner. Recorded about this time as

fun to listen to now as it was on release

well was a remake of a Persuaders'
ballad, "Thin Line Between Love and

over 15 years ago. Learning to Crawl
feels like it will age just as well.
Michael Tearson

Hate." Bremner, joined by Andrew

By Numbers, looks poised to repeat
that success.
If anything, what is most impressive

about this album is the fresh confidence that exudes from it; finding out

attractive new sides here. Preceding
the album, one of them, "Church of the

The Pretenders have survived a

Ohio only to find the whole place valuable hand as producer is an impaved over. A tough, funky beat, lifted

is, until those hit songs got rubbed into
my genetic code through unavoidable
repetition. The second album, Colour

Poison Mind," appeared as a single,
and was the best Culture Club song

yet. Along with an insistent, urgent
Smokey Robinson and The Miracles
groove, it introduced Helen Terry's vocals to the stew. After this single Ms.

Terry joined the band, and she sings
on most tracks here. "Church" is still
Culture Club

-a'

Bodnar and Paul Carrack, is on this
one.

The rest of the album introduces new
Pretenders Robbie McIntosh and Mal-

colm Foster, who join Martin Chambers' steady drums and the charismat-

ic Chrissie Hynde out front on voice
and guitar.

Most of the new songs are pretty
78

Colour By Numbers: Culture Club
Virgin, Epic QE 39107.
Sound: C+

Performance: B -

The slick, latter-day Motown stylings

of Culture Club and its very visible
leader/frontman Boy George have
AUDIO/APRIL 1984

an obvious standout, but the album
follows its lead with a silky sound
which ranges from the ersatz Motown

of "Church" to gently moving modern
sounds. They are always smooth, nev-

er obtrusive, and thus almost annoyingly polite.

Attractive as their music is, Culture
Club still leaves me cold most of the
time.
can enjoy their stuff while I'm
I

doing other things, like housework, but
it'll never get mistaken here for genius.
Aren't hit songs enough?
Michael Tearson

Alive She Cried: The Doors
Elektra 60269-1, $8.98.
Sound: B

Performance: A

A fellow has to be suspicious of an
album of previously unreleased live
performances from 1968-70. However,
these are performances by The Doors,
and the disc adds to their brief legacy,
especially since no songs included in

the previous live album, the double pocket Absolutely Live, were included

If you're a friend of Jack Daniels' drop us a line. We'd like to get to know you.

here, no matter how mutated. Most importantly, this release gives a good

SOME OF THE GENTLEMEN who make

chance to observe the late Jim Morrison at work and play.
For me, the biggest surprise is the
sound quality, which is clear and present enough to put Absolutely Live to
shame. In fact, it is so good I must ask

Jack Daniel's make some pretty good country

how much studio doctoring of the
tapes has been done. The question
goes unanswered, either in credits or
liner notes, but that does not detract
from how much I like this album.
Track selection is fascinating. There
are two songs which had never before
been on a Doors album, and both are
strong. For the blues "Little Red Rooster," John Sebastian sits in on harmoni-

ca, and the song is played appropriately low-down. Van Morrison's "Gloria" is a stunner. It comes from a sound
check when the band was playing only

for themselves and shows an added
exuberance.
Jim Morrison, poet, surfaces in three

separate places. "Horse Latitudes"
finds its way into the middle of "Moonlight Drive," just as Jim's "Graveyard
Poem" is worked into the middle of an
extended "Light My Fire." "Texas Radio and The Big Beat" here is a spoken

version which predates the song on

music besides.

Come weekends, Leonard Grogan and son
William do their píckín' at barbecues, square
dances and Tennessee jamborees. During the
week they help us make our whiskey. And
they take equal pride in thís
line of work. You see, from
what Mr. Leonard tells us,
CHARCOAL
MELLOWED
there are lots of boys who
o
make good country musíc.
DROP
But only a few who have
o
the knack of Jack Daniel's
BY DROP
Tennessee Whiskey.
Tennessee Whiskey 90 Proof Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery
Lem Motlow, Prop., Route 1, Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.
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With Cage the Songbird,
Crystal Gale has made the
leap to pure pop singer.
And she is very good, too.

the L.A. Woman album by two years.

studio versions. This had to have

Taken from a long -lost Danish video, it

helped keep them fresh and interested.

segues into "Love Me Two Times."
Alive She Cried is clearly an album
"You Make Me Real" completes the for The Doors aficionado. really don't
I

set.

What is revealed anew is The Doors'
restless penchant for rearranging their
material in live performance from the

think it is intended to win over any new
converts. It constitutes a noteworthy

addition of unexpectedly fine quality,
and that's plenty.
Michael Tearson

Most of your present record library
will never reappear as digital discs

Crystal Gayle

Cage the Songbird: Crystal Gayle
Warner Bros. 23958, $8.98.
Sound: B This

Performance: B

is no country album. Crystal

Gayle has made the leap to pure pop
singer. And she is very good, too.
Cage the Songbird ranges from attractive, medium rock ("The Sound of
Goodbye") to the wistful closing song,
"Take Me Home," which Crystal Gayle
first sang from Tom Waits' songs for
the film One from the Heart. This is an
album of smooth and varied textures
and excellent song choices. The title

With the Signet TK1OML

you probably won't care!
Until you hear the Signet TK1OML, you may So grooves sound new, long after other styli
not fully appreciate how superb today's are threatening irreparable damage to your
analog recordings can
record collection.
be. And how little may
Each Signet TK1OML
be gained by going allMicroLine stylus is credigital.
ated from a whole,

The single most significant advance in the
Signet TK1OML is its

natural octahedral diamond, oriented for
longest life, and with a

square shank to pre -

unique new MicroLine'"

stylus ... with the long-

cisely fit the laser -cut

est, narrowest "footprint" ever achieved!

hole in our unique,

ultra -rigid low -mass
boron cantilever. You
get perfect alignment.

Its scanning radius is a
mere 2.5 microns, half
that of the best elliptiPeriod.
cals, while its vertical
But the proof of qualcontact footprint is three times longer than ity is in the playing. With the new Signet
the elliptical. The Signet MicroLine stylus TK1OML, older records literally come back
tracks very high frequencies better-at to life. New records transcend the limits of

lower groove pressure-than any other ordinary technology. Your entire system
design.
Even with repeated playings, the MicroLine stylus maintains its shape, with-

out "spreading" like all other tips.

gets a new lease on life.
Visit your Signet dealer. Peek into his mi -

(/,)

croscope to see this fantastic stylus

song, which comes from the Elton John
songbook, obviously is one that means

a lot to Crystal, for she dedicates it to
Edith Piaf and really gets emotional
doing this number, hitting some lovely
and clear high notes.
Some of the arrangements are a bit
strained, like that of Rodney Crowell's
"Victim or a Fool" which takes the song

a tad too fast and forces Crystal to
gloss the emotional content to keep the
tempo. Further, the strings really blunt
this song.

But what is most important here is
that Crystal Gayle is a wonderful singer

with superlative diction. Her diction is
so good that it, too, can get between
her and a song's core, but such occasions are rare here. To get to Cage the
Songbird, Crystal Gayle has grown a
lot.

White Shoes: Emmylou Harris
Warner Bros. 23961, $8.98.

Sound: B-

Then get the real proof. Listen.

SIGNET, 4701 HUDSON DRIVE, STOW, OHIO 44224

Michael Tearson

Performance: B+

White Shoes has turned out to be
that rock 'n' roll album Emmylou Harris
has been threatening to do for years. It
demonstrates an important lesson: The
drummer is absolutely critical in determining the style of an arrangement.

Enter No. 33 on Reader Service Card
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Consider the lead song on side two,

Rodney Crowell's "It's Only Rock 'N'
Roll." Ironically, this is the most country
song on the album entirely because of

the way Emmylou's long-term drummer, John Ware, plays it. For the rest of

the side, former Doobie Brother Keith
Knudsen is drummer, and the difference is slap -in -the -face obvious. The
next track is Harris' cover of the T -

Bone Burnett arrangement of "Diamonds Are a Girl's Best Friend." Sim-

ply by changing the drummer and
leaving the rest essentially intact, the
sound becomes tougher and harder
and not at all country. Just with a sturdier beat. Incidentally, on "Diamonds,"

Emmylou Harris

Emmylou sings/speaks her most la- the material demands. Nobody will
mistake White Shoes for punk, but
All through this album Emmylou is spunk it's got. And that is most wel-

What Is Beat? include just about every-

singing with the abandon and emotion
she has only shown on record on last
year's Last Date, which was recorded
live. Even on the ballads she is more
aggressive. Take her brave rearrangement of the Donna Summer song "On

available on any previous album, too.
Some are singles ("What's Your Best

conic performance on record.

the Radio," done entirely as a slow
song. She really puts a lot into it and
neatly pulls it off, too. She won't make

come from the usually reserved Emmylou Harris
Michael Tearson

Thing" and "Too Nice to Talk To"),
What Is Beat?: The English Beat
I.R.S. SP 70040, cassette CS 70040,
$8.98 each.
Sound: B

Performance: A

Brian Ahern's production is classy
as ever but with a bit of a raw edge that

than reggae beat. The 13 selections on

too.

some are extended remixes ("Save It
for Later" and "I Confess") and some
are live tracks ("Get a Job" and "Stand
Down Margaret").
For this release, strongly recommend the cassette version, which has
four bonus tracks at the same price, all
of them unavailable elsewhere and all
I

In the summer of '83, The English
Beat split into splinters. Thus, this retrospective stands as a monument to
what was probably the best ska band
to emerge, in 1980, on England's Two
Tone label, with their more rocking

you forget the original, but she has
brought whole new meaning to the
song. Knudsen played drums here,

thing a "best of" album by The Beat
should. There are several tracks not

superb. These include U.K. singles,
"Psychedelic Rockers" and "Which
Side of the Bed," and additional live
tracks, "Ranking Full Stop" and "Mirror

HAVE YOU CHECKED THE PRICE OF A GOOD SUB -WOOFER LATELY?
They certainly are not inexpensive.
To use sub -woofers optimally, a pair of
them are necessary. Most loudspeakers
on the market require sub -woofers for
extended bass response.

This is not the case with IMF
Electronics Studio Monitor loud-

speakers. Their one -eighth wavelength
tapered and heavily damped transmission -

line bass loading of the 8" polymer
cone woofer provides low frequency
response down to 23 Hz! With the
inherently low distortion of transmission -

line bass, coupled with ultra -rigid

construction, bass sounds are
reproduced with exceptional clarity
and control, free of overhang and
resonant colourations.

The vital mid -range of the Studio

Monitor is reproduced by our 4"

engineered polymer cone driver, ferro -

IMF
ELECTRONICS

IMF ELECTRONICS, INC. 5226 State Street
Saginaw, Michigan 48603 Tel (517) 790-2121 Telex 227461

fluid damped to provide higher power -handling and lower
distortion. This driver is mounted in its own tapered and
damped line whose non -parallel walls ensure freedom from
standing waves. Our 3/4" chemical cone tweeter is also ferro fluid damped, and affords extremely linear response from 3

kHz to 40 kHz. The design of the mid -range and tweeter
drivers permits "in -line" close mounting for improved
acoustical coupling. Exceptionally smooth, high definition
sound, with precise stereo imaging and the stunning power
and clarity of transmission -line bass characterizes the Studio
Monitor loudspeakers.
Even the most severe critics of the CD digital discs concede
that their bass response is phenomenally clean and extended.
The Studio Monitor has the "built-in" sub -woofer capability to

effortlessly reproduce these low frequency sounds. The
Studio Monitor loudspeakers are the least expensive and
smallest embodiment of IMF Electronics transmission -line
design.

For a dramatic and revealing experience, audition the

Studio Monitor at selected dealers.

IMF ELECTRONICS, LTD. Richardson Street, High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire. England HP11 2SB Tel (0494) 35576 Telex 83545
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The English Beat, with
their more rocking than
reggae beat, was probably
the best ska band to
emerge in England in 1980.

in the Bathroom." The original studio
version of "Mirror" also opens the album, so its reappearance as closer of
the cassette lends a nice touch. The
one shortcoming of the cassette is the
relative lack of annotation. Sound is
quite comparable to the disc, with successful remastering.

If you already know The English
Beat, you'll want this set for what you
don't yet have. If you've missed them

entirely or only know a few singles,
then this is the one to get, for their
rocking sound and infectious ska beat

can't fail to elicit smiles and tapping
feet.

Michael Tearson
The English Beat

Mummer: XTC
Virgin V2264, $10.98.

Sound: A-

The sound engineers at
most of the world's great
classical recording studios*
have at least one thing in
common.
*Decca, Deutsche Grammophon, CBS, Capitol, EMI,
Polygram

Performance: AAfter XTC's disappointing English
Settlement of last year, we didn't expect a work of such unbridled brilliance and quality as Mummer. Finally,

just as the group is on the verge of
breaking up (drummer Dave Gregory
left the band after recording only a few

tracks), Andy Partridge has discovered a new sound for XTC that's some-

where in between contemporary New
Wave and psychedelic Beatles (á la
"Tomorrow Never Knows") and comes
up with one of the most progressive

New Wave records ever heard.

In

keeping with this group's spate of luck,

their American record company has

They all choose B&W 801F loudspeakers
to monitor the fidelity of their recordings.
You, too, can choose this same digital
technology to monitor your recordings in your
own home. B&W has just released the all new
DM110 at only $298.00 per pair and the DM220
at $498.00 per pair.

These speakers are engineered for high
acoustical output, high sensitivity (not less
than 90db) and a linear and extended frequency
response.

deemed Mummer too noncommercial
to be released here. Only the British
version is available at present, although it seems unreasonable to expect that no American company has
the smarts to acquire it.
The arrangements, as on the last album, mostly favor acoustic rather than
electric guitars, but this time the record
is

far more produced. Mellotrons

weave in and out of "Deliver Us from
the Elements," and when XTC finally
breaks into a familiar rock groove on
"Funk Pop a Roll" (the last track on the
album), it means something special
rather than just being another track. "In

Loving Memory of a Name" is one of

the best songs The Beatles never

Complete your studio with a pair of B&W's.

the Best in the World
Distributed in United States and Canada by

Anglo American,Audio Co. Inc., Box 653, Buffalo, NY, 14240. (416) 438-1012
Member of Misobanke International Group
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David Sanborn's style of
saxophone playing has
become the sound that
most sax players emulate.

sical conspirators-primarily Marcus
playing on other people's records, Miller, Hiram Bullock, and Michael Coldoesn't give him an excuse not to ina-frame Sanborn's playing in a sonmake his own records. His latest, ic picture that does him nothing but

and merely because he can rake it in

Backstreet, is a phenomenal combination of popping rhythm tracks and virtuoso soloing that is thoughtful, inspired, and obviously heartfelt. His mu-

good. Impeccably recorded, well com-

posed and brilliantly played, this has
got to be everybody's instrumental recJon & Sally Tiven
ord of the year.

David Sanborn

wrote, and "Love on a Farmboy's
Wages" gives Colin Moulding room to
stretch out in his Ronnie Lane-esque
way. Suffice it to say that true fans of
the group won't be disappointed after
several listenings, and those who never got there might be surprised. Also,
an import single of "Love on a Farm -

bertson Audi
Creates the Impossi e

boy's Wages" has two more recent
Partridge compositions which are also
excellent.
Andy Partridge has produced an album by an eccentric musical poet, Peter Blegvad, on which he contributed a

C

lot of musical backing that XTC fans
should find quite interesting. According to the American record companies,

XTC is a closed chapter, but judging
by their records, Andy Partridge is only
starting to blossom. Stay tuned for furJon & Sally Tiven
ther details.

Backstreet: David Sanborn
Warner Bros. 23906, $8.98.
Performance: A+
Sound: A
If you hear a saxophone on a record

these days-be it rock, jazz, or R&Bchances are it's David Sanborn or
someone imitating him. He has become the singularly most distinctive
and well -liked instrumental voice to
emerge in music since the age of the
guitar hero. Having done the session man route for the likes of The Rolling

Stones, Bruce Springsteen, David
Bowie, James Taylor, Carly Simonthe list is endless-his particular style
of saxophone -playing has become the
sound that most sax players emulate,
either consciously or subconsciously.

Just as Chuck Berry created a guitar
style that's heard on just about every
rock record, and Bernard Purdie created a drummer's vocabulary, Sanborn

Tie dal cage seemed inpc.ssble. Audiophiles agree ec.ci company's small power
an s in son.calJy su-.eibr to their behemoths. Robertson Audio took up the
:l-2Lrre to produce 2. power amp sonically surpassing their smaller Forty Ten.
T i siocessIlly creaser the impossible with the Six -y Ten Power Amplifier. $2550.

`Thu !'izty Ten rurpasser even the Class la .7criy Ten in resolution
wh_etses tt,e music is simple or complex, quiet r loud.

dr.cd ckrity,

I}sionds mere &ca and detailed, reverting more of musical
'r.st: u meets near timbre and texture It alleviates the Forty
Ten's sdsght wedkn:sses that softly smeared !hue upper frequencies.

h aleea, the .ixiv'er's precise articulation is is most marksd sonic
ac1aei'ez tent, and map spark some controve: sy among listeners
rho prefe- !9 %ear music through c soft gauze filte- '
- PeterMcnr1.11g; Editor & Publisher, LIR Hotline #31.
º.P

Ii1'.ATIONS - Jr _o 1,500 watts into a 1 ohm load V a*imum Power 0uout (both
:31cn.els driven) : 269 watt; (8 ohms; ; 400 watts (4 ohms) from 20Hz to 20kHz.
r

has created a litany of relationships
between notes that has become an
integral part of today's music.
He isn't content to rest on his laurels,

Fr fit detat w-i Dept. PD. P.O. Boa 8449, Van Nuys A 9:+109 Phone (818) 99--9244
In Cara& a Auüa atadetieg IEEA.tc, 646 Boul. Guimond, Longueii( Quebec. J46 I.P8. Phme: (514) 651-570'
Ender No. 36 or Reader Service Card
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NO BELLS
NO WHISTLES

CLASSICAL RECORDINGS
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

WELL STRUNG
Beethoven: The Complete String
Quartets, Vol. 2; The Middle String
Quartets (Op. 59, 74, 95). The Juilliard
String Quartet.
CBS I3M 37869, digital, three -record
set.

The Juilliard Quartet's Beethoven in
this monumental series is generally a
pleasure to hear, particularly in the
smoothly polished sound and the accuracy of pitch-where, traditionally, a
lot of liberties have been taken in earlier times, deliberately and involuntarily.
When it comes right down to it, nothing
will clean the tape head, capstan, and
pinch roller of your recording
equipment better than a cotton swab
and S-711 INTRACLEAN.

sical shapes, small and large, to
moods, atmosphere, emphasis, drama-though on a first hearing this is
naturally impossible. We all have to
start somewhere with a first hearing.

The Juilliard tends to play metronomically, with a relatively rigid beat
that obscures and neutralizes the tell-

ing details of shapes and phrases;
they play quite fast, which gives a
sense of haste and superficiality, again

in comparison with memorable past
performance. More seriously, there
seems a lack of forcefulness in the first

The music is not easy to play. This

violin, which is somehow distant and

must be the hardest working foursome

hesitant where normally it is the leader.

around, judging from the. perfect

On the recording side, digital via
Sony, familiar arguments arise-for
these are deliberately live performances with an audience. The musi-

agreement among them, playing as
one. The personal style of the Juilliard,
over the years, is also easily recogniz-

For all of that, the Juilliard is not
among the really top quartets, present

cians, as expected, are all for it, and
understandably. But are we, the ultimate listeners via electronics? CBS
has done a skilled job, taking advantage of a famous but sonically chilly

of halogenated hydrocarbons exhibits
extra special effectiveness in removing
heavy oxide deposits from tape heads
and capstans. In addition, S -711's
remarkable rejuvenation properties
restore lost texture and prolong the life
of the pinch roller.

or past. Even in Beethoven, though

chamber -music hall, the Coolidge Au-

their versions of these works must have
matured over many years. As we might

ditorium at the Library of Congress.
The audience is semi -isolated, the

Most important, your precision
recording equipment is maintained
with the same cleaning solution
preferred by leading recording studios

the Juilliard. Somehow,
they sacrifice it to
smoothness,
accuracy, even
a kind of
geniality that
is, of course,
always pleasing
in itself. Good
reason for their
popularity.
How can one tell,
in the listening?
Well, you know,
if you have listened
enough before. Then,
you can sense inner
echoes of other
performances,
somehow filed in
memory; the music
computer in your
own head is busy
making thousands,
millions of comparisons, from specific
single notes to mu-

Unlike other tape head cleaning
solutions, S-711 was scientifically
designed to clean the vital components
along the tape path. S -711's formulation

and audio manufacturers. In fact, S-711
INTRACLEAN is the tape head cleaning
solution NAKAMtCHI chooses to use in
their service department.

S-711 and the entire INTRACLEAN
RECORDER CARE SYSTEMS are

available through fine audio dealers
everywhere. To assist you in locating the
AUTHORIZED INTRACLEAN DEALER
nearest you, call TOLL FREE (Between

8:30-4:30, Monday thru Friday)
(800) 782-6911, Calif. (800) 624-0918

IflZàCLEAfl
RECORDER CARE SYSTEMS
A Division of A & B Enterprises
P. 0. Box 3592
Simi Valley, CA 93063
INTRACLEANd is a registered trademark of E.P.A. Inc.
Canoga Park, CA

able; groups in this category do indeed develop personalities of their
own.

say, it takes soul to play string quar-

tets, and particularly Beethoven, who
requires soul beyond soul!
As I hear them, that soul
is just not big enough in
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quartet and the mikes in an inset box of

little 1919 piece was written in New

a stage with heavy curtains at the

York (for a Jerusalem combo) and its

sides and across the top, which keeps

"Hebrew" themes, wherever they

the coughs and such to a real mini-

came from, will make instant sense to
any New Yorker; Benny Goodman, if it
was he, had the idea to perfection! You
could dance the hora to it. Not these
good Dutch burghers! They play "Jewish" like the seven dwarfs in Disneyland, and it is not good. Lumpy is the
best word. (There is a later full -orchestra version with three recordings listed
wouldn't trust any of
in Schwann;
them, myself.)
As for Janacek, he was one of those
curious late -blooming Romantics who
went right on composing into the time
of "modern" music, adapting, as well
as they could, to jazz, blats, nose thumbing and the rest of the anti -Romantic world between the big Wars.
Janacek did best, perhaps, in his operas, but his many other works, notably
chamber music, are coming back too.
This "Concertino" is late, 1924, smack
in the middle of the Gershwin era and

mum. The mikes (see photos in booklet) are hung directly above the players, only a few feet, and I count seven
of them, evidently three spaced pairs

and one directly overhead. Though
some engineers will take offense-seven mikes for four players?-the sound
is clean, well balanced and the instrumental tone impeccable, which is the
intention, without a doubt.

That is exactly what we hear: A
close-up quartet in a dry and smallish

space, the stage. And out beyond
those curtains, a faint sense of the considerably larger hall itself, also dry, and
of its attendant audience.

Not an inspiring effect, but it'll do.
Never objectionable. Just accurately
dull. The music is what counts. And the
fi, digital -quality, with which the strings
are recorded.

Berwald: Septet in B Flat; Prokofiev:
Overture on Hebrew Themes; Janacek: Concertino. Amsterdam Nonet.
Nonesuch 71412, $5.98.

The binding element in this slightly
diffuse record is the Nonet, in varied
mixtures of winds, strings and piano.
Good combinations for the recording
mike-therefore good listening in a
generally classical way. The Dutch are,
of all Europeans, the most determinedly classical players.

The major work is by that verbose
but delightful unknown Swede, Berwald, who composed his chamber music and symphonies, to no avail (even

though he was a friend of Liszt and

I

the most extreme "modern" music. To
us today it sounds what it is, late Romantic, but there are many interesting
bits of 1924 in it, even so, once you

understand when it was composedby a man then entering his '70s.
So this is three records in one. At a
genuine bargain -basement price, too.

Good recording, very recent; an odd
acoustic space with a kind of flutter
reverb (multiple reflections, no doubt,
in the actual hall). liked that sound
I

though it would look awful on a 'scope
or similar.

P. D. Q. Bach: A Little Nightmare
Music, Royal Firewater Music, Octoot. The N. Y. Pick -Up Ensemble,
Prof. Peter Schickele.
Vanguard VSD 79448, $8.98.

The annual P.D.Q. is here again-or
is it more often? The Professor lives on

and is creative, in his own zany way.
Sometimes the titles, or the texts, are
as good as, or even better than, the

The new STAX SR-LAMBDA/SRM-1 Mk2 Professional Earspeaker System provides

serious audiophiles unprecedented realism that even the most sophisticated
loudspeaker systems cannot provide. In applications where transparency, accurate
phasing, and natural tonal balance are required, the SR -Lambda Professional
Earspeaker System surpasses any other acoustical transducer.
The SR -Lambda Professional Earspeaker System was originally designed for the
West German automotive manufacturer Daimler-Benz for their research and quality
control engineers to use in car noise analysis. From a musical point of view, the end
result of the SR -Lambda Professional is so outstanding that STAX is now making it
available for home & studio use.
The SR -Lambda Professional Earspeaker comes packaged with the SRM-1/Mk2
Professional, a class A direct -drive amplifier that connects to record output from a
pre -amplifier or receiver, or directly to the output of a tape deck, DAD player, or tuner.
By using long interconnect cables, the SR-Lambda/SRM-1 Mk2 Professional can be
positioned next to the listener, providing convenient gain and balance control.
The SR-Lambda/SRM-1 Mk2 Professional Earspeaker System
retails for $780.00 and is available through
your local STAX dealer.

such), in the middle of the last century.
He is a very real composer, though not

well organized and given to a lot of
Romantic padding. Lovely harmonies.
catchy, quirky bits of melody, a feeling
of directness and honesty without pretense, are the things that make him so

listenable today. He fills side one of
this record.
Who's ever heard of Prokofiev's little
Hebrew overture? It was one of my

STAR

electrostatic
c ud io

oroc ucts

favorites decades ago on 78 shellacand, if I am right, the clarinetist was
Benny Goodman, in the days when he

For a full STAX brochure
send $3.00 to:

was first barging forth into the classics.
with Bartok, Mozart, Brahms, et al. This
AUDIO/APRIL 1984

STAX KOGYO, INC.
940 E. Dominguez St.
Carson, CA 90746
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P.D.Q. Bach's "Little
Nightmare" is an opera "in
one irrevocable act," and is
designed for the eye as well
as the ear.

superimposed a brace of amusing op-

listed as-by God, they left them off

eratic arias, with hilariously studious
and repetitive texts on the pitfalls of
being an opera singer. Most ingenious! And very musical-Peter Schick -

this album. Anyhow, he died long before he was born. Oh, by the way, is
there a Salieri in the opera? Of course!
P D.Q. is always up to date.

ele at his best. It is particularly astonishing that the basic Mozart is so neatly and beautifully played-by the Pick Up orchestra. One would expect a bit

Grande Ecurie et La Chambre du Roy,
Jean-Claude Malgoire.

of hamming, to say the least.

I

was

really delighted.

CBS I2M 37858, digital, two -record
set.

The other items are more typical of
Prof. Peter Schickele (P.D.Q. Bach)

Rameau: Le Temple de la Gloire. La

P.D.Q., inconsequential as music

though amusing, depending too much
music. This one runs about par for the (for us who listen via recording) on
P.D.Q. course.
visual props. We are told what goes
The first item, the "Little Nightmare," on, say, oboes (or was it clarinets?)
is an opera ("in one irrevocable act") playing their reeds minus instrument,
and, like much of Prof. Schickele's mu- horns minus horn, only the cupped
sical material, is designed for the eye mouthpiece itself, and so on. We can
as well as the ear. Never mind; this hear most of it. But the visual byplay on
opera is absolutely charming because the spot must have a far greater belly -

is so utterly simple. An excellent- whacking impact. On stage, all this
really excellent-performance, note for P.D.Q. stuff is done in appropriate
note, of the Mozart "Kleine Nachtmu- pseudo -18th century costume. Approsik," Little Night Music, upon which is priate? Well, P.D.Q.'s dates are always
it

Sound: A+ Recording: A Surfaces: A

We still do not hear enough of the
best music from that peculiarly self isolated nation, France, but things are
improving. This is really a splendid and

moving album-an album in the true

sense, with gorgeous packaging,
handsome art and satisfying booklet
explanations of the whole circumstances of the work, plus complete text
in the usual assortment of languages.

Which is not to say that this is easy
listening, unless you are up on French

music and French stylings in perfor-

J
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of musical accuracy. That is why we designed our Models 2 B,
3B and 4B power amplifiers, and our Model 1 B preamplifier.

Their only reason for existing is to provide the most faithful
electronic rendition of a musical signal possible within the
bounds of available technology. Write to us and we'll tell you
how we do it, and where you can listen to our perfect combination.
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silence, then vanishes. The progression of musical events
seems real, tangible, almost visual in its presentation
Bryston believes there is a need for reference standards

RFDa4, Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 05502
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The musical accuracy of Bryston components is a revelation.
Every note emerges with perfect clarity from a background of
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Malgoire balances the more
difficult vocal music with a
flood of the expected all -

instrumental ballet music
common in French opera.

mance. But the more difficult vocal music, beautifully put forth, is balanced by
a flood of the expected all -instrumental
ballet music common in French opera.

would make even a standard violin
sound new and different. The string
sound is wonderfully lush and sheer,
sort of like a silk stocking, from fiddles

So this is not just a loud, unceasing
bellow of voices! (That for those who

to bass. The oboes have that fruity
sound, the flutes the woody sound,

dislike opera on records.)
The work is composed in the enor-

which come from using original instruments, so much more colorful (if less
loud) than ours. More flavor. Even the
horns sound older: Are they valveless,
like the originals? Could be. All this is

mously decorated French Baroque
manner, familiar in harpsichord music,
chamber works and so on; both arias

and recitatives are highly decorated,

beautifully recorded in a large space

the gentle melodies underneath not too

that somehow fits the idea of the Court

recede and the sense comes through.
might say, it also does in jazz.
Different sound, similar technique.
You'll do best to follow the recitatives

obtrusive; the performers are close but

with text in hand (and translations)

all

easy to perceive at first hearing. As at Versailles to perfection-at least on
one listens, inevitably, the ornaments records. The space is there, but not
As,

I

since, after all, it is speech.

There's no word about the instruments used here, but they seem to be
of the "authentic" variety throughout,
including the violins. In any case, the
careful style, with very small vibrato,

100% PURE
Introducing the New Acoustat
TNT -120 Power Amplifier

not too close, always well balanced
and clearly in that space, no loud voice
uncomfortably close to your nose, as in

too many opera recordings. I've

heard some pretty raucous French recordings in my day but this isn't one of

them. I'd call the digital sound faultless, especially in the louder, more in-

tense vocal passages-not a trace of
distortion.

We applied the leading edge in
electronics technology to bring
you an amplifier that breaks with
the obsolete designs of the past.
An amplifier that exceeds the best
that tubes and transistors have to
offer, with the musical purity and
finely etched detail that says live.
With advanced pure FET technology for wide bandwidth and
linearity throughout the signal
path. With innovative TRANSNOVAs circuit topology for stability into the most difficult loads.
With complete dual -mono power
supplies for exceptional dynamic

And what a dedicated performance!
These singers and players are so ear nest, so passionate, so accurate in every turn and twist of the complex lines,

that one feels they must have spent
years on the work. Such superb tenor
singing, in particular! This selflessly
musical cooperation is a thing that
should be heard, after so many achiever operas with each singer proclaiming
listen to me! Modesty is the word. This
joint effort adds up to far more than a
modest recording.
You can take the story or leave it, but
note that the words are by, of all peo ple, Voltaire. He was currying favor at
Court, and he also greatly admired his
co -celebrity, Rameau. He failed and

the opera didn't last. The King didn't
like Voltaire's text at all, especially the

included lecture on Kingship. After wards, he favored poor Voltaire with an
icy stare. That settled that.
If you agree with King Louis, you can

stare icily at your loudspeakers when
the opera ends. That ought to help.

reserves and ultimate stereo
separation.

And finally COMPLEMENT
FEEDBACK assures that your
speakers will respond directly to
the amplifier output without
delays or overshoots. Distortions
are cancelled as they occur.
leaving only the music ...one
hundred percent pure.
The ACOUSTAT TRANS -NOVA
TWIN 120. Revolutionary By
Design. Call toll -free for more

information and the name of
your nearest Acoustat Dealer.

SPECIFICATIONS:

POWER OUTPUT
120 watts/ch @ 8 ohms
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
2-500k Hz ' 3 dB
SLEW RATE: 165 v/ us

T
ÁCOUTq
Toll -Free: 1-800-327-3136

In Florida: 305-462-6700

Please Call And Reserve If You Plan To Buy And Pick Up At Store
Use your convenient Mastercard,

Quantities Are Limited And Subject To Availahilits

IN MAINE

Visa, American Express, Diners Club.

Ask about details on COD orders.

LRBELLE

Money orders accepted. Allow 4 weeks
clearance on personal checks

CLOSED SATURDAY
OPEN SUNDAYS
10 A.M.-8 P.M.
For

OR MAIL
Our Cand talog

JVC
QL-L2
LE -22
LE -33
QLA-20i1

QLA-300
QLY-55F

N P-50011

N P-800IL

CALL FOR
BEST PRICE

MG -31A
MG -10
MG -90

$49.95
$44.95
$69.95

MG -16D $59.95
MG -100

PL -L800

REBATE)

EX -3000 $119.95
EX -4000 $159.95
EX -7000 $159.95
EX -6000 5199.95

556.00
$66.00
$76.00
$76.00
$86.00

PRO -96

P -Mount

-41

MURAPHONE SANYO

TH-1010 $249.95 CP-2505
TH-1015 $i29.95 CP-260S 5139.95
5149.95
TH-2000 $149.95

5159.95
$89.95
5129.95

$89.95

AN -3200 $119.95
AN -3250 $129.95

No. 900 599.95
No. 940 5149.95

VIDEO RECORDERS
JVC
WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF VIDEO
PANASONIC SONY
VC -381

PV -1220
PV -1520
PV -1720

PK-557
PK-957

BLANK
TAPES

MAXELL
UDXL-I I -C90
U DX L- I I S -C90

$2.29
53.19

TDK
SA -C90

SAX -C90

$2.29
$3.19

SONY

LNX-60
L-750

51.49
59.95

MEMOREX
T-120 PRO

HG SERIES

HRD 120
HRD-225

SL -2400
SL -2500
SL -5200
SL -2710
SL -2700

$10.95

MINIMUM ORDER
10 TAPES

RADAR
DETECTORS

HR -7650
HR -2650

Z-70
Q2000
Q1200

Intercept

$229.95
$79.95
$199.95
5119.95
$219.95

FUZZBUSTER

Het Modell
5169.95
Call For Other
Models & Prices

R.C.A
VGT-275
VGT-400
VGT-700
.VJP-900
GX-N7OU

VH 5031
VH-5235

MRSUI31SFü'

.1\CAR AUDIO
CZ -757

PA -700
PA -400
PA -500

KE-3100
E-5100
E-6100
P-7500
E-7200
P3500

$169.95
5139.95
$149.95
5179.95
$17,1,95
$194.95
$169.95
$229.95
S 99.95

RE -518
E-512
E-508
-408
-220

R X-726

5249.95
$209.95
$159.95
5154.95
$129.95

R X -723

$ 99.95

RX-909

$209.95
$169.95

R X-735
CZ -727

RX-707

R X-755
CV -23

5 89.95

$279.95 Seattle
5189.95
5249.95 Richmond
219.95
5229.95 Manhattan 5219.95
5219.95 Sacramento $279.95
$179.95 Tucscon
$339.95
$179.95 Washington $439.95
5149.95 B E A 155

QA -5000 S 89.95 BE -55

-35 Amp $ 49.95 BPA-415

CONCORD

SONY
XR-15
XR-25
X R-45

XR-55
XR-65
XR-75
XR-85
XR-100

XR-M10
XM-120

XM-E7

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

c'^^"

HPL-118F
HPL-502
HPL-516
HPL-532
HPL-122

5139.95
$249.95
$189.95

6300R
5500R

6700RT
8100R

5219.95 6900R1

CALL 6950RT

$249.95

CALL FOR
NEW MODELS

$129.95
$69.95
$89.95

CQS-958
CQS-903
CQS-818
CQS-788
CQS-760
CQS-747
CQS-717
CQS-668

CY-SG100
CQS-793

$319.95
$279.95
5229.95
$219.95
5209.95
$189.95
$164.95
5129.95
$169.95
5199.95

Clarion +OSANYO
4350R11~11-

HPL-101

VA -8020
VA -8030

-é-

$199.95
$219.95

VH-5335
VH-5635

7500R
8500R
8550R

$89.95
$119.95
$129.95
$139.95
$159.95
$159.95
$169.95
$169.95
5189.95
$179.95
5179.95

SPEAKERS

'1

559.95 pr.
569.95 pr.
579.95 pr.
$89.95 pr.
$49.95 pr.
532.95 pr.
$74.95 pr.
$59.95 pr.
$39.95 pr.
$49.95 pr.

TS -1633
TS -6905
TS -6906
TS -6907
TS -6904

TS -T3
TS -1655K
TS -1633K
TS -108

TS -1044K

JENSEN
J3033
J2020
J3013
J2037
J2094
J3003
J1242

578.95 pr.
569.95 pr.
$69.95 pr.
$69.95 pr.
534.95 pr.

r 556.95 pr.
.

J 1065

.¡

J1401
J1405

T -770S
K -2000S

V X-303

CAR

JENSEN BLAUPUNKT PANASONIC
E-530
E-520

KXT-1515 5139.95
KXT-1401
599.95

MINOLTA
TAPES, BATTERY PACKS AND .S(LtsuL OLYMPUS
VR-301
V-7705
LENSES. CALL US FOR INFO.
VC -103

CAR STEREOS

plonic -f

$129.95

TAS-1000 599.95

S V - R 9000

WHISTLER

Spectrum

TRIPODS, CASES, LIGHTS, FILTERS,

TAS-1

SV-R7000

CC -017

519.95
$39.95
559.95

PANASONIC

PHOflEmRTE SANYO

PENTAX SHARP
PC-K1500A

* PICKERING

ANSWERING MACHINES

AN -3100

Call!

X R -Q7

WM-8
$49.95 WM-F2 $129.95 PK-5AW
$109.95
WM-10
$79.95 WM-F5 $117.95 PK-R7AW 5119.95
WM-F10 $109.95 WA -66 $129.95
PK-98V
$129.95
WM-7
$119.95 PRO -B6 $239.95 PK-35V
589.95
SRF-5
559.95

GET RECHARGEABLE
BATTERY PACK FOR $19.95

(óbra

Too
Low

SONY SONYPIONE

BONUS

CP-1205 $144.95
CP-140S $169.95

Prices

To
XR-Q5 Mention

TL -2S
TL -3

589.95

STEREOS TO GO

$79.95
$99.95
5129.95
$169.95

P -D10
P -D20
P -D30
P -L40
P -L51

SE -1

" SPECIAL

BUY ANY STEREO -TO -GO

11

TT -1060
TT -1080
TT -510
TT -530

SE l N"1'O11

AND P -MOUNT CARTRIDGES

$89.95

mrIMIaee:

$74.95
$88.95
$99.95
5149.95
$119.95
$149.95

$250.00 SL -Q300
5120.00 SL-QX200 $120.00 APM-5S
$130.00 SL-QX300 $135.00 APM-7S

WIRELESS PHONES Cbra
MP -801
MP -510
MP -601

AP -D2
AP -D3
APQ-41
APQ-310

WE CARRY A FULL
LINE OF STANDARD

AIWA .!
HS -P05

155 Main Street, Biddeford, Me. 04005
Call for shipping
401'
ng'cha
o

In
laska
Hawa ,Calli-207283.

CARTRIDGES

5119.95
KTS-3
$54.95 HS -J02
$79.95 HS -J300 $129.95
KTR-1
KTR-51 $119.95 HS -J110 $129.95

uní
I
ASOR

CALL SL -Q200

SL-DL5

TOSHSS*

$99.95

5106.00 SL -B100
$136.00 SL -B200
$190.00 SL -B300

590.00 SL -5

$110.00 SL 6
5120.00 SL-7MD
$190.00 SL -Ml
$260.00 SL-QL1
5290.00 SL-BL3

$39.95 HR -101
539.95
$59.95 HR -201
$59.95
$79.95 H R-301
$74.95
$19.95 LS -5804T __ 5129.95

SANYO

1.516-496-2235

Send all mail order checks to

TURNTABLES AKAI
Technics Technics AP B1 559.95

575.00

audio-technica

SHURJE
DT -15P
DT -25P
DT -35P
LT -P2

PL -S30
PL -S40
PL -S50
PL -S70
PL -707
PL -88F

NIKKO

SYOSSET, L.1., N.Y. 11791

Prices and Products in Effect March 20-A.ril 20, 1984

PIONCEn

$109.95
$139.95
$99.95
5124.95
$79.95
$94.95
$309.95

LL -1

1.207-283-1401

IN NEW YORK
224 WEST JERICHO TURNPIKE

CAMERA & STEREO OF MAINE

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-341-0783

1

155 MAIN STREET
BIDDEFORD, ME. 04005

$84.95 pr.
559.95 pr.
569.95 pr.
544.95 pr.

Complete Line Of Car
Speakers In Stock.

HOME
SPEAKERS

Technics
S B L-51

3 -Way 9" Speakers
75W Per Speaker

5119.95

Pr.

PIONEER
CS -A9000

3 -Way 12" Speakers
150W Per Speaker

5189.95

©

Pr.

58B

3 -Way Speaker

5399.95

Pr.

CALL OUR

STEREO
Sony,
SPECIALISTS.
Clarion, Panasonic, WE'LL HELP YOU

Include:
FTV-100
FTC -1

FTV-90
FTC -38
FTC -120

FTX-140

FTX160

$159.95
$49.95
$129.95
$89.95
5199.95
$219.95
$239.95
$259.95

Mitsubishi,

Infinity,

Boston Acoustic,
Sanyo, Phillips.

CALL US -

_

t

SET UP YOUR
STEREO SYSTEM
CALL

TOLL FREE

FTX-180
30 day return policy: All returns must be phoned in for prior authorization. All products must be returned in original lactors packaging, clean
and unscratched. Do not write, tape, or deface manufacturers original cartons. Please -include blank warranty cards. If there should be a
problem or a question upon receipt of your order, please feel free to call our customer relations dept. toll free 1-800-528.6800 or write to us.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
BUSINESS ADS-$1.25 per word, MINIMUM charge
PER AD $30. All centered or spaced lines $10.00.

o

1-800-431-3232
specraózmg only in
cartridges +styli +mics +headphones"

B&O - audio-technica - AKG ' Ortofon
Dynavector ' Grace ' PICKERING ' Stanton
ADC ' SIGNET - SHURE ' Sennheiser

NON BUSINESS ADS -85c per word, MINIMUM

ta)

e

a
ó'
..w

charge PER AD $15. All centered or spaced lines at
P.O. Box 37. Brooklyn, NY 11204 (212) 438-6400

$8.00.

AUDIOPHILE'S CORNER
"the ,Munster Cable Alpha I is arguably the

finest sounding cartridge available at any
price, but it's a value at 545. Come see it"
Andy Singer. Sound By Singer
New York. New York

(212)

683-1)925

ALL LINE ADS-First line set in bold face type at no
extra charge. Additional words set in bold face at $1.50
extra per word. One point ruled box is $10.00.

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:
AUDIO
CBS Magazines
P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346V
Stamford. CT 06925

FOR SALE
AAAA-PRECISION AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS.
Q LC Audio has Vandersteen, PS Audio, Haller. Precision
Fidelity. Audire, Grace. CJ Walker and more. O LC Audio
1006 Berkshire Road, Dayton, Ohio 45419 (513) 293-7287.

AAA AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS THE FINEST
lines of audio components (INCLUDING THE ESO-

ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR
FULL AMOUNT.

TERICS) at DISCOUNT PRICES. If you're in the market for speakers, receivers, cassette decks, to the best
in separate components including amps, pre -amps.
turntables, cartridges etc. or a new CAR STEREO our

CLOSING DATE-- First of month two months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER

honor VISA -MC and COD for your convenience.

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT

knowledgeable sales staff will be glad to assist you.
For more information Monday thru Saturday PLEASE
CALL 301-593-8833 or write to AUDIO DISCOUNTS,
1026 McCeney Avenue. Silver Spring, MD 20901. We

THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE

FOR SALE
ABARGAIN: Stax Sigma $230, Lambda $165, SRX'MK3
$130, SRD-7 $68, SRD-6 $58. Pro -Lambda $535: Supex
901Esuper $120. 900Esuper $130; Grace F9E $99 Ruby stylus $115.. F9ERuby $160: Accuphase AC -2 $265, AC -3
(Alpha 1) $275: Technics EPC205CIII $140, EPA500 $298.
EPA250 $289, Technics Stylus Guage $49: Denon 103D
$165: Koetsu Black $445: Dynavector 23RS $179. 19A
$135. 17DS $370. 10X3 $79. DV501 $315: Grace 70711B
$145, 747 $170: Fidelity Research FR64FX $325, FR64SS
$395: Mayware Formula IV $75: Interconnects: Bansei
3'$27, 6'$37, Orsonic Headshells $22; Stlyus replacements: all unused: Box 6312, L.I.C.. NY 11106 (212) 7842939 (eves): (305) 487-1048 (eves).
ACOUSTAT IN WISCONSIN!!!
AUDIO ELITE. Menasha. WI. 414-725-4431

NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS -3 times less 5%, 6 times
less 15%. 12 times less 20%. These discounts apply to
line ads only. Ads submitted for a three time frequency

are unchangeable. Frequency discounts not fulfilled
will be short rated accordingly. Agency discounts do
not apply to line advertising.

BLIND ADS-Audio box numbers may be used at
$5.00 extra for handling and postage.

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST

THE BOOK ON DIGITAL

BY THE PEOPLE BEST
QUALIFIED TO WRITE IT.
When it comes to digital
audio, Sony wrote the book on
the subject. Over 300 pages by
our project engineers on everything from PCM processors to
the development and operation
of the Compact Disc Player.
For your copy of the definitive reference book for the
industry send $11.95,` payable to
Sony Special Products. Allow
4-6 weeks for delivery.

SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full street
address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowl-

edged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line advertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will
be short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who
have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE

PROTECTED for the duration of that contract, in the
event of a rate increase.
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES
$250.
1 col e 1 inch
$395.
1 col x 2 inches
$565.
1 col x 3 inches
inch
2 cols. e
2 cols. e 2 inches
1

"ony Digital Book. PO Box 166,
Lowell, MA 01853

$450.
$760.

One column width is 214e". Two columns wide is 41/2".
For larger display ad rates and 6. 12, 18 and 24 times
frequency rates call (212) 719-6338.

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velos) may follow by the 10th. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.

Zip

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO

ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent
to:

Laura J. Lo Vecchio
AUDIO MAGAZINE
1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036

FOR ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION contact
Laura directly at (212) 719-6338
'Outside U

AUDIO/APRIL 1984

ndd $3 00 ©1984 Sony Corporation of America Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony Corporation
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FOR SALE
AAAA AMAZING JAPANESE STEREO EQUIPMENT. Japan's best high -end equipment available to
you at low direct prices. Many of the best quality stereo

items available in Japan are never exported to the
U.S., but now you can select from anything available in

SAVVY EQUIPMENT REPORTS AND SPIRITED EDITORIAL CONTENT
Send 520 for 10 Issues. Stereophile. 1107c Early Street. Santa Fe. NM 87501 or

Call toll -free 800/821.3528

Tokyo. NEW YAMAHA CD -1A, THD .0015%, available only through us. Replaces CD -1. NEW SONY
CDP-11S, $540! Black model available from us (U.S.released as CDP200, silver only). New Yamaha CD X1, Technics SL -P8, Sony CDP-200, new NEC 705,
call for prices. OVER 30 CD players to choose from!

SEVERAL NEW HIGH POWER PURE CLASS A
AMPS available. New Yamaha, Lux. Denon amps
avaiable from Tokyo now. YAMAHA'S BEST SPEAK-

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

A BETTER SYSTEM? PEOPLE WHO KNOW STEREO
BUY THEIR SOUND DIRECT. Now you can buy the finest
in high fidelity components. including esoterics and auto -

A BRAND NEW

sound at unheard of prices. DIRECT SOUND MARKETING
provides sensible expert advice. in-house service facilities.
and factory fresh components on an in stock basis. Discov-

er America's best kept audio secret. Send for our FREE
catalogue to DIRECT SOUND MARKETING. Dept. A. 3095
Bolling Way. Atlanta. Georgia 30305 or call 404-233-9500.

MC Visa Amex accepted. Sales tax charged to GA. residents only.

ABSOLUTE AUDIO: ROBERTSON. SPICA. AMBER.
COUNTERPOINT. ORACLE. CONRAD-JOHNSON (including PREMIERS). MONSTER, NAD. COUNTERPOINT,

ERS NS -2000. $1125! STAX'S AFFORDABLE
ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS 4u, PAIR $65. Cartridges: Dynavector, Gold Bug, Grace, Koetsu, Accuphase, all others. Dynavector DIAMOND CANTILEVER Karat 17DI1 only $199. Technics DBX NOISE

WONDER CAP!!

REDUCTION UNIT, unique design, better specs.

A TOTALLY NEW DESIGN from IAR research. Its
bigger. it's far better -and it costs LESS! How much

call for price list. Brochures.. Price Quotes free. Catalog

better does it really sound. compared to our old Wonder Cap? Excited users have said: SPECTACULAR!

UNBELIEVABLE! What will you say when you hear
the NEW IAR Wonder Caps in your own electronics
and speakers? Write for FREE application notes and
order forms.
IAR/WCB
2449 Dwight Way. Berkeley CA 94704

RGR, SNELL, VPI. THIEL, THRESHOLD. MAGNEPAN.
MIRAGE, WALKER. ETC. AUDIO FILE. 1202 S. Congress.
Austin. Texas 78704, (512) 443-9295

ABSOLUTE SONIC INTEGRITY NOW OBTAINABLE with

ACOUSTAT AND PS AUDIO -SUPERB!
Free shipping! Fast service! Also Nakamichi. Thorens, Talisman, Proton. Haller, Adcom, Mitsubishi, Carver, digital
discs and players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King
Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

revolutionary outboard phono circuit design. This device
will reveal musical excellence with breathtaking realism
and incredible detail. Selectable capacitance loading insures compatibility with any MM cartridge or MC step up
device. $369.95 satisfaction guaranteed. Hughey-Maray
Electronics 982 Patricia Ln. Crete, IL 60417

DISTEN
TO A
LEGEND

HOUSTON
tomes of Age

OCS/ Gestalt

Amber
Harman Kardon
Quad
Vandersteen

1

Threshold
PS Audio

Tandberg
Musical Fidelity
Hoffer
Kyocera
Acoustot
Thiel

KEF

Dohiquist

Spico

Janis

Goldmund
Walker

Oracle
VPI

Syrinx

Sumiko

-

von den Hui/ EMT

ACCURATE AUDIO -SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Alpha -One, AR Turntable, Audio Pro, DCM. Denon,
Kindel, Monster Cable, NAD, Nitty Gritty, Perreaux,
Phantoms. Premier. Sonagraphe. SOTA, Spica, Stax.
Sumiko. Syrinx. Randall Research. Talisman
SANTA MONICA
LAGUNA BEACH
PASADENA
(213) 399-HIFI
(714) 494-2030
(213) 792-4444

ACOUSTAT MODEL SIX $2300 Acoustat amplifier
TNT200 $650. One year old. Excellent condition. Original
Boxes. (214) 385-2340,931-6664

art sound. $295 pr. No risk, 30 day trial. For info send

Fully authorized dealer representing,

Sequerro

3337.

eliminates midrange and hi -end colorations for state -of -the-

AUDIO PRÓ PHILES
Counterpoint

$3. JAPANESE STEREO MUKASHIYA. 1-14-32-210
Jingumae, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo. Los Angeles: 930 N. La
Cienega, Los Angeles, CA 90069. Phone 213-652-

ACOUSTAT 2+2 OWNERS the "ACOUSTAT MOD"

The nation's fourth -largest city proud y
welcomes a truly distinctive audio dealer:

Audio Research

$285. Yamaha Headphones, perhaps best sounding
non -electrostatic headphones, $195. Stax SRLambda
Pro with driver $495. Nakamichi, Sony, Sony Esprit;

Helius
Lustre
Kisekl

SASE to John Koval. Linear Acoustics Labs. 11521 Cielo
PI.. Santa Ana. CA 92705. 714-838-6555.
CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS. TUNERS. PREAMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION -BEST
PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000: WEST: (213) 840-0878.

ADS PLUS -Own the incredible ADS Loudspeakers for
the home or car at tremendous savings. All models in
stock. DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC.. 260
Old Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801, (516) 822-5277.

ADS 2001. $175; AR-LST, mint. $750.pr: AR -TA. $65:
Magnecord 1028. $850: AR -9, $1300 pr: AR -3, teak, $450
pr: AR -3a, wal. ec. $500 pr. WANTED: AR -10. pi: AR -1.

restorable. any finish. Tom Tyson. 303 Hillcrest Dr., High
Point. NC 27262. 919-885-9436.
ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTA-

TION -BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000: WEST:
1213) 840-0878.

Morovskis MIT
Grace

For more than a decade Rogers has

earned a reputation for producing
musically articulate loudspeakers.
If you take the time for a serious
demonstration, Rogers performance
will become self evident.
For the name of your nearest authorized dealer, please write:

Rogers
BRITISH II HIGH FIDELITY
U.S.A.

Naiad Products Inc
Box 1250 Falls Sta.
Niagara Falls, N.Y.
14303-0260
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CANADA
Naiad Products Inc
Box 1840
Brantford, Ont.
N3T 5W4

Dynavector
Signet
Kyocera DA -01 digitol Compact Disc player
Audioquest/Uve Wire - Sonex Professional

Five listening rooms on two levels
Spacious, relaxed atmosphere
Knowledgeable, experienced staff
Wide selection of audiophile recordings

Hear the finest music system
in the entire Southwest,
Quad ESL -63s Janis W-1 / lA subwoofer
Goldmund Studio T38 von den Hui/ EMT
Audio Research SP -10 and D79C electronics
Sequerra FM -1 Tandberg TD20A-SE tape
Sonex Professional "L.E.D.E." listening room

-audio próphiler Inc. 12651 Memorial Drive, between Gessner C. W. Belt
Houston, Texas 77024 (713) 973-0000
Mon.-Thurs. 10 om-8 pm. Fri 10-7. Sot.10-6
MasterCard. Viso and American Express accepted

Luxman

Harmon Kardon
Tandberg
Boston Acoustics

Audio Control
Sherwood

Preel
et /t

Hitachi
Denon

AIWA

Revox

Grace

Onkyo
Ortofon
Hafler

M8K

Thorens

8 Many More

ADS

B80

We Deliver FREE

SME

Anywhere in the
Continental USA!

theSOUNP_Appr6ach,
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725
Charge it...Call 516-499-7680

AUDIO/APRIL 1984

FOR SALE
A FREE CATALOG -CARTRIDGES, tonearms, turntables. electronics, Denon. Grace, Supex. Dynavector.
Thorens. Michell. Ariston, Signet. Stax, lustre. All with USA
Warranty. Audio Unlimited. 1798B Technology Drive, San
Jose. CA 95110 408 279-0122 11-6M-Th.
HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH-

ER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION -BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000:
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES. RECEIVERS. CASSETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION -BEST PRICES. EAST. (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

A HIGH END PREAMP for $495? The Counterpoint SA -7
is the audiophiles' choice. Hear it at Musical Images in
Fresno. (209) 226-1770.

ALL CLASSIC QUAD ELS OWNERS. Hard to believe
QUADS can be improved? The "KOVAL QUAD MOD" has
been unbelievably successful in satisfying the most ardent
QUAD lover. No risk 30 day trial $140 pr. For info send
SASE to John Koval. Linear Acoustics Labs. 11521 Cielo
PI., Santa Ana. CA 92705, 714-838-6555
ALL THE CRITICS AGREE! The Counterpoint SA -2 is the
finest pre-preamp available. Hear it and the smaller SA -6 at
Audio Perfection in Minneapolis. (612) 866-0083

FOR SALE

Quaky Tapes

APPALLING?
ISN'T IT?
How many esoteric audio products look and feel as if

BELOW WHOLESALE SPECIALS/
SONY

TDB

they were made by orangutans with screwdrivers. If you
are fed up with sacrificing reliability, aesthetics and quality
of construction to obtain purer sound, don't despair!
There are many high end audio components built by
small yet solid professional companies which not only express the utmost in musicality but also reflect the highest
level of design integrity. craftsmanship and quality control.
At Sound by Singer we select and blend only such components into systems designed to extract the most music from
your audio dollars.

SA 90
SA 60
SAX 90
SAX 60

MA 90
MA 60
MAR 90
MAR 60
ADX 90
AD 90

2.09
1.85
2.99
2.49
4.29

AD60

339

HD -01

6.29
4.79
2.55

T-120EXHG 8.95

D 90
D 60

1.45
1.10
,99

5.15
5.85
D'mag 12.75
6.95
T.120
LX 359O
Lx 35-908

L-750

UDXL090
UDXL 11 60
X1.115 90

MX 90
UD 90
UD 60

GRACE GRADO ITC KISEIKI KLOSS KRELL
KYOCERA LINN SONDEK LIVE WIRE MERIDIAN
MICRO SEIKI MONSTER CABLE NAD NAIM AUDIO

NITTY GRITTY PARADIGM PIONEER VIDEO
PRECISION FIDELITY PROTON REGA SNELL
ACOUSTICS STAX SUPEX SYMDEX SYRINX

LNX 90
LNX 60
L-500
L-750
1.750 HG
T.120

6.95

2.25
2.15
2.79
4.69
2.15

LN 90

IN 60
UD 35-90
X1.135 908
T-120
T 120 HGX

1.85

2.25
2.15
1.05
.85

6.49
6.95
8.95
6.95

FUJI

L750EXHG 8.95

1.85

FR METAL 90 3.49
FR1190
1.99

1111/BILL

ACOUSTAT ADCOM AMPLITON AUDIO DESIGN
AUDIOQUEST AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS AUDIO NOTE
AUDIO INTERFACE BEARD BELLES BERNING
COUNTERPOINT DYNAVECTOR FRIED FUSELIER

UCXS 90
UCX 90

1.35
1.05

4.95
6.39
6.95
8.95

DISCWASMIB
32.95
8.79
16.49
1602.Fluld 9.99

DISCKiT
SYSTEM
DISCSET

CALL NOW 712-434-3417 ar order by mall
Add$3.S0fnlpping warders up ro 170. Over s 70add 5% of torsi order.
Double above l rparrel post. Outside USA write. MC Vim add ',doffing, 3%

QUALITY TAPS

TALISMAN THRESHOLD

864 East 7th Street. Dept. A4, Brooklyn, NY 11230

SOUND
BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

FOR SALE
A&S OFFERS THE WIDEST SELECTION of high -end

ANOTHER FINE OPPORTUNITY FROM B&K Imports:
Just one Berning preamp TF10H previously owned. Special value at $1474. Free shipping. "This is a stereophile's

AT AUDIO DIMENSION IN OKLAHOMA CITY we highly
recommend Counterpoint. The SA -2 and the SA -5 together
are astonishing! (405) 943-8010.

reference preamp".
B&K Imports
24160 Twin Valley Ct.
Farmington, Michigan 48024
(313) 553-0508
Visa -Master Card

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES: Limited time only: Meridian
M-3 Loudspeakers $1,190 Meridian M-2 Loudspeakers
$1.700. Meridian M-10 Loudspeakers $4,250 freight free,
Maury Corb. (713) 728-4343.

speaker kits from the world's finest manufacturers including
Dynaudio. Fried. Audax. Falcon -Acoustics, SEAS, and the
Bill Reed and Jack Caldwell 'Signature" kits. We also carry
raw drivers from Dalesford Cambridge. Jordan. Audax, Mo-

rel. Dynaudio, Siare. JVC. Becker. Pyle and others. Custom auto speaker systems are also available. Free price
list. A&S SPEAKERS. Box 7462A, Denver, CO 80207.
(303) 399-8609.

ANOTHER FINE OPPORTUNITY FROM B&K Imports:
Last liquid archival sound treatment kits containing both the
Last Record Preservative kit and the Last Record Cleaning
kit. One complete kit effectively cleans and preserves hun-

dreds of records for thousands of playings! An excellent
value at $23.95. Now while supplies last $9.95. limit 3 kits
per customer.
B&K Imports
24160 Twin Valley Ct.
Farmington. Michigan 48024
(313) 553-0508
Visa -Master Card ---Free Shipping"

A.R.C. EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
D-150, mint, $2850.: D110.$1200.; D-90 (new) $1100.: D 90(B) $1295.: D-350 or $1350. orb o: D -52(B) $545.: PC -3

x -over $35. OTHER EQUIP FOR SALE -Harman Kardon
Citation 17 preamp $225.: Nakamichi 1000 MKII w case
$750.; MR -67 $250.. MC 2105, $600.; MR -77 tuner $435.
(2) factory serviced Beveridge 2Sw-1 amps $640.; Advent
professional switching bay $200. Many other items send for
list. include S.A.S.E. David J. Clark, 317-283-1361, 8-4. M F.

ARISTON RD8OSL/SME Series III both unused $369.00:
Harman Kardon HK770 amp unused $209.00: Kenwood
KT917 tuner $359. (806) 894-9782.

BOSTON AREA'S FINEST
Adcom
Conrad Johnson
Robertson
Souther

Spica

Creek

Ariston
Counterpoint
A.E.C. (Air 2,2)

ProAc

Audioquest

Koetsu
Thorens

Beard
Pink Triangle
Perreaux
VP:.

1IUDO
VSION

Stax

and others
40

Ave.ass.

ington,MA 02173
Lexington,
617 863-5221
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Tite art of
shaping sound.
Does your music sound better in
the next room? Pro audio kills
resonances with SONEX
acoustic foam, and now you a
can too. Control acoustics
and turn your room into a
studio. At midrange, SONEX

40

4;1>

Do

has twice the sound absorption :
of good carpeting for about the
same cost. If your dealer doesn't
have SONEX, send us $40 for a
sample box of four 24"x 24"
sheets, or write for our color
brochure.

illbruck/usa
techniques with foams
3800 Washington Ave. N. Minneapolis, MN 55412
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

At AudioVisions you will find the very latest in technology;
combined with truly old-fashioned hospitality.

ATTENTION DYNA AND HAFLER OWNERS
We build new circuits into most Dyna and Haller units.
We transform Dyna ST -80, ST -120, ST -150. ST -300,
ST -400, ST -416, SCA-50, and SCA-80Q amplifiers

AUDIO CONNECTION
in Northern New Jersey
Turntables: Goldmund, Heybrook, VPI
Tonearms: Helius, Lurne, Souther, Zeta
Cartridges: Decca, Grado, Promethean, Vanden Hul

M & K SOUND - RealTime Records
As many of you already know, Audio Visions has refrained,
to date, from promoting compact disc players. We follow a

into modern POWER MOS-FET amps with new PC
cards, precision parts. and low inductance power supplies. We install five new PC cards in Haller DH -200
and DH -220 amplifiers with ground plane output networks for much improved transient performance. We
install new circuits in DH -101, PAT -5, PAT -4, and
PAS -3X preamplifiers with exact RIAA equalization,
matched precision parts, precision controls, and com-

policy of approaching any radically new technology with
caution, and feel a specific obligation to guard and protect
our clients' long-term best interests. A certain number of
consumers enjoy making purchases of new, novel products. However, we prefer never to capitalize upon a consumer's impulsiveness. Meanwhile, now that second and
third generation CD players are upcoming on the horizon
our confidence in the digital format is growing. Thus, we
are happy to extend this special opportunity for you to
become better educated in digital technology. Mr. Ben
Weise of the Miller & KreIse' loudspeaker company is uniquely qualified to explain the ins and outs, bits and bytes,
of digital sound. Did you know that RealTime Records (the
very first U.S. label to release digital discs) is a division of

plete freedom from transient and digital overload.
Audiogram said we make the world's best tuner in the
FM -5 chassis. Sensible Sound has reviewed several
of our amplifiers. Our $99 phono cartridge has a satisfaction guarantee or your money back. Call or write for
free catalog and sample copy of our monthly newsletter, Audio Basics. We ship worldwide and have new
120 and 240 volt equipment available.
JENSENS STEREO SHOP
2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE
BURNSVILLE, MINN. 55337, (612) 890-3517

M & K? And did you know that the initial purpose of designing and developing what later became the M & K speakers

was, specifically, to fill the demanding monitor needs of
RealTime Records? (After testing M & K speakers, Audio
commented that "overall imaging was excellent...handled
enormous peaks," while Stereophile praised the speakers'
"real sense of depth perspective" and the "amazingly flat"
response of the Volkswoofer.) An entertaining raconteur,
Mr. Weise promises to explain digital technology in layman's terms. Don't miss this exciting, informative evening.

SPECIAL EVENTS
PLEASE NOTE THAT Audio Visions WILL NOT BE OPEN
FOR BUSINESS WHILE THESE SPECIAL EVENTS ARE
BEING HELD. Refreshments will be served, and admission

will be free of charge. However, seating is limited. and
tickets must be presented for admission. To obtain your
tickets, call or visit AudioVisions prior to the date(s) of the
event(s) that you wish to attend. Everyone attending one of
these events will be given a gift of a special "AudioVislons
COURTESY COUPON." This coupon will entitle you to an
honest lifetime 10°I discount from our already attractive
prices on all accessories, including audiophile recordings,
cables, record cleaning machines and products, etc., as well
as a 7% discount from our attractive prices on all of our
select pieces of audio furniture. This gift will be our way of
saying "thank you" for visiting with us.

Acoustal, Counterpoint, Creek, Grace, Heybrook, Mas,
Premier, Robertson, Walker, Etc. Trades, demos, specials.
VISA/MC. THE MUSIC ROOM, 15701 West 127th Terrace,
Olathe, Kansas 66062. 913-764-2022.

ATTENTION, WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, QUAD,
ARC, DYNACO, BERNING, WESTERN ELECTRIC, TUBE
EQUIP. OLD THORENS, ALTEC, JBL. 713-728-4343.
MAURY CORB 11122 ATWELL HOUSTON, TX 77096

ATTRACTIVE PRICES: ACCUPHASE, DYNAVECTOR,
DENON CARTRIDGES, LINN, ALPHASON, KOETSU,
FULTON, STAX, SOTA, WALKER, BERNING, AUDIBLE

ILLUSIONS, FR, BRB. 713-7284343. MAURY CORB
11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON, TX 77096

AUDIO CONCEPTS has the finest esoteric speaker
kits. Dynaudio, Morel, Strathearn, Wonder Cap, Peerless, Shadow. Electronic crossovers, audio grade capacitors. coils, etc. cabinets. Best products, service for
speaker builders. Catalog $2.00 refundable 1631 Caledonia St. LaCrosse, Wi. 54601 (608) 7812110

DIONICS PZ3 Power amp; AMBER Series 70 Preamp and

Amp-$600-Save $500; DAHLQUIST D010 Speakers;
MITSUBISHI Micro Preamp, Amp, Tuner-$450; R H
TCD3034-$250 Half -Price; THORENS TD126, SME,
Grace 9E-Half Price; VANDERSTEEN 2C Loudspeakers;
Call Terry (402) 391-3842.
AUDIONICS CC -3, A NEW STANDARD
We have in stock the SUPERB Audionics CC -3 for immedi-

ate delivery, $749.00. FREE SHIPPING in US and PR.
WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Visa and MasterCard honored. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145,
Oxford. OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333. TLX427791.
AUDIO PERFECTION IN MINNEAPOLIS presents Counterpoint. Hear what music sounds like without Solid State
devices. (612) 866-0083.

AUDIOPHILE BARGAINS, all mint Berning TF-10H $1395.
Goetz GMS-1 $1195., Nakamichi 700 ZXL $1495.00, Ora-

cle Alexandria $695, Sonographe SG-3SP $395., Spectrum 208A $245., Spica TC-50 $360. Jeff (313) 478-0857

AUDIOPHILES! ACOUSTICAL WALL PANELS will enhance your media room. Fabric -wrapped acoustical panels
have NRC .85 rating for maximum reduction and reflected
noise. We measure, deliver and install in Metro N.Y. area.
Call Quiet Wall 212-517-3649.

AUDIO ELITE HAS ACOUSTAT!!!
AUDIO ELITE. Menasha, WI, 414-725-4431

JAMES THIEL
If you have heard your favorite music reproduced through
Thiel speakers, you are well acquainted with the thrill, the
sheer joy, the tingles up and down your spine that you feel
when the seemingly impossible happens: You close your
eyes. and, defying your grasp of reality, suddenly the musicians themselves are there with you, in the room, all in their
appropriate locations. Then, with your eyes opened once
again, you see the very handsome cabinets merely standing
there, inanimate, not seeming to be making any sound whatsoever even though the music continues to play. While Thiel
speakers offer performance that may be nothing short of
miraculous, be assured that they are the work, not of angels,
but of real, live people, and are being made, not in heaven,
but in Kentucky (which is, as we know, the state that offers
us fast horses, great bourbon, and beautiful, saucy women).
Making one of his very rare public appearances, Mr. Thiel,
assisted by one of the audio world's favorite people, Kathy
Gornik, will be giving a seminar entitled:

AUDIO EMPORIUM, representing hifi's best values. Free
Catalog. 6914 W. Brown Deer Rd., Milwaukee, Wi. 53223.
414-354-5082.
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AUDIO RESEARCH D100B AMPLIFIER, $695; Beveridge
RM1a Preamplifier. $1495: Magneplanar Tympani ID
Speakers, $1095; Lynn Sondek LP12, $695; Technics SP -

10, $195; Breuer Arm, $495: Dahlquist DO-LP1 Xover,
$150. (509) 946-1529 evenings.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

HONEST MUSIC REPRODUCTION

LET'S LISTEN TO MUSIC I

AUDIO EQUIPMENT NEW AND USED-ACOUSTAT
2+2; AUDIO RESEARCH SP4, SP6, D100, D120; AU-

LABS subwoofer; TANDBERG TCD3004 Cassette Deck;

ATTENTION MIDWEST AUDIOPHILES: authorized

"UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL AUDIO"

THURSDAY, MARCH 22, 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.

& II

Electronics: Audible Illusions, Beards, FM Acoustics,
Electrocompaniet, Harman Kardon, Magnum, PS Audio, Quicksilver
Speakers: Fuselier, Heybrook, Kindel, Perkins
Rauna, Spendor, Spica, 3D Acoustics,
Vandersteen
Accessories:Last,
LiveWire,
Randall
Research,
Kimber Kable, VPI Industries
201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave, Verona, NJ 07044

!

SUNDAY, APRIL 1, 12:30 to 5:30 p.m.
On April first? No, we are not fooling! Please note that Thiel
speakers are demonstrated at Audio Visions with electronics
by BRYSTON and by BELLES, with turntables by ORACLE

(the "Alexandria" and the classic "Delphi"), with tonearms
by SUMIKO, and with carefully selected speaker cables and
patch cords, etc. It you have not yet heard Thiel speakers
(the amazing 04a, $750/pair; the internationally famous 03a,
$1300/pair; and the phenomenal new Cs3, $1800/pair), we
suggest that you make an appointment to do so in advance
of the April 1 seminar. We want to remind you that the very
first presentation anywhere for consumers of the latest Thiel
triumph, the new Cs3 model, took place right here at Audio Visions, on June 25, 1983. Now, some months later, The
Absolute Sound is describing the Cs3 as "SUPERB."

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out?
Write or call for a brochure and thé
name of your nearest dealer.
VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 WEST FOURTH STREET

HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324

1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY, WEST BABYLON
NEW YORK 11704
(516) 661-3355
G?
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIOPHILE START
UP SYSTEM

BEARD TUBE ELECTRONICS AT PERSONALIZED
AUDIO IN NEW JERSEY. Call 201-752-3883.

($700)

NAD 5025
NAD 7150
PARADIGM 5's

Turntable.
Receiver:

Speakers:

SOUND
BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.
Write us about Model One update kits. White Labs. 10528
Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A, El Monte. CA 91731. (213)
446-5346.

AUDIO RESEARCH 0-110 AMPLIFIER 100 W:C. perfect
condition. stored in original carton with instructions. schematics. $1100 or best offer. 512-452-4411.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP -6B. D -120A: Tympani I -D. Thorne
TD -126 w ruby; Marantz 110: b o. 1100 Solisbury II. 7331
Greenwood. Lincoln NE 68505.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP10 PREAMPLIFIER, NEW, PERFECT, $2500. BES amp $500; FM Acoustics 300A, 800A
power amps, FM 212A headamp. (415) 526-5736 eves.,
weekends
AUDIO RESEARCH SP -6C, original owner, mint condition.
shipping. (408) 980-1414-X 226 Ask
sacrifice at $900
for Phil.

AUDITION THE INCOMPARABLE INFINITY RS -1
Exclusively in New England
at Audio Vision of N.E., 617-863-5221

AUTO SOUND -SOUTHERN CALIF. For the best in
truley audiophile quality -Precision tuned to your
car -Call John at THE AUTO CONCERT, 714-7309011

BANG & OLUFSEN PRODUCTS AND NAKAMICHI CAS

SETTE DECKS -IN STOCK AT BEST PRICES. (717)
774-2618

BANG & OLUFSEN 6000 RECEIVER, REMOTE. New.

BIG REWARD ! ! All Mac equip., JBL spkrs. and electronics, Altec Acousta-voicette. MXR ETC 31 band equalizers.
Thorens TD 125. SME 3009-3, JBL speaker cabinet blueprints. 1-313-229-5191 aft. 7 EST

B&K IMPORTS offers more fine opportunities: Turntables -arms -moving coils -moving magnets -great interconnects -pre -amps -amps -speakers --accessories.
This month's specials:
1. Demo CJ Walkers (three only)
2. Scottish Turntables
3. Demo Accuphase AC2's (two only)
4. Class A Esoteric Audio Research
5. Syrinx PU 2 Gold (very fine)
6. Monster Powerline (any length)
7. Namiki DF100 direction finder
8. 1150 B power amp
9. Premier 2A one demo, one new
10. Premier 1 amp, one demo
11. Reference tonearm cable (any length)
12. Reference interconnects (any length)
13. We carry six of the top nine T.A.S. moving coil phono
cartridges
14. Dynavector 20A-2, 20B-2, 50A
15. Stylast Stylus treatment
16. Quad 63's
17. Linn Nirvana
18. QED 79
19. Pro -Ac tabletts
20. Celestion SL6
21. Speaker stands
22. SME 3009 R
23. PSIV H
24. Live Wire big red
25. Pink Triangle
26. KEF1032 Rosewood (demo)
27. Orsonic head shells
Call 11:00 AM to 10:00 PM Monday -Friday
12:00 Noon to 6PM Sat -Sunday
(313) 553-0508
24160 Twin Valley Ct.
Farmington, Michigan 48024
Visa -Master Card-C.O.D.
BUYING USED? Tips, tricks of the trade, how to get what
you want cheap, and how to check out its condition. Everything's covered in extensive book written by used audio
shop owner. $9.95 at Burke Audio, 324 Argyle, Verdun,
Quebec, CANADA H4H IT8

$595. RG Pro -20B Expander. $185. (715) 425-8311.

BEARD TUBE AMPLIFIERS AND PREAMPLIFIERS:
For the sound connoisseur. For dealer list, contact IAI,
723 Bound Brook Road, Dunellen, NJ 08812 or call
201-968-8771.

BRB SYSTEMS -THE ORIGINAL MODEL 200 power
amp is back!. 100W ch 8ohms. 200 W ch 4 ohms. 4 AUDIOPHILE magazines raved about its performance! NEW
$395 ea. BRB SYSTEMS, P.O. Box 391202, Mt. View. CA.
94039

11.1.§,A
}
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THE NEW TECHNOLOGY
Tube Quality Transistor Prices
New from Kinergetics.
The KBA-100 Amplifier $795.00.
The KPA-1 Preamplifier $775.00.

Hear them now at selected
audio dealers.

SURPRISINGLY
AFFORDABLE
A New Cable Technology Delivers
High Performance at Low Cost
Interlink 4 offers Monster Cable's exclusive "bandwidth balanced" technology"
and performance in a low cost, high
performance cable. Based on the
same technology used in Monster
Cable's highly acclaimed Interlink
Reference, Interlink 4 uses a special
construction of dual multiple gauged
wire inner conductors to accurately
transfer both highs and lows with
equal clarity and definition.

Why "Bandwidth Balanced?"
Unlike a conventional "coaxial cable"
Interlink 4 incorporates 2 inner conductors plus a shield to accurately
control the magnetic behavior of the
audio signals as they are transmitted
through the wire. In addition each
inner conductor utilitzes 2 wire networks, one fDr the bass and one for
the highs, to maintain proper balance
in both phase and amplitude.
The result?
Superb music reproduction. Powerful,
dynamic, and natural. A high performance audi 3phile cable at a very non
audiophile price. Available in various
lengths front '/2 meter to 20 ft. pairs as
well as custom terminated lengths.
patent pendi.g

TññTnk 4`
by

uxorx/

is/`1SR

KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 Reseda Boulevard Tarzana, California 91356 051345-2851
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USA

"Phase Aligned"
High Resolution Interconnect
Monster Cable Co. 101 Townsend St.
San Francisco, CA USA 94107
(415) 777-1355 telex: 470584 MCSYUI

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT Audio components and systems dedicated to the
presentation of the art form, THE MUSIC.

Accuphase Adcom Ariston Audio Interface Beveridge Berning Claste Audio Clear Audio
Counterpoint DB Systems D & K Imports Dynavector Electrocompanient Electron Kinetics
Entec Estoric Audio Research Grace Grado Hafler ISOS Kiseki Kimber Kable Klyne Koetsu
Lustre Micro Seiki NEC Orsonic Ortofon Precision Fidelity Profile Sidereal Akustic SME

Snell Souther Spica Stay Supex Symmetry Thorens Triad VPI VSP Labs

Call or write for Information. Complete shipping and export facilities available.
Auditions by appointment

7805 Greenfield Street River Forest, Illinois 60305 13121771.4660

FOR SALE

BOSTON ACOUSTICS PLUS -Dollar for dollar, one of the

CARVER PLUS -Featuring the new 130 Watt/Channel

most exceptional speaker lines to come along in years.
Boston Acoustics delivers unbelievable performance at
very reasonable prices. All models in stock. DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES. INC. 260 Old Country Road,

Carver Receiver and all Carver products through the mail
at extra savings. PLUS -FREE shipping anywhere in the
continental U.S.. DESIGNATRONS STEREO STORES,
INC.. 260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801. (516)
822-5277.

B&O REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGES: call for our low
prices. Audio Advisor, Inc. (616) 451-3868.

KIMBER KABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE
SPEAKER WIRE
Strong in the West, headin' East.

ASK YOUR DEALER
Manufactured by,

RKB Industrial. Inc.
2058 Harrison. Blvd.
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530

CHRISTOPHER HANSEN'S CLEARANCE SALE: USED
EQUIPMENT-Nakamichi 700 -II Cassette Deck $595.
Threshold Stasis III $995. Arc D-11OB $1,395. Cotter B-1/
SP -10 with Fidelity Research FR -66's $1,195. Thorens 126
Mkt' with Ultracraft Arm $395. Lux PD 121 with Ultracraft
Arm $295. Ampzilla Amplifier $349. Kenwood KD-500 with
Grace 707 $189. RGR Series IV Preamp (One week old)

$695. Yamaha K-960 Cassette Deck $109. Citation 19
Amplifier $349. DEMO EQUIPMENT-Denon DP -11F
Turntable $149. Electrocompaniet Amp II $795. Electro-

FOR SALE

Hicksville, NY 11801 (516) 822-5277.

FOR SALE

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS AND CONVERTERS.
Plans and parts. Build or buy. For information send $2.00.
C&D Electronics. Inc.. P.O. Box 21. Jenison. MI 49428.

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PREAMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION -BEST
PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000: WEST: (213) 840-0878.

CELESTION SL6 W/STANDS $600, Bose 601 II $440.
Yamaha C50 $330. Adcom GFA2 $220, Thorens TD147 w
Shure V15V $410. mint (212) 426-9316 evenings.

companiet Amp I $1,295. Mitsubishi DT -35 Cassette Deck

$295. Mitsubishi EC -8 Turntable $195. NEW EQUIPMENT-Denon DR -M4 Cassette Deck $479. Denon DR M3 Cassette Deck $399. Call Dennis (213) 858-8112 at
Christopher Hansen Ltd., 646 No. Robertson Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90069
CLEARANCE
Now you can obtain high end audio gear from EPIK AUDIO
as we upgrade our demonstration system to new models:

Threshold STASIS II $1695; Audio Research SP8 $995;
Klyne SK -2 $415; Hartley 218 HS $295; 224 HS $345;
SW10 $250; Bryston 3B $595; Talisman S $225; Sound
Lab R1 $995: Epik Subwoofer $225; Polk Cable $2 foot.
Epik Audio (312) 894-0294.

COMPLETE MERRILL-AR TURNTABLE, superb construction & sound. mint $260, SME Ill mint in box $100.
Grace 707 MK II mint in box $110. (201) 725-7962 eves.
CONRAD JOHNSON DESIGN IS
AVAILABLE IN BOSTON
Only at Audio Vision of N.E., 617-863-5221

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH

ER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION -BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000:
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

BANG & OLUFSEN PRODUCTS AND NAKAMICHI CAS-

COUNTERPOINT IS NOW IN BOSTON
at Audio Vision of N.E., 617-863-5221
COUNTERPOINT'S SA -5 IS THE ONLY PREAMP made
with regulated power supply. Listen to what tubes can do at
Superior Audio. (312) 357-4190

SETTE DECKS -IN STOCK AT BEST PRICES. (717)
774-2618

DB SYSTEMS NEWEST AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORY
DBP-SC
CLAMP" record clamp designed by
Souther Engineering. Simple to use, weighs just 23 grams,
costs only 10 dollars.

Your Mercedes, BMW, Porsche or Ferrari

are probably leased. Now, lease your Perreaux.
It is befitting that Perreaux of New Zealand, Awarded the Audio/Video Magazine
Hi Fi Grand Prix for its "Mercedes -like construction:' introduce Sound Leasing the first leasing program in the history of audio.

DB SYSTEMS OFFERS PRECISION ELECTRONICS
AND AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES. Five year warranty.
Write for our complete product list. DB SYSTEMS, Main
Street, Rindge. NH 03461 (603) 899-5121.

DEEP SIX
SYSTEM
(ABOUT $6000)
Turntable:
Cartridge:

A truly high performance audio system can cost about the same as a high performance automobile of a few years ago. Therefore, we believe you should be offered
the same creative financing options that are available for an automotive purchase.

Tonearm::

For example, the Perreaux SM2 preamplifier and 21506 amplifier, the performance
and quality standard by which all other audio components must be judged, can be
leased for under $100 per month. To

Speaker .

arrange for a private consultation,

Tuner:
Preamp:

Amplifier

Linn Sondek Lp-12
Talisman S
Linn Basik LV-X
AdCorn GFT1-A
Acoustat TNP
Acoustat TNT -200
Acoustat 2+ 2

SOUND
BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York. NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

please call (213) 820-2578.
DIAMOND NEEDLES and STEREO CARTRIDGES at
DISCOUNT PRICES for SHURE. PICKERING, STANTON,

EMPIRE. GRADO, AUDIO TECHNICA, ORTOFON, MI-

CRO -ACOUSTICS, SONUS, ADC and LAST, send
S.A.S.E free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES. Dept. A., Box
69, Brooklyn, NY 11218. For fast COD service Toll Free
800-221-0906. N.Y. State (212) 871-3303. 9AM - 8PM
except Sunday. VISA.MC

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS: 6, 12, 18dB/octave. Kits
from $106.50. Transient -Perfect Crossover, $175. Free
folder. ACE AUDIO CO., 532 -5th St., E. Northport, NY
11731-2399. (516) 757-8990.
ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES!! OVER 100 BRANDS!

Paris Audio, 12401 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90025
94

AUDIO -VIDEO -CAR STEREO -COMPUTERS
ELECTRONIC EXPERTS 1000 ORANGE AVE..
WEST HAVEN. CT 06516
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FOR SALE
DYNACO OWNERS: 60,000 LBS parts accessories
kits. Free catalog. SCC, Box 551 (AM 1183) Dublin,
Ohio 43017. (614) 889-2117
ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTA-

A

We outperform the rest

D

Knowledge, custom service plus the
best names in stereo:

I

o

THIEL
MAD

AUDIO RESEARCH

LINN SONDEE
AUDIO GUEST
PROAC

COUNTERPOINT

DENON

AND MANY MORE

ACOUSTAT
ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS

(201) 744-0600

B&0

CSA AUDIO, 193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

TION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000: WEST.
(213) 840-0878.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FM ACOUSTICS from Switzerland-the world's best amplification-elegant. musical. lasting. Audio Connection in
NJ 201 239 1799

RECORD JACKET COVERS. Library quality 8 mil

EMT PHONO CARTRIDGES-Simply the world's finest
brand new factory sealed quantity limited $275.00 (219)
262-2201.

ENTER DESERT WAIL. Best service, excellent prices.
Intelligent selection of accurate translators, because only
music matters. Please write for information package. Post-

age refunded. 535 Cordova road #429 Santa Fe. NM
87501

EPIK MONITOR SYSTEMS
"EXQUISITE", "100% MUSIC", "BEST IN SHOW". were
compliments the EPIK Tower Monitors received at the
recent WCES. When judged with their peers, EPIK believes the same comments also apply to the smaller models of EPIK Monitor Systems. Dealer and individual inquiries invited. EPIK Monitor Systems, 653 Overland Trail.
Roselle Ill. 60172, (312) 894-0294.

vinyl. Protect and preserve your records today. $1.50
each. $12dz, Ideaco, Dept. 310, Box 890, Issaquah.
WA 98027

FM ANTENNA
Indoor Circularly Polarized FM -Stereo Antenna Maximized
reception with multipath rejection Patented contemporary
design ... $32.95 MAXTENNA, P.O. Box 3101, Quincy, IL,
62305.

FOCAL LOUDSPEAKERS AND KITS FROM FRANCE
Featuring: Neoflex cones, Fiberglass domes, Flatwound
wire. Active or passive crossovers. Compound woofer systems, Extensive design parameters. Available in the US

from MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS 8982
Tablebluff, Box 4283, Madison, Wisconsin 53711 608-767-

ESOTERIC AUDIO
SERVING SOUTHEASTERN MICHIGAN
Featuring: Ariston * Michell * Oracle * Pink Trian-

gle * AR Turntable *
Pick-up: Ortofon MC2000 * Alpha 1 * Accuphase
* Dynavector * Kiseki * Audio Quest * Promethean
* Osawa * Talisman * Gold Bug *
Arms: Sumiko Premier MMT * Zeta * Dynavector
501

Pre -amps: Audible Illusions * PS Audio * Threshold * Esoteric Audio Research * Monster Dual Mono

Moving coil pre -amp * Paul MGowan's PS Audio
MCA 2 *
Amps: PS Audio * Esoteric Audio Research class A
* Threshold
Loudspeakers: Spica * Rogers * Meridian * Pro -

Eliminate Your

"Patchcord Headaches"

2673.

FOR DOMESTIC & OVERSEAS USE NTSC PAL SECAM
TV's. VCR's. Video Cameras, Video Games & Computers.

Stereos, SW Radios & Appliances 110-220V, 50 60 Hz.
Lowest prices, Quick Delivery. Contact: Roma Entp., P.O.
B. 41127. Cincinnati, OH -45241, (513) 769-5363

FOR SALE-B&W 802's-$1500-Call Glenn at (6091
547-2615-weekdays after 6-all day weekends.

If you have more components than places to
hook them up, we
have a switching
system for you. For
complete information on switch boxes
for your tape decks,
signal processors, and speakers,
WRrrO OR CALL TODAY.

niles

audio

Dept. A, P.O. Box 160818
Miami, Florida 33116 (305) 238-4373

FOR SALE KLIPSCH KORNERHORNS. In Perfect condition call (609) 882-1047. after 6 pm.

Ac * Kindel * Thiel * Celestion (SL series) *
Accessories: Orsonic Head Shells, Namiki Direction

'the Zeta is the best sounding arm I've tried...capable of
bringing a whole new dimension to disc reproduction: - HIFI

Finder (rental) * Nitty Gritty * Last * Michigan's
biggest Monster Dealer * Sonrise Furniture * Ram
Tube Works *

ANSWERS.

"WATCH US EXPAND AND GROW"
JVC and HK
RECEIVERS AND SUCH
SERVING MICHIGAN'S MOST DISCRIMINATING
MUSIC LOVERS"
VISA -MASTER CHARGE
27861 Orchard Lake Rd., Farmington Hills, Michigan
48018
"FINEST PERFORMANCE"
313-553-8240
EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS
REGA. HEYBROOK, AR, THORENS. DUAL turntables:
ZETA. SYRINX, PREMIER, LOGIC, HELIUS, REGA tone arms: ADCOM, ARCAM. AUDIRE. CREEK. COUNTERPOINT, KENWOOD BASIC. KYOCERA. ROTEL, SHERWOOD, VSP LABS electronics: FRIED, HEYBROOK, MAS
925, MORDAUNT-SHORT speakers: SUPEX, TALISMAN.
GRADO & SIGNATURE, ARCAM, REGA cartridges: AUDIOQUEST, DECCA, NITTY GRITTY, THE PIG and other
accessories. EARS. P.O. BOX 658-U. W. COVINA. CA

91790. 818961-6158 EVENINGS. WEEKENDS. MC
VISA. MONTHLY SPECIALS.

'more dramatic in resolution, dynamic range enhanced, general
sharpening of instrumental positions.' - HIFI NEWS.

'bass was exceptionally good, deep, powerful, tight &
articulate... treble was sweet & transparent.' - HIFI CHOICE.

ETA

probably the best tonearm in the world?
'the sound overall was gratifyingly delicate. stereo imagery frankly
thought superb... good subjective dynamic range... excellent
trackability...the Brier is a superb pickup.' - HIFI NEWS
I

EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCTS offered David Berning.
Beard. Pink Triangle. Spica. Talisman. Audioquest, Goetz.
Melos Audio. JSE Infinite Slope. Heybrook. M&K. Sumiko.

Pentagram. Sonographe, Helius, Grace, and more. free
newsletter. Abbie's Audio, 302 E. High St., Waynesburg PA
15370, (412) 852-1134.

FINALLY!
RANDALL RESEARCH speaker
wire and interconnect cables improve your system as
dramatically as significantly upgrading your cartridge
or pre -amp. ACCURATE AUDIO. 1207 N. Coast Hwy.,
Laguna Beach. CA 92651. (714) 494-2030

FLAT HEAD ALLEN SCREWS: 10-32x3/4. black finish.
with trim washers; also blank faceplates. For information
write to: P. & S. Audio. P.O. Box 2131, Joliet. II. 60434.
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GOLDBUG

hand building sweeter MC cartridges
REFERENCE MONITOR INT. INC 6074 CORTE DEL CEDRO. CARLSBAD. CA 92008
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LEGENDS
EVOLVE ANI) IMPROVE.
Chestnut Hill Audio is at tire leading edge of musical technology Hear our new Sony LDP -101
Compact Digital Disc Player as well as legendary products from Accuphase. Acoustat. Acoustic
Electronics. Adcom. Amber. Apature. BK Components. Berning, Cabasse. Cotter. Denon. Dynavector. EMT. Euphonics. Fourier, Fried. Grace. Hafler. Infinity, Janis, Kenwood Purist, Koetsu, Kiseki,

Krell. LAST. Leach. Linn Sondek, J.A. Michell. Monster Cable. Music Reference. NAD, Oracle.
Origin. PS Audio Pioneer Video. Proton. Pyramid. Quad. RGR. Rogers. Signet. Sony. Spectral.
Spender, Sy'
Tandberg. Thorens. Threshold. 3D Acoustics, VPI, VSP Labs and Vandersteen
311 Cherry
Philadelphia Pa 19106 (2151 923-3035

CHESTNUT HII.I. AUDI() I:l'l).
AnSLN G.E.R'SD R

i VI?

FOR SALE
GOETZ SYSTEMS LOUDSPEAKERS: We challenge anyone to show us a more coherent, accurate, and dynamic
speaker at even twice the cost! Hear them at Audio by A.J.
Conti, Hudson NH (603) 883-4504

GOLD LION POWER TUBES: KT88, KT77, KT66.
Premium 12AX7, 12AU7, 12AT7, and 6DJ8, available
from IAI, 723 Bound Brook Road, Dunellen, NJ 08812.
or call 201-968-8771.

GOLDMUND NOW IN NEW JERSEY: We're delighted to

FOR SALE

represent this superb product AUDIO CONNECTION 201239-1799

FOUR INFINITY QUE 3 SPEAKERS $500.00 Per Pair
$900.00 All (404) 752-7772

GOLDMUND T3 $1595, Koetsu Onyx Gold $750. Electrocompaniet Mono Ampliwires $1750 pr, Keith Monks record
cleaning machine $995. 1405) 341-7980.

FREE SPEAKERKIT CATALOG! 17 proven designs. Also.
42 pages on 400 components. (JBL, crossover parts, polypropylene woofers), $2. GOLD SOUND. Box 141A. Englewood. CO 80151. (303) 789-5310.

GRADO CARTRIDGES: GTE + 1, GF3E - . G + in stock at
low prices. Audio Advisor. Inc. (616) 451-3868.

FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS IN NJ: AUDIO NEXUS has

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock. the superb Haller pre -amps, amplifiers, tuner and
equalizer. Immediate. FREE shipping. Also Acoustat. Adcom, Audire. Carver. Conrad -Johnson, Fried, Klipsch. Mi-

Vitt

REMOVES VOCAL FRO MO STEREO DISCS

Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove most or virtually all of
a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and leave most of
the background untouched! Not an equalizer! We can prove it
works on the phone. Write or call for brochure and demo record.

YOU SHOULD
For:

Time Delay/Ambience
Studio Echo/Reverb
Tape Noise Reduction
Parametric Equalization
Electronic Crossovers
Compressor/Expanders
Mic Preamp/Mixers
We manufacture a full line of high quality audio and recording

equipment. You will probably have to pay twice as much
elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make

our prices and quality possible. Write or call for a 24 page
brochure and demo record.

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. AU, P.O. Box 338,
Stone Mountain, GA 30086,
Phone (404) 493-1258

them all (201) 464-8238. 1201) 730-2409.

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Free shipping. Also
Nakamichi, Hater, Carver, Mitsubishi. Adcom, digital discs

and players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King
Street. Charleston. South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

GENE RUBIN AUDIO -LOS ANGELES
Linn Sondek
Naim Audio
Isobariks
Thorens
Conrad -Johnson
Acoustat
C.J. Walker
Creek
Spendor
Acoustic Research NAD
Celestion
Dual
Precision Fidelity PS Audio
Pre -paid shipping, (818) 571-1299, (Pac. time)

TOLL FREE: 1.800.241.3005 - Ext. 13

rage, Nakamichi, PS, Proton. SAE, Talisman. Thorens,
Vandersteen, digital discs and players. READ BROTHERS

STEREO. 593 King Street. Charleston. South Carolina
29403. (803) 723-7276.

HAFLER PLUS -The new Hafler DH220 power amplifier replacing the DH 200. reinforces David Hailer's commitment to quality in every product he designs. We carry the
full Hafler line. available in either kit or factory assembled.

Own some of the finest audio equipment! Now at extra
savings! PLUS -FREE shipping anywhere in the continental
U.S.. DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES. INC., 260 Old
Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801. (516) 822-5277.

HAFLER-3 YEAR WARRANTY
Assembled units are now warranted for three years. We

should have the following in stock: DH -100K $149.95, DH 100A $199.95, (NEW PREAMPS): DH -110K $324.95, DH -

110A $399.95. DH -112 $74.95. DH -160K $299.95. DH160A $399.95, DH -220K $349.95, DH-220KE $359.95.
DH -200A $449.95. DH-220AE $459.95, DH -330K $374.95,

Micro - coastics
THE WORLD'S FIRST
MICROPHONICALLY TUNED & DAMPED
PHONO CARTRIDGE

DH -330A $449.95 (NEW TUNERS), DH -500K $599.95,

DH-500KE $619.95, DH -500A $749.95, DH-500AE
$769.95. Accessones for above units. FREE SHIPPING IN
US AND PR. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Visa and Mas-

terCard. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS. INC.. Box
145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.

HEAR THE BEARD P-100 IN NEW ENGLAND
only at Audio Vision of N.E., 617-863-5221
HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH-

ER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION -BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000:
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION -BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000:
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

HONG KONG! 25% TO 60% SAVINGS on prestige audio
products from Europe and Japan. NAKAMICHI, GRACE,
ACCUPHASE, ROGERS, STAX. CELESTION, DYNA-

VECTOR. ALPINE. FR, SUPEX, SME. KEF. AUDIO CRAFT. ORTOFON. QUAD. AND MORE. For information
and price list send US$1 to: AUDIOPHILE EXPORTS CO.,

503A Dragon Seed Building. 39 Queens Road Central,

THE MICRO -ACOUSTICS 830CSA

Hong Kong

From the Company that brought you beryllium cantilevers, direct-coupled electrets, microcircuits, carbon fiber housings, van -balance and more, comes a significant New breakthrough in
cartridge design; Controlling Microphonics. Microphonic resonances exist in All electro/
mechanical devices. Though difficult to measure, they are perceived by the Most sophisticated
instruments; The Human Ear. Each 830CSA is individually tuned, damped and calibrated to
assure you of the finest performance achievable. In addition, the 830CSA incorporates a newly
shaped diamond stylus which is an analogue to the cutting stylus produced by the World's
largest supplier of recording styli, Micro -Point. This assures precise
stylus to groove tracing. Hear more from Micro. Audition the 830CSA.

ma

Micro -acoustics 99 Castleton Street, Pleasantville, NY 10570

914-747-1570

INTERSONICS-YOU'VE HEARD OF US: direct -export specialists: Japanese high-end.esoteric audio
components, accessories. parts, Japanese pressings,
OEM sourcing, more. Serving audiophiles and dealer
distributors with exceptional volume pricing, prompt
delivery, responsible backup. An AMERICAN enterprise: INTERSONICS, PO Box 113, Toyohashi 440.
JAPAN.

JANIS WOOFERS & INTERPHASE CROSSOVER/AMP
The Janis bass systems are the finest universal subwoofer
systems available. FREE SHIPPING IN US AND PR. Visa
and MC. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, INC.. Box 145. Oxford. OH 45056-0145.
513-523-3333, TLX427791.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MARANTZ, McINTOSH original tube covers, cabinets.

MCINTOSH SOLID STATE -bought. sold. and traded. 1313-229-5191 aft 7 EST

FOR SALE
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN QUALITY, USED STEREO EQUIPMENT? Send for the PLAY IT AGAIN

SAM newsletter -hundreds of listings -items for
sale -items sought -published 6 times per year. $6.
1 -year subscription. Send today to PLAY IT AGAIN

SAM, 12611 Madison Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio
44107. (216) 228-0040. Master Charge and Visa accepted.

JBL HARTSFIELDS, EV PATRICIANS, W'DALES. 408379-7965; 408-371-3512 PO Box 1211 Campbell CA
95009

J. B. L. SPEAKERS AND COMPONENTS used - bought.
sold. and traded 1-313-229-5191 eves. aft. 7 EST
JSE MODEL -1 INFINITE SLOPE LOUDSPEAKER!! UNPRECEDENTED rave reviews (Sensible Sound)! Now being enthusiastically demonstrated at Audio Nexus, New
Jersey's high -end Mecca. Experience this new reference
standard at $899 pair. (201) 464-8238, (201) 730-2409.

KURLUFF IS BUYING HIGH QUALITY TUBE and
solid state equipment and speakers such as: Audio
Research, Bedini. Levinson. McIntosh. Marantz,
Threshold. JBL, Amber, Altec, Ampex, etc. Call if you

have anything of interest. Kurlufl Ent., 4331 Maxson
Rd., El Monte, Ca. 91732 (213) 444-7079
LINN/NAIM PRICE ROLLBACK
We now offer a complete Linn/Naim System (LP12, Basik
LV-X with cartridge, Naim NAIT, Kan's with stands and 8
meters of Naim cable) for $1986. Price cuts on most Linn/
Naim products. FREE SHIPPING in US and PR. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Visa and MasterCard. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 450560145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.

LINN PRODUCTS & NAIM AUDIO:
Simply The Best Available
GENE RUBIN AUDIO (818) 571-1299

MAGNUM 95 FM & the new 105 FM sleuths always in
stock at Audio Connection. Enhance your FM enjoyment.
201-239-1799

MALOR AUDIO -CANADA -1-519-337-7122
Offer exceptional value in the P.S. IV PRE -AMPLIFIER, one of the many fine components by P.S. AUDIO.
Also:

ROGERS
BEAM
RAM

ARISTON
HAFLER
ALPHASON

SPENDOR
DYNAVECTOR
ZETA.

British Hi -Fi. Mags. All pre -paid: M.C. Visa accepted. Call (1pm-9pm) Mon -Sat., or write MALOR AU-

DIO. P.O. Box 120. Brights Grove, Ontario,
NON1C0

manuals. Reasonable (805) 646-5862
MARANTZ, MCINTOSH WANTED. Levinson, A.R.C., etc,
bought -traded. Collectible and esoteric components solicited from audiophiles and dealers who want to expand their
new sales with trade-ins but do not sell used. One piece or
several. Working or not, Availability guaranteed: Pyramid Ill
$495 pr. R.T.R. DR1 $1100 pr. Polk SDA1 $1095 pr.
Coloney AB1 air bearing arm and table (orig. $2 m) $1000.
Denon DP 7000 w/base $300. Denon DP 80 w/base $500.
Gem (Sota) $350. Ariston RDII Superior $450. A.R.C. SP3
al $425. ARC D150 $1850. Levinson ML1 $725. Mac C20

$225. Mac 2120 $395. Counterpoint SA2 late $595. Marantz 7 & 8b b/o. Tungsram 12AX7 new (12) $36. SOUND
INVESTMENTS N.Y. (212) 377-7282 noon to 3 p.m.
MCINTOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT -Bought -Sold -Traded
S.D.R. Box 176 Walton, NY 13856 eves. & weekends. 607865-7200. If no answer 607 865-5387.
MCINTOSH C28 PREAMP AND MC2505 POWER AMP.
JBL 4320s. walnut cabinets. All in excellent condition. 603889-1822 evenings.
MCINTOSH MI200AB $450, C22 $200. MR67 $200. MR71

w cabinet $400. MR78 mint $850. 1700 w cabinet $375.
1900 $750. Marantz 8B mint $500. SLT12U $250. 7T's
$160, $180. $200. Nagra 1V -L $1500 Teac AL700 ELCASET list $1.100 factory sealed $349. RX10 matching DBX
factory sealed $250. I've sold 200 elcaset machines to
delighted people. Accoustat RP2 preamp $450. Kenwood
KT7000 tuner $100. ReVox B790 table demo $500. B77
demo $900. 677 H.T.L.S. demo $900, G36 (tubed) $500.
J.V.C. TV41AU video tuner timer factory sealed $125.
Levinson JC2 $1,250. ADC Accutrac --6 table demo new
styli $175. Dyna FM3 $70. Advent 500 delay demo $375.
220V $375. 100A Dolby 110 220V sealed $135. Pioneer
RTU22 mint HTHS $1,000, VP1000 laser $350. Sealed
laser discs i.2 price used $10. Scott FM tubed tuners $50,
130 preamp $150, 265 poweramps tubed $300. Citation 3A
tuner $225. 1 preamp $150, 11 preamp $150. Audire Difet1 preamp $150. Phase Linear 3000MK2 preamp w head amp $200. AR XA table $70. 3A $175. Koss ESP9B mint
$85. Denessen Antares power $250. Cetus preamp $200
Crown D60
300 prerecorded RTR
both
$185. SX824 just factory serviced $1.100. DBX 124 $175.
B&W replacement drivers. 5.000 service manuals. many
SAMS Photofacts back to #50. Mullard 12AX7 $5.95. Ortofon STM72 $30. I maintain large data base for consignment

or trade -list your units with me WANT: Pioneer TAU11.
JT211, JT2044T, TECHNICS SH3433. SANSUI OSD1.
OSD2. Technics Elcaset, Thorens TD124. TD224, McIntosh. Marantz tubed. 1 Dahlquist D010. Everything money back satisfaction guaranty. Martin Gasman 779 Worces-

ter Street Wellesley MA 02181 617-CEL-TICS. (617-2358427)

MCINTOSH MR78 $699. MR74 $475. MX113 $575. BRB
200 $499. BRB10 $399. (713) 728-4343.
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VMPS AND
SPECIFICATIONS
There are good reasons for the dearth of
meaningful performance specifications in
most speaker advertising: One, no standards

exist on how or what to measure in

a

loudspeaker; Two, most loudspeakers do not
measure very well, particularly in important
areas as distortion, bandwidth, and linearity.

At VMPS we publish conservatively rated
specifications for total harmonic distortion
relative to input level/output sound
pressure/frequency over the entire operating range of each system (done because
floor -standing VMPS systems generate up
to 750/o less THD than even much more
expensive competitors). We specify bandwidth by the -3dB point (relative to 1 kHz) in

the bass and treble extremes, measured
with 1W input, with flat response in between
(resonance -free enclosure design and high
quality drivers allow our top five systems to
maintain flat amplitude response down into
the first musical octave and up to twice the
highest audible frequency]. All VMPS
systems are minimum phase over the entire
range, i.e. phase change is linear with
frequency, a prerequisite for true waveform
fidelity and coherent imaging. And the
impedance of each system is specified by its

minimum value, with little variation and a
complete lack of high -Q behavior both in the
bass region and at the crossover points. The

net result: speaker systems of outstanding

fidelity, naturalness, extraordinary bass

response and great dynamic impact.
Hear all the VMPS speaker systems,
including our new dual -driver Subwoofer

(19Hz-600Hz, 0.5°lc THD, 94dB/1W/1m,
$250ea kit, $375ea assem), the five -driver
MiniTower II (28Hz-30kHz, 1.5°/o THD,

96dB/1W/1m, $309ea kit, $439ea

asseml, the six -driver, triple 12" Tower II
(22Hz-30kHz, 0.7°/o THD, 98d8/1W/1m,
$419ea kit, $599ea assem), the nine -driver
Super Tower/R (20Hz-5OkHz, 0.5°/o THD,
99dB/1W/1m, $679ea kit, $969ea

assem), the sixteen -driver Super Tower
IIa/R (17Hz-50kHz, 0.25°ío THD, 101dB/
1W/1m. $999-1199ea kit, $1499-1699ea
assem),

and

the

magnificent four -piece

Widerange Ribbon ($5995 assem com-

plete with electronic crossover; also
available

in the Special Edition with 27 -

element Wondercap crossovers and Randall

We take great pleasure in announcing the limited availability
of our new basic preamplifier. If you thought depth, bloom,
and soundstage were the exclusive domain of expensive tube
units, we have a revelation for you. The Superphon basic has
greater than 500 millivolts high frequency overload, 58 dB of
gain, and low noise for use with many moving coils directly in.
The headaches are over, you CAN have music and reliability

without selling the farm.
Dealers contact: Norm Little
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Research internal wiring, $7500) at the

or write us for
brochures and test reports. Kits supplied
with fully assembled cabinets and prices
include free shipping in USA.
dealers listed below,

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. (tone Audio

1016 Contra Costa Dr., El Cerrito, CA

94530 (415) 526-7084
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio. Boston;
Cuomo's. Salem NH; Mike Hilliard, Shreveport La:
Audio Labs, Des Moines lo: Audio Advisor, Grand

Rapids Mi: Efficient Stereo, Torrance Ca.

SUPE RPHON

Woodland Stereo, Woodland Hills Ca; The Long Ear,
Big Bear Lake Ca; Sounds Unique, San Jose Ca: The

1840 W. 11th Ave.
Eugene, Oregon 97402

Listening Post. San Francisco: (tone Audio, El
Cerrito Ca: A-Vidd Electronics. Long Beach Ca:
Musical Images, Fresno Ca: Leisure Electronics,
Chugiak Ak.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS. Subchassis Kit $75.
Platter Coating $10. Replacement Spindle $25. Spring
Kit $8. High Torque Motor $45. Platter Balancing Ser-

MCINTOSH PLUS -McIntosh instruments are the Laboratory Reference Standard for the world. McIntosh designs
their equipment for a long life with low maintenance and
high quality performance. PLUS -FREE test report on your
new McIntosh equipment, on request, FREE shipping anywhere in the Continental U.S., Prompt delivery, Credit
cards accepted. DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES,
INC.. 260 Old Country Rd.. Hicksville. N.Y. 11801 (516)
822-5277

vice $10. Underground Sound. 2125 Central Ave..
Memphis, TN 38104. (901) 272-1275.

Sidereal
Akustic
Finally, a full range dynamic loudspeaker with speed
and accuracy beyond even the finest electrostatics
Without the size. complexity or sonic drawbacks of
these systems.
Designed from its inception to provide an essentially

flawless recreation of the original sound field, the
Sidereal Akustic Model Four Loudspeaker System is
startling in its life -like, three dimensional realism.

Sidereal Akustic invites you to audition the Model
Four Loudspeaker System in your Dealer's listening
room. We are confident your experience will be
enlightning and pleasurable.

Sidereal Akustic,.
Audio Systems Inc.
4035 Oceanside Blvd. Unit G-57
Oceanside. CA 92054 1619) 726-3150

FOR SALE

MELOS AUDIO AT PERSONALIZED AUDIO IN NEW
JERSEY. Call 201-752-3883.

MERRILL TURNTABLE
Features: Beautiful hand-crafted solid oak base. Seven layer. lead -lined laminated plinth. A unique and
sophisticated. three-point Constant Resonance Suspension System designed to absorb tonearm release
energy. Tunable with arms weighing 7 oz. to 2 lbs.
Twenty-four pole synchronous motor. Two-piece high
inertia aluminum platter with a unique lead damping
ring. Comes with soft vinyl dust cover. Price: $585.00.
For more information contact: Underground Sound,
2125 Central Ave.. Memphis, TN 38104. (901) 2721275.

MOD SQUAD MASTERPIECE
Extraordinary products (Triplanar Tonearm. Phoenix
Preamplifier, Oracle Power Supply. MacMod Tonearm
& Interconnect Cables. Tiptoes. MacMod Crossover).

and exceptional modifications (QUAD amplifiers,
Belles and Spatial preamplifiers. Ittok, Mission. SME
and Technics EPA -100 tonearms, QUAD 63 and Rogers LS3 5A speakers). We combine the supremacy of
aerospace technology with the sensitivity of meticulous handcraftsmanship. Request a complete catalog
from THE MOD SQUAD, 144 Athena Street. Leucadia
CA 92024 (619) 436-7666.

a single board with LIPS circuit. Write for our brochure
review packet on all of our products. Musical Concepts.
1060 Fifth Plaza. Florissant, MO 63031, 314-831-1822

industry news and lively product reviews.
The best
of next -year's models available today. Exclusive
worldwide closeout offers. $15 subscription includes
a $15 discount coupon and money -back guarantee.
ELECTRONICS
H/K 340 Rec. 120 W/chi
H/K 450 Rec.130 W/ch I
Sansui Z9000X Rec.
Sansei AU -1311 Integ. Amp
Saneui SE -77 EC)
Sansul 5E-9 EC).
Yamaha R-20001150 W /ch.i

Masubah, '04' Micro System

SUBSCRIBER
RETAIL
COST
5300
$330
$960

$1000
5280
5700
5900
51,320

PERFECTIONIST AUDIO -BEST TRADES
VSP, Audire, Kyocera, Hafler, PS Audio, Spendor, Spica,
KEF, DCM, Vandersteen, Micro-Seiki, Grace, Dynavector,
1221 Caledonia, Mankato MN 56001. 507-345-7186 Daily
except Monday.

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES. RECEIVERS. CASSETTE DECKS. TURNTABLES. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION -BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000:
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

$128
$158
5528

5200
S500
5250

$148
$389.

$598
$498.
$158.

$198.
CALL!

P11090 CARTRIDGES
Grace Level 11 BE

Denon DL -303
Onolon OM -20
BBD MMC2
CASSETTE DECKS
H/K 705 idoiby e. RA)
Nakamichi 130.2
Devon DRM-2
AIWA ADS -990
Sansei D990R
CO PLAYERS
Sony CDP-701 Es
Yamaha CD -X1

Hitachi DA-1000/sansei DADS.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS (all Quotas are per pair)
MAW DM220
Raw DM2000
JR 149.
Gale 401C (call for details/
NATIONWIDE

WARRANTY

5350
5400
$150
8290.

5450
$450
$400
$600
5650

51.500
5600
$1,000

$178.
$245.
$64.
$188.
5196.
$338.

CALL!

$384.
$343.

Cartridge:
Tuner:

Preamp:

Speakers:

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS is the sole U.S. importer for the MAS Mkl belt drive turntable. Manufactured in England by CJ Walker Ltd., this three point
adjustable sub -chasis turntable otters soundquality
only previously available in the Walker CJ55 and in
turntables costing three or four times its modest $279
suggested retail price. Don't take our word for it. Call
or send for a reprint of the December Audio Magazine
review. Ask for a rebate certificate good at any of our
dealers when you purchase a MAS Mk I or CJ55
Turntable. Call or write MUSIC & SOUND IMPORTS,
30 Snowflake Rd. Huntingdon Valley. Pa. 19006 or call
516-585-4746 or 215-357-7858. Ask about our other
fine audiophile products like CJ WALKER, CREEK

AUDIO Integrated Amp & Tuner, ALPHASON and
MAS 282 Precision tonearms the MAS 925 loudspeaker and the incredible MAS High Output Moving

Coil cartridge which sells for only $99. DEALER
INQUIRIES INVITED

NAKAMICHI BUYERS BEWARE
Nakamichi goods not designed for sale in the United States

are being sold by unauthorized dealers. NAKAMICHI
U.S.A. CANNOT BEAR ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR
SALES OR SERVICING OF UNITS NOT COVERED BY
OUR APPLICABLE WARRANTY. For the name of your
nearest authorized Nakamichi dealer, call 1-800/421-2313.
In Calif., call 213/451-5901.
NAKAMICHI NAKAMICHI SHAMEFULLY LOW PRICES:
Cassette Decks, Turntables, Automotive Products. Extended 15 Month Warranties; Local Warranty Service Available
In Some Areas; We Professionally Service What We Sell:
Dealer Inquiries Invited; No Affiliation With Nakamichi USA;
VISA/MC; COD. AudioWorkShop 1-206/323-4987

PS AUDIO = SUPERB VALUE
Gene Rubin Audio (818) 571-1299 (PAC.)

There's magic in your record grooves. And the experts agree: the PS IV brings it all out.
Micron M/C
cartridges
No need for
amp
transf
.a
ormer

h

\

Line amp bypass

for highest
sonic purity

Infinitely adjustable
reststive loading
for cartridges

Star Grounds
for lower nosse
and distortion

31-ppoosshon

Noble Volume Control
adds no coloration

$636 w/
high-ru ent

CALL
CALL!

,mote

$444.

$500
CALL!
$1,300
CALL!
$600
$268.
51,500
$499.
CAR STEREO/VIDEO/BLANK TAPE
Alpine 7347
5600
CALL
Kenwood KRC.1022
$650
$421,
Sony"Betamov,e$1.600. $1,275.
JVC GR-C1 VHS Movie
51.700. 81,298.
Sony "ES' C90 metal tape
CALL!
Sony UCXS C90 lint ship)
$31./case
Sony 7120 or L750HG line. ships
589./ease
Al! offers subject to availability

For Info. Call 609-921-OBOO
98

Tonearm:

THE PS IV IS THE SECOND BEST
VALUE IN AUDIO.
THE FIRST IS YOUR RECORDS.

$544

TURNTABLES
Dorton DP -11F
Mitsubishi LT -5V (linear tracking/
Thorens TD. 166 II

Linn Sondek Lp-12
Linn Basik LV-X
Audioquest 404
Adcom GFT1-A
Counterpoint SA -7
Robertson 2140
FUselier 3.3

Turntable:

Amplifier:

MUSICAL CONCEPTS NEW PRODUCTS: TP-200 (7 amp
toroid power transformer) replaces standard 4 amp transformer of the Hafler DH -200 and DH -220. LIPS (described
elsewhere in this issue). MC -1 preamp board (replaces PC
board of the Hafler DH -101, others) dual mono preamps on

Our subscribers enjoy the benefits of international
shopping at home!
THE SOURCE newsletter filled with international

MORE WITH
FOUR
SYSTEM
(UNDER 543001

powe

aph

THE PS IV IS NOW THE

PS IV "H!"

s ,o.uDiD

Smoother than ever! Imaging
and harmonic integrity have
improved 1% Resista metal
film resistors now used

throughout. All without ayy
change in price' PS OWNERS:
contact your PS dealer for
upgrading details.

NO ONE EVEN COMES CLOSE
3130 Skyway Drive 301, Santa Maria, California 93455. 805-928-2631.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NEW AT AUDIO CONNECTION IN NJ Perkins loudspeaker and Quicksilver tube electronics 201-239-1799

PINK TRIANGLE TURNTABLES: Clearly superior.
For dealer list. contact IAI, 723 Bound Brook Road.

REVOX A77 OPEN REEL TAPE DECK 101/2" exc. condition $900, Koss ESP -9 Electrostatic headphones $75.
(212) FA4-0238 after 6 P.M. and all day weekends. Bob.

Dunellen, NJ 08812, or call 201-968-8771.
NEW CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER ONE AMP, Premier
Two pre amp $6000. sacrifice $4000. delivered 1-507-3457186

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH-

ER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CON-

PINK TRIANGLE TURNTABLES AT PERSONAL-

SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000.

IZED AUDIO IN NEW JERSEY. Call 201-752-3883.

WEST: (213) 840-0878.

NEW! MARK 9 POWER AMPLIFIERS. Vaccum tube
mono amp rated at 250 watts. 30 Hz to 20 KHz. Six 6550A
output tubes. Dynaco A491 output transformer, regulated

POINT SOURCE RIBBON LOUDSPEAKERS: NOW

power supply-$750.00 wired and tested. Quantities limited. Write today for free products brochure. Audio Classics
Atlanta P.O. Box 690 Roswell, GA 30077-690

range. ' P.E.T." tweeter, dynamic woofer, 25Hz to 25

OUR HAFLERS HAVE LIPS
LIPS, our low impedance power supply, produces striking
improvements in control, imaging. and tonal balance when
used to replace the regulators of the Haller DH -101. 110
and 100. The sound is far superior to dual mono designs
using average regulators. LIPS is a small PCB. A bolt -in
replacement for the Haller DH -101 and other preamps
requiring r. 12V to c 24V. Our Hailers have LIPS and they
sound like it! Musical Concepts. 1060 Fifth Plaza. Florissant. MO 63031.314-831-1822
NEW YORK ACOUSTICS
High performance kits and parts including Strathearn ribbons, Modified Panasonic Leaf Tweeters, audio grade capacitors and much more. Catalog $2.00. New York Acoustics, 578 Nepperhan Avenue, Yonkers, New York 10701.
PS AUDIO'S INCREDIBLE PSIV CHALLENGES any preamplifier. Audio Nexus, NJ. (201) 464-8238. (201) 7302409.

HEYBROOK-"MADE FOR MUSIC"-Available at: ABBIES AUDIO, Waynesburg, PA (412) 852-1134; ABSOLUTE AUDIO, Santa Ana. CA (714) 547-4497; ABSOLUTE
AUDIO, Woodland Hills, CA (213) 716-8500: ABSOLUTE
AUDIO SYSTEMS. Rockford. IL (815) 962-2806: ACS LIM
ITED, Berkeley, CA (415) 841-4192: AUDIO CONNECTION, Verona, NJ (201) 239-1799: AUDIO ENCOUNTERS, Hollywood, FL (305) 921-5751; AUDIO FILE. Austin. TX (512) 443-9295; BILL CASE SOUND, San Antonio
TX (512) 224-6131; COMMUNITY AUDIO, Philadelphia,
PA (215) 843-9918; EARS, La Puente. CA (213) 961-6158;
HI -Fl GALLERY, Indianapolis, IN (317) 253-5141; LISTEN-

ERS SHOP, McLean, VA (703) 734-0887: MUSIC ONE.
Greenville, MS (601) 335-0380; PRECISION AUDIO, Rio
Piedras, PR (809) 763-4542; PRO MUSICA, Chicago, IL
(312) 883-9500; STEREO SHOP. Martinez, GA (404) 8639143; STEREO SHOWCASE, Dayton, OH (513) 299-3013;
THE MUSIC ROOM. Olathe, KS (913) 764-2022. IMPORTED AND DISTRIBUTED BY:
D'ASCANIO AUDIO
11450 Overseas Highway
Marathon, FL 33050
(305) 743-7130
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

When judging design,
the only criterion is

AVAILABLE FROM MELOS AUDIO. Ribbon mid-

mt_sicality.

kHz, less than $2000. "POINT ONE" SYSTEM by
Melos Audio, 723 Bound Brook Road, Dunellen, NJ
08812. or call 201-968-8771.

PORTABLE EQUIPMENT: UHER, Sony. Sennheiser.
AKG, Beyer-Dinamic, Fostex, Accessit, GLI, Send SASE,
(Specify Model), Carpenter Sound Sales, Box 1321, Meadville. Pa. 16335-0821
PRO -AC LOUDSPEAKERS IN NEW ENGLAND
only at Audio Vision of N.E.. 617-863-5221

RANDALL RESEARCH
"Indispensable .... These cables, individually or in
tandem, evoked a great many superlatives regarding

the quantity and quality of sound .... an absolute

This simple fact is why
every Counterpoint design
receives world-wide
recognition as being
among the very best,
regardless of price.

Meticulous circuit design
results in sjrprising musical
clarity and dimensionality.
Exacting standards offer
consume -ate value, today
and tomcrrow.

advance in cable performance.- These are statements
expressed by the editor of Audiogram. Gary Vart, after
reviewing our new Symmetrical TX Interconnect and

Counterpoint technology
Complerrenting art.

32 TBC Speaker Cable systems. Send or phone for
this review. Better yet. listen for yourself in one of our
dealer sound rooms'
RANDALL RESEARCH

Counterpoint Electronic Systems. inc.

719 Fernleaf
Corona Del Mar. CA. 92625
(714) 760-1539

FOR INFORMATION WRITE

PO. Box 12294 La Joao. California 92037
USP (619) 453-9090

TELEX:691600 TO LSA ATTN: CPT

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS. TUNERS, PREAMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST
PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

platead

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
We're happy to present TAFELMUSIK: POPULAR MASTERWORKS OF THE BAROQUE. Keith Johnson has
made another beautiful recording for your delectation. This
time. he has captured Canada's original -instrument Baroque orchestra playing favorites, including Bach's 'Air on
the G String," the Pachelbel Canon in its original version.

SPEAKER STANDS

as well as dances and suites by Handel, Purcell and
Telemann. Recorded in a vaulted ceiling stone church, the

ambience is perfect for music of this elegant era. Only
$16.98 postpaid. Order RR -13 in a deluxe 45 rpm half speed mastered Japanese pressing directly from Reference Recordings, PO Box 77225X. San Francisco, CA
94107 (408)745-7159. Visa'MC welcome. Dealer inquiries
invited!

"blo

SAVINGS
"Why Settle For Less When You Can Own The Best"

AUDIO/VIDEO/CAR STEREO COMPONENTS
Relaxed "NO RUSH'' Showroom
"'Custom Installation & Repairs
Trade-ins Accepted
FEATURING OVER 60 BRANDS INCLUDING:

',Professional Advice
',Financing Available
ADS
*Advent

AIWA
*Amber
*AR

Blaupunkt
Bose

"'FREE Delivery & Set Up

Boston Acoustics
Gem
Celestion
*Grace
Concord
Grado
DBX
Harman Kardon
Hitachi
Denon
Kyocera
Dynavector
*Mitsubishi
Energy Loudspeaker

Urkyo
0rtatan
Phase Linear
Pyramid

Sequerra
Soundcrattsmen

Sony
Sound Dynamics
Thorens

Plateau speaker stands provide an easy

*Vampire Wire
C J Walker
and more

improve the performance of your audio
system. Designed to acoustically de couple and position the speaker, Plateau

Signet

provides tigPter bass, more focused mid-

range and precise stereo imaging. For
more information and the name of your
nearest Pla:eau dealer, please write:

CALL OR WRITE HAROLD MINTO

SzS
r+so,ti.cu.,d
-""

PERFORMANCE AUDIO/VIDEO
(516) 378-4389
365 S. Bayview Ave. Freeport, L.I., New York 11520
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and inexpensive way to dramatically

Retail

Mail Order
Export

Canada

Naiad Products Inc
Box 1840

Brantford, Ontario
N3T 5W4

United States
Naiad Products Inc
Box 1250 Falls Sta.
Niagara Falls, N.Y.
14303-0260

99

Ectr/flEd
203-937-0106
Lowest Possible Prices !!
AUDIO

CAR PRODUCT

VIDEO

COMPUTERS - (HARDWARE - SOFTWARE)
VIDEO GAMES

TELEPHONES

MORE

'

FULL WARRANTY - FAST DELIVERY
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG I!
al996ORANGE AVE.
WEST HAVEN. CT. 06516

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

REFERENCE RECORDINGS

ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTA-

Linn lovers and others: Announcing our new 33' 3 rpm
label, A & R PRODUCTIONS! First release on A&R-'The
Human Holiday"-is a multimedia comic extravaganza in
the tradition of The Firesign Theatre and Monty Python
written. performed and produced by Sleight of Mind. with

TELEDAPTER")
Model TE -200 easily connects het-

SOUND TO
YOUR TV!

ween any TV or VCR and your stereo

'

systems aux. or tape inputs. Teledaplers matrix stereo circuitry takes
a mono signal from the TV or VCR.
and synthetically produces two stereo channels. so exciting and dimen-

sional. you will think you're al the
theatre. The TE -200 also matches the

impedances and serves as an Moll
don interface. Order yours today. complete with all Instructions. cables.
and prompt 30 day refund guarantee

you're not satisfied. Only $39.95
plus 03.00 ship. Mail: check. MO.
it

Visa. MC or OC V or call 24 hours. ask

1[4 z.

(213) 840-0878.

spectacular sonic effects by our own Prof. Keith Johnson. A

HAFLER, REVOX. TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH-

cross between a consciousness seminar and a Tupperware party, "The Human Holiday" asks the burning ques-

ER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000:

tion,

"Is there humor on the other side?" Destined to

become a cult classic among those who love Lily Tomlin
Tom Lehrer and Ruth Draper. "The Human Holiday," AR 1001, is available for only $9.98 postpaid from Reference
Recordings, PO Box 77225X, San Francisco, CA 94107
(408)745-7159. Visa -MC welcome. Dealer inquiries invited!

WEST: (213) 840-0878.

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000:
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

SIGNAL PROCESSOR KITS-Now you can get the

ADD STEREO

TION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262.4000: WEST:

world's finest sound processing equipment in kits from
Sound Concepts. The KIR-1 Image Expander projects a
more detailed sonic image far beyond the confines of your

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PREAMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST
PRICES. EAST: (9041 262-4000: WEST: (213) 840-0878.

loudspeakers using the same patented process as the
critically acclaimed IR2100. yet costs only $97.00, shipping

included. The KVSP-1 Stereo Synthesizer creates phase
and amplitude difference signals from any mono sound
source to simulate the spatial characteristics of high quality
stereo. For only $92.00 the same system used by leading
film and record producers can add theater like sound to
your TV viewing. Each kit has been published as a major
article describing its operation and construction. Reprints
are $1.00 each. Use your VISA. MC or money order for
immediate delivery. SOUND CONCEPTS. Box 135 Brookline. MA 02146

SONY TC850-2 REEL W/RM-16 REMOTE, SPARE 4TR
head block, manuals $450 & shipping. SAE 5000 impulse
nr unit $50 & shipping 904-476-6816 nights

START WITH
SEPARATES
SYSTEM 1

for our free catalog and the name of
your nearest dealer.

TOLL FREE

1-800-251-8608

RIIOAnEr

DEPT. 122. P.O. BOX 1316

COLUMBIA. TENN. 38402-1316

(UNDER 527001

SUBSONIC FILTERS, 18 or 24dB"octave (from $98.50)
remove unwanted noise thumps from passband. Free flyer
wreviews. ACE AUDIO CO.. #532 -5th St.. East Northport.
NY 11731-2399. (516) 757-8990.

Turntable:
Cartridge:
Preamp:
Tuner:

Amplifier

Speakers

FET two series II preamplifier

Rega Planar 3
Dynavector DV -10X3
Adcom GFP-1A
Adcom GFT1-A
Adcom GFA-2
Snell Type E's

SOUND
BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

SNELL TYPE All LOUDSPEAKERS, like new. $1150.,
Snell electronic crossover, $225. Perreaux 2150-B power
amp, 3 weeks old. $1075. Quicksilver MS -190 tube power
amp demo, save. Audio by A.J. CONTI, Hudson NH (603)
883-4504

SYRINX TONEARMS AT PERSONALIZED AUDIO
IN NEW JERSEY. Call 201-752-3883.

Threshold's FET two series II is a preamplifier whose gain path
simplicity assures extraordinary resolution and the highest level of
uncolored musical accuracy.

Threshold

Its newly developed active moving coil stage couples so directly
with the cartridge that the same electrons which cycle through
the cartridge coils are the ones which appear at the output of the
stage, but at a higher voltage potential.
The moving magnet and high level stages employ FET devices
exclusively in an extremely simple and direct topology. These
devices are class A biased through use of monolithic JFET current
regulators, and are maintained at their most linear transfer characteristic with a precision equivalent to separate power supplies for
each channel.
Now, at an investment level previously restricted to conventional
technologies, the FET two series II continues Threshold's tradition
of musical purity coupled with component parts and assembly
craftsmanship at the highest levels of the industry.

SYRINX TONEARMS NOW DISTRIBUTED
THROUGH IAI: For information and dealer lists, contact IAI, 723 Bound Brook Road, Dunellen, NJ 08812
or call 201-968-8771.

TALISMAN SAPPHIRE: CROWN JEWEL OF moving
coils. Audio Nexus, NJ. (201)464-8238, (201)730-2409.

LOWER PRICES
BY GEORGE!
Low prices and expert
advice on the widest se
lection of audiophile
components anywhere
Phone Orders Welcome
Nation -Wide delivery.
Catalog SI

For information on the full Threshold line and a technical paper
covering contemporary amplifier design write:

VISA/MC/AMEX

QUCiÍO

Threshold Corporation

°_OC1vÍSCr,Ír1C.

1832 tribute road suite e sacramento california 95815
616-451-3868

100

BOX 6202
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SPEAKERS

TELEFUNKEN, APMPEREX, GENALEX and other top
quality audio tubes available. Contact S.J. Wallace, 1203

WESTERN ELECTRIC TUBES, SPEAKERS, AMPLIFIERS WANTED, MAURY 713-728-4343.

ELECTRO -VOICE AUTHORIZED DEALER -Speaker

Success St., Pittsburgh, PA 15212.

WHOEVER SAID THAT TUBE ELECTRONICS had to be
ugly or unreliable hasn't seen Counterpoint! The Audio
Doctor. Buffalo. MO. (417) 345-7245

THE HIGHLY ACCLAIMED SPICA TC-50
IS IN BOSTON
only at Audio Vision of N.E.. 617-863-5221

ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTA-

TION -BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
BANG & OLUFSEN PRODUCTS AND NAKAMICHI CAS-

THORENS TD -160 SUPER TURNTABLE with SME Series

Ill tonearm, $365: Denon DL -103 Gold moving -coil cartridge (unused), $95; Sansui AU -D11 120 -watt integrated
amp, $445; Sony ST -J60 digital FM tuner, $160. Call Michael at (212) 794-1430 (leave message).

TUNE-UP YOUR TONEARM! Better sound begins in your
tonearm. Call today for a free consultation on our important
improvement options. When you give your system a richer

gives you more "musical" music. THE MOD
SQUAD, 144 Athena Street, Leucadia CA 92024 (619)
signal,

components stocked including 30" woofer. CD35 and Interface speakers. Professional microphones, Sentry monitors.
Low Prices. Call Rick Marder at (201) 561-8123

it

SETTE DECKS -IN STOCK AT BEST PRICES. (717)

(213)840-0878.

774-2618

. J COMPACT

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH-

ER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION -BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000:
WEST: (213) 840-0878.
HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS. TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION -BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000:
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

DIGITAL AUDIO

SONYcDP-e. cDP-6tasCDP-200
COP-1t01ot

_

.

.

..,,..

CDP-400

i ciemo minvi out ISO rnle territory

SALE PRICES

FREE DISCS

JOIN OUR DISOOUNT CD OLUB

436-7666.

520 per year gets 20% off all discs all the time

"TWENTY YEARS OF "AUDIO" (1960-1980). Best offfer.
Rte. 2, Box 14, Chestertown, MD 21620, 301-778-5324"

NEW

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC

VANDERSTEEN 2C DIMENSIONAL PURITY
With recent improvements in driver technology, this classic

STEREO BI -AMP
STEREO TRI-AMP

$1125.00. Stands extra. FREE SHIPPING in US and PR.
WORLDWIDE SHIPPING. Visa and MasterCard. OXFORD
45056-0145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.
VENDETTA RESEARCH John Curl announces the release
of two new products. The TPC-1 Transient Perfect Crossover is continuously adjustable 60 Hz -300 Hz. For Sub -

woofers Only. $395. The SCP-1 Symmetrical Cascode
Pre -preamplifier is a direct coupled. all FET design with
continuously variable input loading. $750. 2985 College
Avenue, Berkeley. CA 94705 (415) 845-7436

WALKER CJ55 & LINN BASIK LV-X
We offer this extremely effective disc system at the NEW
LOWER PRICE of $559.00, delivered in the US or PR.
WORLDWIDE SHIPPING. Visa and MasterCard. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford.
OH 45056-0145. 513--523-3333. TLX427791.
1-800-245-6000
TAPE WORLD
TDK: MAR -90
TDK: MA -90
TDK: SAX -90

TDK: ADX-90
TDK: SA -90
TDK: SA -60
TDK: AD -90
TDK: AD -60
TDK: 0-90
TDK: D-60
MAXELL, TDK: T-120, L-750 Hi -Grade
MAXELL, TDK: T-120, L-750
MAXELL: XLI or IIS-90
MAXELL: UDXL I or 11-90
MAXELL: UDXL I or 11-60
MAXELL: UD-90
MAXELL: LN-90
MAXELL: XL 135-90B
MAXELL: UD35-90
SONY: UCXS-90

6.39
4.39
3.09
2.69
2.19
1.89
1.89
1.49
1.19
1.05

6.99
8.99
3.15
2.35
2.19
1.99
1.29

6.49
4.99
2.49

WE WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITORS PRICE OF
THE TOTAL ORDER by 1%. $3.75 Shipping any size

order in US. VISA, MC no extra charge. COD add
$1.65. Minimum COD order $40.00. PA add Sales
Tax. All orders shipped within 48 hours. M -F, 8:305:00

323 Brown Ave., Box 361, Butler, PA 16001
412-283-8621

HAFLER -Receiver-

CROSSOVERS

is even more analytical and revealing! IN STOCK at
AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH

ecOuSTAT I -I 51395

D14i00 preamp S1099 asseRrOied
D1-1220 power amp S799 kit

DH330 FM Tuner w/3 yr warranty

$139
$230

rUTHER SLA-31 $850

Free Dynavector DV23R Ruby

"AMID ME T-1 5259

Free 30' Vampire W,re

vel controls and subsonic filters,
mmers, optional. Filters, regulated
wer supplies, equalizers, are also
ilable.
Free catalog and price sheet

L

I roe , Ion Lambda Jr
E le, tn,5latu Headphones

FRIED 02 5359

Free 50 Monster Cable

KRELL KSA-50 51900

Free 1m pr REFERENCE cable
Free 40' 1 OWERLINE

íorA Sapphire 5850

Free cartridge/Torearen

wgnment/Sent'. Free nana. clamp
Free Carbon Fibre Brush

NI sales Include Free Delivery In USA
411
sale prices cash/check only Call for details re
MC/VISA/AMEX Subject to prior sale Quantities limited

e4p24e9 Eng. Lab.
28 Jefferson BI. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397-9668
AUDIO

aq

617-547-2727

cud i oquest

The AudioQuest stable of products includes the famous AQ series of
moving coil cartridges with hollow sapphire cantilevers. The AQ404,
AQ606 and A0808 are high output models designed to feed a normal
phono input. The AQ505, A0707 and AQ909 are low output models

requiring an extra gain stage. The new AQ1.1 is a medium output
model designed for the new generation of "high gain" preamps. We
also make the remarkably inexpensive GroovDancer MC+ high

output moving coil and the GroovDancer IM+ induced magnet
cartridge. The AQ Shadow tonearm along with the AQ 317/LW and
AQ 407/LW all come with LiveWire headshell leads and a LiveWire
tonearm cable. Whether you are spending $325, $575 or $825 these
arms will let you hear what your cartridge is supposed to sound like
instead of the harshness and resonance -induced mistracking so
common in other arms. Don't forget the superb LiveWire inter-

connecting and speaker cables, the only good looking sound

paneling, AudioQuiet One and Two, the AQ record brush and AQ
stylus cleaner. The latest AQ product is an extremely effective record
mat which supports and damps for the least colored sound possible.

AT AUDIOQUEST WE TALK MERIT - NOT MARKETING'
We specialize in Phonograph Needles & Cartridges.
Toll Free: 800-368-3506

3857 birch street. *610

neulport beoch, collfornlo 92680

714 / 720 1995

Featuring the cartridges of

Boston Acoustics
Needle in a Haystack. Inc.

Pi, Box 114dti Washington. DC 20041

'We're Needling the World'' Send for a free catalog.
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New England's headquarters for
Compact Disc players, software,
and associated components.

)d LI Music

K k;si rx,rm,Pnx,rnnasl-sw-xn,-

RECORDS

RECORDS

ALBUM LIQUIDATORS, UHQR's. Half -Speeds, Direct
Discs, Japanese. dbx, more. The Beatles Collection $245
shipped. All quantities limited. Catalog $1.00. TBT & Assodates. P.O. Box 11341, Chattanooga, TN 37401.

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. ANTI -STATIC

AUDIOPHILE SOFTWARE

RECORDS

We carry only the world's highest quality audiophile soft-

LP's: MOBILE FIDELITY, SHEFFIELD, TELARC, DELOS,

New, complete
catalogs are now available as follows:
P
og
1) Audiophile recordings-labels include Sheffield, Ref-

REALTIME, DBX, REFERENCE RECORDINGS,
SEFEL, SONIC ARTS, CRYSTAL CLEAR and more.

erence, Meridian, Sonic Arts, Opus 3, American
Gramophone, Proprius and many more.
2) Half -Speed master recordings from Mobile Fidelity

COMPACT DISCS: TELARC, DELOS,
REALTIME and more.

and others.
3) DBX encoded records and cassettes
stocked in U.S.A.

Jazz-the

PLANS & KITS

ware.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS -1984

4) Inventory: Japanese import

POLY LINED SLEEVES, REPLACEMENT CARDBOARD
JACKETS. OPERA BOXES. 78 SLEEVES, ETC. FREE
CATALOG. MC VISA PHONE ORDERS, 614-299-0476.
614-272-6715. CABCO PRODUCTS, A-4. BOX 8212, CO LUMBUS, OHIO 43201.

SPEAKER KITS AND SPEAKER CABINETS. Constant
voltage crossovers and heavy guage air core coils. Will
manufacture custom design cabinets to your specifications.
Let us quote "free on quantities of 10 or more. Send $3.00
for our 1984 speaker kit catalog. AUDIO DESIGN PROD UCTS, P.O. Box 2166, Knoxville, TN 37901

CASSETTES: MOBILE FIDELITY, DELOS,
IN -SYNC, DBX and more.

largest

5) Inventory: Japanese import Rock-hundreds of new
and classic titles Complete Japanese catalog over
6,000 titles: Jazz only $3, Rock $3, both $5)

Plus hard -to -find audiophile accessories from MONSTER
CABLE, AUDIO TECHNICA, MOBILE FIDELITY, VPI, Nagoaka, LAST and more.

Send $1 for each catalog to: SUPERSOUND RECORD
SERVICE, P.O. BOX 82-A, Forest Park, IL 60130, (312)
366-1300 (Ask Alice 1-5pm, weekdays)

PLUS FREE GIFTS, SPECIAL SALES, FREE BONUSES,
FREE NEWSLETTER, TOLL -FREE CREDIT CARD ORDERING, FREE CATALOGUES.

CLASS-A-UNDERGROUND-We discount audiophile
discs and many quality products. Free catalog: 35 North
Greenbus Road, West Nyack. New York 10994. Visa-

THE QUALITY CONNECTION
Dept. A
18653 Ventura Blvd., Suite 314
Tarzana. California 91356
(213) 882-3542 (Catalogue Requests)
(800) 423-0688 (Credit Card Ordering)

Mastercard accepted.

PROTECT YOUR LPS POLY SLEEVES for jackets 13c.
Poly lined paper 15c. Square bosom inner sleeves 8c
White jackets 35c. Postage $2.50. House of Records.

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.

Hillburn, NY 10931

Catalogue-$2.50. House of Records, Hillburn, New York

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SALE-AUDIO SHOP well established and success ful. In beach resort college town near San Francisco, Cali fornia. Excellent growth, low overhead. Doctor of Audio
Electronics. 1418 Soquel Avenue. Santa Cruz. CA 95062.

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE
ATTENTION WANTED: MCINTOSH. MARANTZ, WEST -

ERN ELECTRIC. ARC, BERNING TUBE EQUIPMENT.
713-728-4343. MAURY CORB. 11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON TX 77096

10931.

RARE OUT OF PRINT RECORDS: Warehouse stock reasanable prices. Catalog $1., Melody House Records, Box
607, Ansonia Station, New York, NY 10021.

litiskimEnig

AUDIO INTERNATIONAL COMPANY SINCE 1974. All
items listed by Aberst, Corb. Yo. Highest price. Integrity.
(805) 646-5862
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BEST TRADES OFFERED-Acoustat, Audio Research.

THE NOVA CPA -100

r Z111114 NW 1~1~11111~

MI

The world's finest all JFET solid-state
ream Dealer inquiries invited,
preamp.

7

Contact:

III

tl

The knowledge, creativity
and dependability you
expect from a dealer who
represents these
manufacturers.
Acoustat
ADS

Alpha
Audio Interface
Audio Pro
Audioquest
Bang Si Olufsen

Boston Acoustics
B

stop

Carver
Counterpoint

CJ.Walker

Dennessen
Denon
Dynavector
Energy

Proton
Pyramid

Robertson
Signet
SOTA
Stax

Sumiko

Tandberg

ESB

Grace

Threshold

Hailer

Vandersteen

KEF

Keith Monks

The Lowest Price
on Sound Advice

Kiseki
Magnepan
Mission
NAD
Nakamichi
Niles
Nitty Gritty
Oracle

Plexus

VPI

Wooden Images

5 listening rooms ... New
England's largest Audiophile

record dealer ... Keith Monks
record cleaning ...In-store
service. . . All shipments pre -paid
and insured in the continental U.S.

'

Call SOUND STAGE
to compare product, price

Shop S01.511 STAGE Ibr

and service.Our friendiy
informed staff makes
Sure you gelonlythebest
stereo ralucs. CaWwr a
for monthly demos and

30davpriceguarantee
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Oracle. Perraux. Pink Triangle. PS Audio. Pro -AC.
Robertson. Rogers, Snell. SOTA. Spendor, Spica, Souther.

STAX. Sumiko. Syrinx. UPI, Premier. AR turntables, and
more. Audio Doctor, P.O. Box 390 Buffalo. Missouri 65622,
(417) 345-7245. Free news letters.

HURRY! CONTACT ME FOR BEST RESULTS: Tube
Type Components by McIntosh, Marantz, Quad. Leak.
Thorens TD124. Garrard 301, 401. Old Tannoy Monitor
Speakers. Altec 604'5. 288-16G H. 830A Laguna. Old
Western Electric Equip (Tubes, Amps, Mixers. Consoles,
Drivers, Tweeters. Horns, Speakers, Parts. Others) Tel:
213576-2642 David Yo PO Box 832 Monterey-pk. Ca.
91754

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western
Electric. Hartsfields. Patricians. John Conrad 1178 Blackbird El Cajon, Ca. 92020 (619) 449-9155

extended warranties

free "Pak ick a
Tired Piari..hi p

QUADRAPHONIC OPEN REEL TAPES, Q -8's. records.
select equipment. Michael Robin. 120 Atlanta Place, Pitts burgh.
PA 15228. 412-341-1686
9

WANTED: HARMAN KARDON 430 RECEIVER-Call T.

NAD

Moore collect (312) 279-3241.

IUD 5240 Digital Audio
Disc Maya, An mellow,
high-performance

component

with axaeolmbie

etagilear

h at SOUND STAGE today.
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CARVER

AMER

(OMAN

MOW«
AlmnaRo
CWA(tER

NA0

AXON

ALLISON

»ACOUSTIC$

OCN

POET

RES
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Mon., Tue.. Wed., Fn. 10-6, Thurs. 10-8, Sat. 10-5

a
super
selection in stock

Prompt, Gee delhen
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(203) 777-1750

knowledgeable service

Electro Research, ESB. Goetz, Haller, Helius, KEF,
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Beard, Berning, Belles, Classy, Counterpoint. Creek, Dual
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SPEAKER

SYSTEM S

Twenty years of research
and six years of development
p
to bring you the first

wholly new technology
in loudspeaker systems
in fifty years.

BEMETT lOUf1D CORPORRTI0f1
P.O. BOX 565 RESEDA, CA 91335 18181345-1608
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WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE

TAPE AND TAPE

RECORDERSIT

WANTED LOWTHER PM 4 SPEAKERS Crown 822 tube
recorder Marantz 10 tuner. C. Hawthorne, 2047 Luna. San
Leandro CA 94578. (415) 351-2047.

OPEN REEL TAPES: New, unplayed Angel, DGG, Lon
domAmpex complete operas and others. SASE for list.
West Coast Tapes, Box 4323. Modesto, CA 95352

WANTED: MARANTZ 5420 CASSETTE deck. Must be in
good or better condition. Robert (915) 772-6835

REEL TO REEL TAPES -Mostly Ampex. used once, un boxed. 1800'. 50 reels -$48.00, sample
P reel $2.00. Prices
include shipping. COD orders accepted. Paragon Sales.
Inc. POB 2022, Joliet, IL 60434 (815) 752-9212.

\COnnPACT

(518)
664-2550

DISC

CENTER P.O.

BOX 616

QUALITY, AT AKFFORDAB E
PRICES FREE CATALOGUE
LARGE SELECTION
per disc 616.99
1-3
$15.99
4S
514.99
OVER 10

-

TAPE RECORDINGS
DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS: REAL TIME DUPLI-

CATED REELS (24 track, Dolby B.C. TypeX), CASSETTES (Dolby SC. TypeX), and DIGITAL CASSETTES
from MASTER TAPES. FREE CATALOG. Direct -to -Tape,
14-R Station Ave.. Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.

P

$1.00. Barclay -Crocker. 313-A Mill Street, Poughkeepsie

OLDTIME RADIO ... Classic broadcasts on high quality
tapes. Free catalogue. Carl A. Froelich, 2 Heritage Farm,
New Freedom, PA 71349.
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Electronics, Box 6-A, Richboro, PA 18954 (215) 3224866.
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TAPE AND TAPE RECORDERS
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE
SALE High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7"
reels. used once. Case of 40, $45.00. 10V2" x 3600'
and cassettes available. Master Card.Visa. Valtech
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177 Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06830
Major credit cords honored. Open 10 AM -6 PM Mon -Sat.

An

Industry
First!
Rather than distribute the
PINNACLE ML -1 thru the normal
dealer channels (allowing the usual
50% dealer profit margin), we
decided to take a different

approach-& a big chance. The
sugg. retail price of the ML -1 is
$185.00 (with an established dealer
cost of $92.50) yet we have opted
to eliminate dealer sales entirely
and offer the ML -1 direct to the

ML -1

Cartridge
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Type: moving -coil, high -output (2.1 mV)
Freq. Response: 20-40,000 Hz±3dB
Stylus: hi -grade elliptical
Tracking Force: 1.5g -1.8g

consumer at the distributor net
price of only $88.50! Not only that,
we feel so strongly about the
quality of our cartridge that we
even provide a home -trial period
of 15 days. So if you're not
delighted with the improvement in
your system, simply return the
cartridge to us, undamaged and in
the original packing, for a full and
prompt refund [less shipping
charges]. Sure, at $185.00 we have
some strong competition, but at
$88.50 no one even comes close!

Channel Separation: 25 dB @ 1KHz
Coil Diameter: 11 microns
Magnetic Material:
Samarium Cobalt (BH MAX 18)
Body Material:

you don't agree.

calling toll -free
1-800-443-4434.

Try it and see if ^_

Acoustically -inert
fibre glass
reinforced plastics.

No step-up device needed!
For a risk -free home
trial send only $88.50
(plus $3.50 shipping) or
use your VISA, M/C by

PINNACLE PRODUCTS
CN834 Princeton, N.J. 08542
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TAPE AND TAPE RECORDERS
SURPLUS AMPEX 671 SCOTCH 24 00' box of 62, $56.
SCOTCH 3600' box of 30. 75. COD or check. CK Ltd., P.O.
Box 527, Cottondale, Florida 32431
60 MINUTE BLANK CASSETTES. $8 PER DOZEN PLUS

$3 SHIPPING AND HANDLING. R. A. B., PO BOX 2,
PONETO. IN 46781

SERVICES
AUDIO PULSE SPECIALISTS. Repairs-Modifications-Updates-Sales. WALT'S AUDIO SERVICE, 111 East Rialto Ave.. Rialto. Calif. 92376. (714) 875-0776.
G.A.S. REPAIRS-ALL MODELS
4 Month Limited warranty-Parts/Labor
For more information write or call between 10:00 & 6:00
EST, Audio Diagnostics, Inc. 19888 Kelly Rd. Harper
Woods. MI 48225. (313) 527-5400

COMPACT DISCS

CD DISCS!

The first compact disc dealer in North America (see
Billboard cover story 3,12 83), and still the best. We
have inventory! Nearly 1200 titles in stock, or readily
available. Fair prices. Same day shipping. Our stock
changes daily: phone orders a must.
Capitol Record Shop
7 Capitol Ave., Hartford, CT 06106
203-278-6530

COMPACT DISHES FOR LIRPA SI -02. Complete stock:
Rolling Stoneware. Philip Glass, Heavy Melmac, Fiddler in
the Sink. China Doll. Crystal Gayle, others. Also compact
cups: Mr. T and Dixie. Lirpa in Sirap; Paris, KY 99999.

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS AND PLAYERS!
In stock! Many titles. Fast, FREE shipping. Also: Mitsubishi,

Klipsch, Nakamichi, more (see our Hafler ad.) READ
BROTHERS STEREO 593 King Street, Charleston, South
Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

MISCELLANEOUS
COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS exclusively-from stockCLOCKS: The absolute finest ships bell and mantel clocks.

Discounted -'high-end" send $3 for catalog. San Joaquin
Clockworks P.O. Box 60322 Dept. -A, Bakersfield, CA

classical, opera, jazz, film-catalog $1.00, refundable with
order-Ethel Enterprises, P.O. Box 3301, Dept. A, Falls
Church, VA 22043

93386

PUBLICATIONS
PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors. Publicity. advertising, beautiful books. All subjects invited.

Send for fact -filled booklet and free manuscript report.
Carlton Press, Dept. 84 Fifth Avenue New York 10011

SPECIALIZING in imported and audiophile compact discs.
Labels include Telarc. Delos, Windham Hill, Chandos, Lobster. Realtime. Canyon, Yupiteru, Pierre Verany. DG and
many more. Send $1 for complete catalog and inventory list
to: SUPERSOUND RECORD SERVICE. P.O. BOX 82-A.
Forest Park, IL. 60130 (312) 366-1300
(Ask Alice 1-5pm weedkays)

****TELARC SALE**** $16 (thru June 15)

New Ideas
Make Better

Listening

JECIJ1I1%
After 50 years there is something new in Headphone Design.
Swiss craftsmanship has created the world's most comfortable

headphone. The Jecklin Float rests on top of the head, 'and its
weight, mere ounces, is distributed over a large surface resulting in
freedom of pressure.
Jecklin headphones do not press against the ear or physically contact the head area, thereby eliminating auditory passage distortion
usually found in conventional headphones. A natural soundfield is
thus created in front of the ear.
Because of these features, Jecklin headphones are comfortable
for extremely long periods without fatigue, and reproduce a wide
range, true-to-life, three dimensional stereo reproduction.
Treat yourself to a new stereo listening experience with a pair of
Jecklin Float Headphones. For further information, contact Astatic
Corporation.
Distributed in U.S.A. by Astatic Corporation, P0. Box #120, Conneaut, OH 44030-0120
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Presenting High Bias II and
the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.

EL1IS

Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so
extraordinary, we're going to guarantee it forever.

We'll guarantee life -like sound.

Extraordinarily flat frequency response at zero dB
recording levels, combined with remarkably low
noise levels, means music is captured live. Then
Permapass, " our unique oxide -bonding process, locks each oxide
particle-each musical detail-onto the tape. So music stays live.
Not just the 1st play. Or the 1000th. But forever.

11111

We'll guarantee the cassette.

We've engineered every facet of our transport mechanism
to protect the tape. Our waved -wafer improves tape -wind.
Silicone -treated rollers insure precise alignment and smooth,
safe tape movement. To protect the tape and mechanism, we've
surrounded them with a remarkable cassette housing made
rigid and strong by a mold design unique to Memorex.

We'll guarantee them forever.

If you ever become dissatisfied with Memorex High Bias II, for
any reason, simply mail the tape back and we'll replace it free.

YOU'll FOREVER WONDER,

IS ÍT LIVE,
OR IS
MEMOREX

IT$!1.
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The new Technics Digital Disc Players.

Now lasers and computers
give you the one experience your conventional
audio system never could: Reality.
Reality: The duplication of a live musical performance. The
most elusive goal of all. Yet reality is precisely what you hear
with Technics digital disc players.
How? Technics revolutionary digital disc players have a
laser instead of a conventional stylus. Because instead of
conventional record grooves, digital discs have a computer
code. The laser "reads" thi5. code as a computer instantaneously translates it into music.
What you heir is not just a reproduction of the music,
but a re-creation of it: reality.
Anc nothing touches the digital disc except the laser
beam. That means there is no wear No noise. And no distortion. All of which can plague conventional records.
coMDACT
All this Tec- nics digital technology comes

You can program the SL -P8 up to 32 different ways. Play
any selection you want. In any order you want. Repeat the
selections you like. Even skip ones you don't.
Auto Music Scan automatically plays the first 10 seconds
of every selection. So finding the selection you want is easy.
The fluorescent display shows you precisely where the
laser is on the disc. So you can even find the exact notes you
want to hear
And to let you do all this from across the room, there's
even an infrared remote control.
Experience the full range of Technics digital technology.
Including the new SL -P8 and affordable SL -P7. The digital
revolution continues at Technics.

[1x,11 together in the new generation Technics digital.
DIGITAL A;DIO

disc players. The remarkable SL -P8 and SL -P7.

Technics
The science of sotirxi

Buy a Technics Co"npact Disc Player between January 1 and May 31, 1984 and Technics will send you 5 free Digital Audio Discs.
See your participating Tec,inics dealer for details.
Enter No. 31 on Reader Service Card

